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Preface

A research contract to develop a Trusted Network Architecture was issued by the
Department of Supply and Services of the Government of Canada to the Computer Systems Research Institute of the University of Toronto. The actual contract was entitled
"Development of a Secure Multilevel Local Area Computer Network". Work commenced on May 1, 1987. This document is the final report describing the results of that
contract. There have been three interim reports. Copies of these have become difficult
to obtain. An attempt has been made to incorporate all of the results of the contract
in this report, so that some sections that appeared in the interim reports are duplicated
or rephrased in this report to avoid references to them.
The work was performed by the following team of people:
Principal Investigator: Prof. E. Stewart Lee
Research Team:

Prof. P. I. P. Boulton
Prof. D. M. Lewis
Prof. M. Stumm
Mr. B. Thomson.

Mr. Thomson was employed fulltime on the research, and much of the credit for whatever value the results may have is due to his efforts. The professorial members of the
team devoted an average of about forty percent of their effort to this research.
The Computer Systems Research Institute was established in 1968 as the Computer Systems Research Group, under the joint administration of the Department of
Computer Science and the Department of Electrical Engineering. In July 1984, in
recognition of its mature status, the Group was reconstituted as an Institute in both
the Faculty of Arts and Science and the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering.
The group originally had six members. In 1988 the membership has grown to 38
academics, with a sizable support staff. CSRG's original objective was "to do research
and development in the design and operating characteristics of complex computing systems, and to see that the results are used to improve information processing ... ". This
objective remains equally valid today for CSRI.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Overview

The art of being wise
is the art of knowing what to overlook.
William James, The Principles oC Psychology, 1800. 0.. 22.

1.1. Introduction

This document is the final contract report on research to develop a Trusted Net- ·
work Architecture for use in Distributed Computer Systems. The research primarily
concerns Local Area Networks (LANs). HUBNET1 is a LAN with particularly good performance characteristics for use in a trustworthy network. This report describes one
way that a trustworthy network could be built from HUBNET.
Modern computing systems are rapidly evolving from a single digital computer
having one or more active users at a time, to distributed systems in which many computers are interconnected through a communications network. Computers that are
interconnected by a network are usually called hosts.

If an organization possesses several computers, it is economically and functionally
desirable to connect them to a network so that they may
(a)

exchange data,

(b)

exchange electronic mail,

(c)

run programs that cooperate in the solution of problems, and

(d)

permit users to login to a remote machine.

In any single host, the security of subjects (processes, agents or surrogates for users),
and objects (subjects, data, or files) is a well known problem. In the United States,
there exist the Trusted Computer Systems Evaluation Criteria2 (TCSEC), which establish
a graded set of measures against which a computer system can be calibrated to establish levels of security confidence. A Trusted Network Interpretation (TNI) of the
TCSEC3 applies to trustworthy computer /communications systems. Security and
1 Lee, E.S. and P.I.P Boulton, "The Principles and Performance of HUBNET: A 50 Mbit/s Glass Fiber Local Area
Network", IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Vol. SAC-1, No. 5, pp. 711-720, November 1983.
See also E.S. Lee and P.I.P Boulton, "HUBNEr Performance Measurement", IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in
Communications, Vol. SAC-6, No. 6, pp. 1025-1032, July 1988.
2 Department of Defence Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, DOD 5200.28-STD, Library No. S225,711,
December 1985.

3 Trusted Network Interpretation of the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, U.S. National Computer
Security Center, NCSG-TG-005, Library No. S228,526. 31 July 1987.
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networking interact in two distinct ways. One interaction involves the role of the network as a transmission medium for sensitive data. It concerns the network's ability to
protect and segregate this data, and the assurance that can be developed that this protection and segregation is reliably designed and constructed.
The second way security and networking interact is the interconnecting of disjoint
security domains. The network must preserve the security-related properties of the
hosts that it connects. This research and development on a Trusted Network Architecture includes both of these security and networking interactions.
Packet switching networks are highly desirable for computer interconnection. In a
packet switching network, hosts on the network must monitor it for messages intended
for them. When a host encounters a message packet intended for another host, it
should not be possible for it to understand the data in this packet (content security). It
is also desirable to make impractical any deductions concerning the source or the destination of a message packet intended for other hosts (traffic security). Finally, it should
be impractical to deduce information from an analysis of the density of message packet
traffic on the network. This report describes a way that this might be done using HUBNET, which is a Canadian developed, commercially available, packet switching LAN
which has many properties that make it highly suitable for use in secure networks.
Hosts attached to a network will, in general, have various levels of trustworthiness. The trustworthiness may have been evaluated to have different levels of
assurance. The hosts must still have the capability of communicating, but the network
must not diminish the security standards of any host. It is unacceptable for all hosts
on a network to be required to operate at the lowest or highest security level of the
attached hosts.
A network that encrypts the data, and that encrypts the addresses in the data
packets, and that controls the distribution of the security keys in a trusted way to exercise effective control, must have at least one host operating as a Trusted Network Controller (TNC). The TNC has responsibility for all aspects of network management. We
assume that the security policy that each host is enforcing is known to the Trusted
Network Controller, and that the hosts include subjects and objects that can have associated with them some known range of security levels. In particular, hosts that include
objects with minimal or no security classification may co-exist on a network with hosts
that contain highly sensitive objects.
A host must be cautious when disclosing security policy and security level over the
network. The challenge is to permit the proper and valid flow of information between
processes that can legitimately communicate, while prohibiting the flow of information,
state, and status where it represents a security violation. This must be done without
sacrificing so much performance that the communications system becomes crippled.
One of the responsibilities of the Trusted Network Controller will be to arbitrate
requests for connection from one host to another, to assure that the process of attempting to establish a communications path between a subject in one host to a subject in a
different host can be done with no intrinsic security risk to any host's security envelope.
Figure 1 shows an arrangement of hosts attached to a communications network.
The trusted network represented in the Figure has six hosts attached to it. In general,
there could be a different number of hosts, with different properties; the figure is for
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Host TNC

Host A

TNC

UT/TS

KDC
Host E
T/S,C,R

Host B
T/TS,S

Host D

Host C

UT/R

T/S,C
Figure 1. An Example Network

Host A:

Untrusted, with Top Secret objects.

Host B:

Trusted, with Top Secret and Secret objects.

Host C:

Trusted, with Secret and Confidential objects.

Host D:

Untrusted, with Restricted objects.

Host E:

Trusted, with Secret, Confidential, and Restricted objects.

Host TNC:

The Trusted Network Controller

illustrative purposes only. Some of the security attributes of the hosts are shown.
As an example of some of the issues to be considered in the Trustworthy Network
Architecture, consider the allowable flows of data for the network shown in Figure 1.
Following the criteria developed in the TCSEC and the TNI4, one would expect subjects
to be permitted to read data at the same or a lower level, and to be permitted to write
data at the same level or append it at a higher level. In a network, communication is
from an originating subject (the source) to a receiving subject (the destination).
4 All references to TNI are meant to imply references to its Part I. In Part I, a collection of networked hosts is
interpreted to be a single system, enforcing a single security policy over the aggregation of all data objects and subjects in the system. Part II is more general, and discusses criteria for permissible information flow between connected
hosts.
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Following an analog of the TCSEC policy, the source subject can transmit data to the
receiving subject if and only if the security level of the source subject is less than or
equal to the security level of the destination subject. In figure 1, the hosts are shown to
have objects with several of different levels of sensitivity, from R to TS. The figure has
been simplified; in practice, both the subjects and the objects would have categories,
and these would enter the determination of the security levels as well as the sensitivity.
Referring to Figure 1, it is seen that there are two untrusted 5 hosts, both operating at a single security level. One of the other hosts is the Trusted Network Controller
(TNC). The TNC is universally trustworthy. To keep the example as simple as is possible, data flow to or from the TNC will not be considered in this example. The remaining three hosts are trusted, and are operating multi-level secure. It is easy to construct
several scenarios for which the connection of two hosts by an apparently legitimate virtual circuit forms a connected system that encompasses more security levels than either
host can assuredly protect. For instance, hosts B and E are both trusted and might
exchange secret data. If a connection to permit this existed, the security levels in the
connected system range from TS through R. It is unlikely that either host could protect data at that range of levels.
If several hosts are connected to a network, very few data flows are likely to be
permissible unless the TNC can determine the identity and security level of the sending
and receiving subjects more precisely than the union of all categories in each host and
the range of sensitivities in each host. In effect, there must be some component of the
Trusted Computing Base in each host that can be believed by the Trusted Network
Controller to reliably describe the security attributes of subjects aspiring to use the
network. How this might be done, and whether any degree of believability is
worthwhile, is one of the questions we faced.

1.2. Protocols

To communicate effectively, the hosts attached to a network must use a protocol
to oversee the reliable transmission and reception of data packets. These protocols. are
organized into distinct layers, with specific responsibilities assigned to each layer. In
the International Standards Organization (ISO) Reference Model of Open System Interconnection (OSI) there are seven layers6 • When viewed from the hosts, the capabilities
of the chosen protocol and the functional properties of the hardware define a Network
Architecture. The ISO Network Architecture is one of several that have had
widespread acceptance. Only the OSI network architecture includes specific features to
address the trustworthiness of the communications on the network.

5 TruBted in this context is meant to imply that the host has passed some formal security evaluation requirement. UntruBted means that the host has not been tested against any such requirement.
6 Zimmerman,H.: "OSI Reference Model --- The ISO Model of Architecture for Open Systems Interconnection",
IEEE TranB. Commun., Vol. COM-28, pp.425-432, April 1980.
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Application

Application

Presentation

Presentation

Session

Session

Transport

Transport

Network

Network

Data Link

Data Link

r-- -er-to siibla-er---,

r---cr-to siibla-er---,

Physical

Physical

Figure 2. OSI Protocols Showing Encryption Locations

The OSI architecture is arranged in seven layers, as shown in figure 2. The
transport-layer encryption corresponds to the stage in the protocol when several parallel paths from or to processes in the host are multiplexed or demultiplexed into or from
one serial stream of packets for transmission on the network. The link-layer encryption
is done immediately before the packet is dispatched on the network, or immediately
after the packet has been received from the network.

1.3. Encryption and Noise Packets

Encryption is essential to the operation of a Trusted Network. It is used for two
purposes. First and most obvious, when a data packet leaves a sensitive security
envelope and is merged with other packets during its transmission on the network, it
must be encrypted so that it can be downgraded to the standard security level of all
packets on the network. As seen above, this encryption can be in two steps.
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The second use of encryption is in the authentication process. Two hosts attempting to communicate must determine that each is the host it purports to be, and that
the communications are timely. An authentication protocol uses a shared' secret, an
encryption key set known only to the hosts participating in the attempt, to establish
the authenticity of each to the other.
In order to increase the difficulty of intercepting actual meaningful packets of any
type for cryptanalysis or traffic analysis, it is worthwhile establishing a minimum level
of traffic on the network. HUBNET is ideal for this; it is possible to arrange an average
data rate of at least 50% of the nominal capacity of 100 megabits per second without
any visible performance degradation for actual meaningful traffic. Unless a HUBNET has
more than many hundreds of hosts attached, this level of traffic would swamp in volume
the meaningful traffic, and would present an intruder with an overwhelming amount of
data from which to attempt to extract the meaningful packets. The attachment to all
hosts can participate equally in the generation of these interfering packets, which are
indistinguishable from meaningful packets and are all different.

To demonstrate how effective this obfuscating traffic can be, consider a secure network of 50 hosts attached to a 100 megabit/s HUBNET. If the HUBNET is operating at
50% of its capacity, each host can broadcast 100 packets of 1250 characters per second.
This packet rate is far in excess of the actual continuous packet rate that is usually
achieved by individual hosts. Consequently, many of these packets can be noise; in
essence the broadcast of a non-noise packet can substitute for the broadcast of the next
noise packet. If this approach is correctly followed, it is improbable or impossible that
any intruder reading the network traffic can deduce anything from the succession of
apparent packets.

1.4. Summary and Overview

This report is divided into twelve chapters, a bibliography, and two appendices.
The chapters that follow this summary and overview are each described below. In each
case an informal description of the contents of the chapter is shown.
Chapter 2: Architectural Specification
Our architecture is described in some detail in this chapter. Much of the material
that follows chapter 2 is explication of its content, or formal modelling intended
to augment intuition with formal assurance.
Chapter 3: Trustworthy Network Security Policy
This chapter specifies the overall requirements for policy, accountability, and
assurance, and then discusses the various implications of the choices that could be
made in an instance of an actual network.
Chapter 4: Levels of Assurance
Chapter 4 discusses the effects of networking on the levels of assurance of security
that can be developed. It includes an abstract model of the accreditation process,
in support of some reasoning about the levels of assurance.
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Chapter 5: Authentication Protocols and Key Distribution
The authentication of hosts one to another is an essential part of the accountability requirement. This chapter describes a method that uses the TNC to assist in
the authentication process and as a source of the keys that are used in the network. Also, the TNC must provide keys to the encryption and decryption devices
in the network as required. The protocol is presented in some detail because it is
the primary security perimeter of the TNA. Without an effective authentication
and key distribution protocol there can be neither reliable accountability nor
meaningful assurance.
Chapter 6: The Deducibility Model and Hook-up Security
Deducibility is formally defined, and the chapter develops in considerable detail a
deducibility model of the network architecture. Its strengths and weaknesses are
discussed, and some objections that have appeared in the literature are dealt
with. It is shown that under certain conditions, the deducibility and the noninterference definitions of security are equivalent. A discussion of hook-up security completes the chapter.
Chapter 1: Formal Security Model
A formal model of security is presented in this chapter. The definition of deducibility is reprised here, then a version of it is proposed that addresses some of its
weaknesses that were discussed in the previous chapter. The resulting modified
deducibility definition forms the foundation of our basic security definition. We
then define a general, abstract model based on deducibility, which is refined in
steps to yield more concrete models.
Chapter 8: Guide for Model Interpretation and Application
Chapter 8 provides guidance on the application of the abstract model described in
chapter 7.
Chapter 9: Proof Demonstration
A sample instantiation and proof of the model for a simple computer communications network is presented.
Chapter 10: Functional Specification
A list of the functionality of the components that would constitute a trustworthy
network of this architecture is given in this chapter. Several desirable but
optional features of the network are identified.
Chapter 11: Hardware and Software Modifications to Hubnet
A general discussion of the adaptability of the present HUBNET hardware and
software to TNA shows that in principle it is an ideal vehicle for this purpose.
Perhaps not surprisingly, substantial re-engineering of some of the HUBNET components will be needed.
Chapter 12: Extensions of the TNA to Other Networks
TNA can be extended to other local area network technologies. However, it is
argued in this chapter that HUBNET has significant security advantages over all
other known local area networks. Some thoughts about wide area networks are
included here, but this research did not examine the issue in detail.
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Chapter 13: Bibliography
An annotated collection of over 100 references relevant to this work is presented
in the bibliography.
Appendix A: Logi"c Notation
This appendix is a concise description of the notation used m chapter 5 to
describe and to reason about the protocols.
Appendix B: Definitions
This appendix is a short glossary of the more frequent terms that arise m this
work.

CHAPTER 2

Architectural Specification

Architecture ... is the adaptation of form to resist force.
John Ruskin, Val d'Arno, 1874. ai.6.

2.1. Introduction

This chapter describes an architecture for a trusted network intended for a computing environment in which frequent communication occurs amongst computers linked
by an open local area network. The network is assumed to be open in the sense that it
may be subject to attempts at wiretapping, eavesdropping, and sophisticated interference from unauthorized intruders. This does not imply that the trusted network should
be operated in an open environment; in fact, we encourage that the network be
operated in a physically secure environment. However, since a trusted network should
be designed to withstand possible breaches in security, worst case assumptions should
serve as a basis in the design. For example, the trusted network described here is
designed to withstand traffic analysis and other attacks in spite of wiretapping and
other forms of eavesdropping. Similarly, it ensures that conversations are possible only
between subjects connected by legitimate connections and that these conversations are
tam per-proof.
The architecture is based on secure data channels, over which only authorized subjects can send, inspect or modify the data stream. This is achieved through the use of a
number of mechanisms including encryption, checksums, and nonces 1. Communication
that bypasses these secure data channels is not possible.
Additional security features of the secure data channels include:
•

all transmitted packets are of equal length,

•

each network node transmits packets at a constant average rate,

•

a large proportion of transmitted packets are artificially generated and contain
no real data, but are indistinguishable from packets containing real data,

•

the transport-level protocols are connection oriented and different keys are used
for encryption at the transport level for each connection, and

•

each transmitted packet is also encrypted at the link level in its entirety, that is,
including the link-level header containing the address fields.

1 A nonce is a one-time identifier that is used to detect playbacks and to make otherwise identical packets appear different when encrypted.
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The trusted network is controlled by a single, centralized, highly trusted node,
called the Trusted Network Controller (TNC). The TNC arranges for the establishment
of all connections and is responsible for authentication and for encryption key distribution. Control of the trusted network is fully centralized, although data channels connect two endpoints directly for high performance.
Much of the network security in the trusted network is based on encryption. We
assume the existence of encryption mechanisms that are sufficiently powerful and
secure. We do not add anything to the body of knowledge with respect to encryption.
Nevertheless, the trusted network architecture has a number of features that make it
more difficult to compromise keys and which limit the extent of possible damage in the
event of key compromise. For example, encryption keys are visible only to the TNC and
to network entities it trusts, and keys are not passed to higher communication levels or
passed to the operating systems of the hosts connected to the trusted network. Additionally, keys are used at multiple levels and must be changed frequently.
The Trusted Network Architecture is described in several steps. Section 2.2
describes the major components of the trusted network and presents an architectural
overview and diagram. Section 2.3 informally introduces the specification of the trusted
network architecture and presents the reasoning behind many of the architectural
choices. It also suggests possible implementations that would meet the specification
where it may not be obvious. Finally, in section 2.4 we perform a risk assessment of the
trusted network architecture. We analyze the effects of common security attacks and
consider the strength of the proposed architecture by analyzing the ramifications when
individual encryption keys are compromised.
In reading this document, it is important to keep in mind that a good architectural specification is a balance between two forces. On the one hand, it should be
sufficiently complete to ensure that all implementations conforming to the specification
meet the goals of the architecture. On the other hand, the specification should be
minimal, so as not to constrain the use of existing solutions or prevent the introduction
of new state-of-the-art mechanisms when they become available.

2.2. Architectural Overview

The Trusted Network Architecture is defined by specifying the hardware base, the
various protocols that define the interaction between hardware components, and how
encryption keys should be used for communication. We review these hardware components, protocols and encryption in the following subsections.

2.2.1. Hardware

Four hardware components form the basis of the trusted network:
•

the physical network,

•

the host computers,
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•

Trusted Network Interface Un£ts (TNIUs), where a TNIU connects a host to the network, and

•

a Trusted Network Controller (TNC).

The sole purpose of the network is to efficiently communicate data between two
TNIUs or between the TNC and a TNIU. The only way a host is allowed to connect to
the network is via a TNIU. A TNIU contains the network access controller necessary for
transmitting and receiving network packets, implements the low-level communication
protocols, is responsible for encrypting and decrypting all data, and cooperates with the
TNC for several purposes, including the establishment of transport-level connections
and key distribution.

TNC

LAN

TNIU

Host

TNIU

Host

TNIU

Host

Figure 2.1. Logical control structure of the trusted network

The TNC is a highly trusted host in a secure area and centrally manages the network. The primary function of the TNC is that of arbitrating transport-level virtual
connections between principals, that is, between processes running on hosts connected
to the network by the TNIUs in conformance with a network-wide security policy. This
responsibility requires, in turn, that the TNC perform authentication as well as the
management and distribution of encryption keys.
The TNC is the only entity that implements a network-wide security policy and
therefore has total control over the trusted network. Hence, from a control point of
view, the network is completely centralized, as depicted in figure 2.1. However, once a
connection is established by the TNC, end-to-end communication occurs directly
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between subjects without going through the TNC, as depicted in figure 2.2, in order to
allow for a high aggregate communication throughput.

Host

Host

TNIU

TNC
Host

Figure 2.2. Communication paths in the trusted network

2.2.2. Protocols

In addition to the hardware components, communication protocols must be
specified for:
•

Host - TNIU communication.

•

Link-level communication between two TNIUs or between a TNIU and the TNC.

•

Transport-level communication between processes executing on hosts.

•

TNIU - TNC transport-level and control communication.

Communication between a host and its TNIU is kept to a minimum and is used
only to establish or release transport-level virtual connections and for passing data that
is communicated over transport-level connections that terminate at that particular
host. The interface between a host and its TNIU will be similar to any standard interlevel interface, as found, for example in one of the ISO OSI architecture definition
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specifications.
The link-level communication protocol can be similar to standard datagram
oriented link-level protocols. .AJ5 is usually the case, the link level is primarily responsible for link-level addressing and detection of transmission errors (both those caused
naturally as well as those caused by intruders). However, a few simple changes or restrictions to standard link-level protocols are necessary before they are suitable for our
trusted network. For example, link-level control information must be kept to a
minimum in order to reveal as little information as possible in case link-level keys are
compromised. (All link-level data is transmitted in encrypted form only.) Also, since
transport-level data is completely encrypted using keys specific to each virtual connection, it becomes necessary to include a connection identifier field in the link-level header
in order to be able to identify the connection and hence the corresponding appropriate
transport-level decryption key.
The transport-level communication protocol must be connection oriented and
capable of detecting and suppressing duplicate packets with very long lifetimes. Otherwise, no restrictions are imposed on this protocol level. The transport-level protocol
can be executed in either on the host or in the TNIU. The architecture described here
does not specify a required execution location. However, we assume it is executed on
the host, as depicted in figure 2.3.

<································

High Level
Protocols

unencrypted

Transport

encrypted

Layer

i---

Link Layer
(Network
Layer}

TNIU

······················>

Physical
Layer

Network

Host
j\

Transport-level encryption

J

Link-level encryption

Figure 2.3. Crypto locations and partitioning of protocol levels.

Executing the transport-level protocol on the host has the advantage that two
hosts can communicate using arbitrary transport protocols, including specialized ones
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(as long as they adhere to the specification). Also, it makes security verification of the
TNIU simpler, since it does not include the verification of the transport-level protocols
needed for general interprocess communication. Finally, it allows for a physical separation of plaintext and ciphertext, since encryption is performed in the TNIU.
If the transport level is implemented on the host, then its connections must make
use of virtual connections between TNIUs, as established and maintained by the TNIUs
themselves. These TNIU - TNIU virtual connection can be viewed as network-level
connections, since they connect two end hosts. Each transport-level connection must
correspond to a single network-level connection. However, strictly speaking, a network
level is not needed in this architecture, since it is restricted to local area networks
where no routing takes place.

Therefore, to be precise, one would have to view the implementation of the
transport-level protocol as being partitioned between host and TNIU, where the lowest
levels of the transport protocol, in particular the transport-level encryption and the
multiplexing, are performed in the TNIU. Nevertheless, viewing the TNIU - TNIU connections as network-level connections has its advantages. It may not be trivial to partition existing transport protocol implementations across two processors (that of the
host and and the TNIU), but it appears simple to modify existing transport protocol
implementations to use a separate network-level connection for each transport-level
connection. If the interprocess transport level is implemented on the host side, then the
TNIUs will require a separate transport-level protocol implementation in order to communicate with the TNC, although this can be a simpler, specialized protocol.
Finally, the TNIU and TNC also need higher level protocols for control, network
management, key distribution, as well as other functions described in later sections.

2.2.3. Encryption

Encryption is essential to the operation of the trusted network. It is used for
authentication purposes as well as for secure communication.
An important consideration is the level in the communication architecture where
encryption is to occur. The advantages of link-level encryption over end-to-end,
transport-level encryption or vice versa have been discussed extensively in the literature. In the end-to-end approach, the message contents only need to be decrypted once
at the destination host. This approach also allows a higher number of identifiable and
separately protected entities. But encrypting at the transport level leaves the link (and
network) level headers in the clear. On the other hand, link-level encryption allows for
the transmission of packets that are completely encrypted, including header information.

In this architecture, encryption occurs at both the link level and the transport
level, benefiting from the advantages of both crypto locations.
At the link level, each host has its own link-level key assigned by the TNC that is
used to decrypt all received packets. Sending TNIUs obtain the corresponding encryption keys from the TNC, one for each destination TNIU. The encryption algorithms
used at the link level do not need to be "heavyweight": it is acceptable to sacrifice some
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cryptographic strength for performance. The implementation used must allow the
timely decryption of each packet header as it arrives from the network, so that the
TNIU is not overrun. However, the use of a relatively weak encryption algorithm does
not significantly lessen security, since the higher-level portions of the packet are additionally encrypted at the transport level. Encryption at the link level is used mainly to
hide traffic patterns and it is conjectured that the utility of any information that can
be deduced from traffic pattern analysis will decay rapidly with time.
Separate key sets are used for each transport-level connection and for each direction. The encryption at the transport level needs to be more secure than the link-level
encryption. The TNIU is responsible for encrypting transport-level packets in their
entirety before network transmission and for their decryption at the receiving end.
Both the link-level and the transport-level encryption algorithms must be stateless.
The link-level packets are not reliably delivered, and retransmission may be necessary.
The packet may be re-encrypted on each retransmission, and can include a nonce to
make the retransmission different. Overall, the transport level is by definition reliable.
This reliability is achieved by retransmission originating in the host. The transportlevel encryptions take place below this in the TNIU. Because of the possibility of
retransmission a stateless encryption algorithm must be used.

2.3. Specification and Discussion

In this section we introduce the specification of the trusted network architecture
and present the reasoning behind many of the architectural choices. Where it is not
obvious, we also suggest possible implementations that meet the specification.

2.3.1. Hardware Components of the Network

The trusted network contains four major hardware components:
•

the local area network itself,

•

the hosts connected to the network, with their operating systems and application
processes,

•

a trusted network controller, and

•

trusted network interface units connected to each host.

2.3.1.1. The Network

The network must be a broadcast network, where each transmitted packet is sent
to every connected host. This requirement complicates traffic analysis attacks in that
it ensures that the level of traffic is equal on each link. Moreover, in a broadcast network routing is unnecessary, which allows us to encrypt all link-level header information, including addresses. Although the network must be a broadcast network, we do
not support broadcast or multicast messages, where a single packet is addressed to
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multiple hosts.
The network must have an aggregate throughput capacity large enough to stably
sustain traffic when all network nodes simultaneously generate traffic at their peak
allowable rate. This allows a policy whereby each network node continuously transmits
packets at a constant average rate. Whenever a node does not have real data packets
to send, it generates artificial, random packets and sends them instead. Since most
transmitted packets will be artificial, the packet signal-to-noise ratio on the network
will be high. Naturally, artificial packets must be generated such that they appear to
be valid encrypted packets.
The network must be structured such that only limited disruption occurs if a path
passing through an insecure area is destroyed. Additionally, path failures must be
detectable. This can generally be achieved by having the TNC periodically poll each
network node. It may be important for each host to know if it is still connected to the
rest of the distributed system. If the network is of the type where a locally transmitted
packet is also received locally after it has traversed either the entire network (as would
be the case in a ring network) or traversed a central point of the network, such as the
root of a rooted tree network or the central node in a star network, then each node
verifies that it is still connected to the rest of the network on each packet transmission.
Additionally, it should not be possible for a single network access point (possibly
created by an intruder in an insecure area) to disrupt all network traffic. Nevertheless,
it is still useful to be able to isolate individual segments of the network in a secure way,
in order to, for example, isolate misbehaving or malfunctioning network nodes.

2.3.1.2. The Host and its Operating System

The operating system of the host may contain the communication protocols levels
corresponding to the transport level and above. The transport protocol implementation
must adhere to the specifications laid out in section 2.3.3.3.
The host operating system is responsible for supplying to the TNIU the parameters
required by the TNC that are needed to decide on the permissibility of a proposed connection. The TNC is aware of all parameters concerning security that are relevant to
each host.

2.3.1.3. The Trusted Network Controller

The Trusted Network Controller (TNC) is a highly trusted host in a secure area
that manages the network. The primary function of the TNC is that of arbitrating
transport-level virtual connections between principals, that is, between processes running on hosts connected by the network. It implements the network-wide security policy. The TNC works closely with Trusted Network Interface Units (TNIU) connected to
each host, as described in section 2.3.1.4.
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In order for two processes to communicate, they must first (through the TNIU)
request the TNC to set up a trusted connection for them. The TNC then determines the
appropriateness of communication between these two processes, using information provided by the hosts' operating systems, the TNIUs connected to the two hosts, and information held locally. If a connection is permissible, the TNC generates keys for encrypting and decrypting transport-level data and passes them to the two corresponding
TNIUs, implicitly granting permission for the two processes to communicate. (This protocol is described in more detail in subsection 2.3.3.5.)

Packets that are transmitted on the network are also encrypted at the link level.
The TNC supplies the necessary link-level encryption keys at the same time as it passes
the transport-level keys. The TNC can therefore entirely prevent certain hosts from
communicating with each other, by refusing to divulge the keys necessary for communication. The TNC will periodically change the link-level key for each host.
The TNC is also used for auditing and administrative purposes. The TNC may
want to receive and analyze network traffic directly. It should be .able to detect any
inconsistent traffic patterns. Also, if the capability to remotely shut down a portion of
the network exists, then the TNC may decide to do so, in order to isolate individual
hosts.

2.3.1.4. The Trusted Network Interface Unit

Each host is connected to the network via a Trusted Network Interface Unit
(TNIU). This device includes the network access controller necessary for transmitting
and receiving packets to and from the network, a sufficiently powerful processor and
working memory to be able to implement the lower-level communication protocols, the
necessary protocol software, encryption devices, specialized protocols for communicating
with the TNC, and a manually installed but changeable set of keys for communicating
with the TNC.
All communication from a host to the network must go through a TNIU. If an
intruder attempts to transmit packets directly, circumventing the TNIU, then the
intended receiver will not recognize the address, since the packet's link-level header will
not be properly encrypted.
For additional security, the TNIU can be made tamper-proof to ensure that circuits cannot be modified so as to bypass components, and so that it is impossible to
infer any of the encryption keys it employs by observing the circuits or component
interfaces. In a sense, the TNIU can be viewed as a trusted extension of the TNC.
The TNIU has a number of responsibilities. First, it transmits link-level packets of
fixed length. If the client wishes to send less transport-level data, then the link-level
packet is filled by the TNIU with randomized data to its full length. The random fill
data must be chosen so that it is indistinguishable from real data after encryption.
Second, each TNIU always transmits packets at a constant rate. If a host has no
data to send, then artificial packets filled with random data are generated and sent to
a (nonexistent) host with a randomly generated address. (If a destination address is
chosen randomly, then there is a small probability that the address will be equal to
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that of one of the TNIUs. This will not be a problem, however, since the packet is also
filled with random data and hence will not be recognized as belonging to an existing
connection.) These artificial packets must also be indistinguishable from real packets
after encryption. A timer mechanism is used to decide when to transmit a packet. If a
packet with real data is ready for transmission, then it is enqueued and transmitted
instead of an artificial packet the next time the timer expires.
Third, each link-level packet is encrypted in its entirety. A different, randomly
chosen, nonce is included in each link-level header to hide link-level retransmissions 2 .
Fourth, the TNIU creates virtual connections for the host's processes and obtains
encryption keys from the TNC for communication over these connections if the TNC
authorizes them.
Finally, the TNIU accepts transport-level packets from the host, adds nonces, and
encrypts the result using an appropriate transport-level virtual-connection key. Conversely, it decrypts arriving transport-level packets and passes them to the host. The
TNC may limit the usage of keys for virtual connections to a certain number of packets
or a period of time. The TNC can enforce limits based on time. The TNIU must
cooperate with the TNC if limits based on packet count are to be used.
Packets, including noise packets, can be transmitted from each TNIU either with a
fixed period or with a constant average period. Transmitting with a constant average
period is simple, and allows for the immediate transmission of an occasional high priority packet with no traffic analysis risk.
Transmitting with a fixed period also has its advantages. It simplifies the timer
mechanism. The bandwidth of the network is effectively partitioned into time division
slots, where a TNIU transmits in every n-th slot, so the network operates as if it were a
slotted network. Slots are assigned to TNIUs dynamically; a TNIU attempts to transmit
in each successive slot until its transmission is successful. Thereafter, it transmits a
packet every n-th slot, where n is determined by the transmission period of the TNIU.
A TNIU transmits in a new slot only when a packet that was transmitted in one of its
allocated slots did not successfully get through. This can only occur in the case of a
retry due to non-selection, or due to a transmission error. Hence, if each TNIU
transmits with the same period, retries will occur infrequently.
Retries appear only when a new TNIU starts up or after a transmission error. If
the network load is less than 100%, then the allocation of slots is stable. Each TNIU
will be able to acquire a slot after attempting to transmit in at most n-1 slots.
Operating the network in this fashion allows the network to run at very high loads
(above 85% of capacity) without becoming unstable. Moreover, an abnormally high
retry rate clearly identifies problems, either with respect to the number of transmission
errors or, more importantly, with respect to unauthorized network transmissions. The
disadvantage of transmitting with a fixed period is that it is possible for an intruder to
determine that sequences of messages originate at a single host, simply by observing the
repetitive traffic pattern. However, this may already be possible to a limited extent if
2

It is not clear that this would benefit security. See the footnote to section 2.4.1.
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the intruder can monitor the transmit fibre from a particular TNIU. If the TNC
transmits on demand, its transmissions will cause a random rearrangement of the slots,
reducing the traffic analysis risk. For performance reasons, we prefer transmission with
a fixed period.

2.3.2. Encryption and Keys

In this trusted network architecture, a number of different keys are used to
encrypt packets both at the link and transport levels.

It is necessary that each TNIU be capable of decrypting the header of each arriving packet quickly in order to determine whether the connected host is the intended
destination of the packet. The only data visible at the link level are addresses, an
identifier indicating which virtual connection the packet belongs to, a nonce that is
changed every time the packet is sent in order to disguise retransmissions, and a checksum. It is necessary to encrypt the entire packet at the link level in order to hide
traffic patterns. Moreover, the encryption algorithm used at the link level must be a
stateless block algorithm, so that message losses can be tolerated.
Encryption at the transport level needs to be stronger than that in use at the link
level, and must also be stateless.

2.3.2.1. Link-level Keys and Booting

The TNC and every TNIU have link-level keys used for bootstrapping purposes
that are periodically manually changed by a security officer. Any TNIU A stores two of
these keys, namely BAfs (which is identical on each TNIU) for encrypting packets being
sent to the TNC S and BA.jA for decrypting packets received from the TNC. In the
notation used here, A indicates a link-level key, the superscript E refers to Encrypt, and
D refers to Decrypt. The prefix B indicates that this key is used for bootstrapping purposes only. The index SA in AsA means that the key is used in sending packets from S
to A. Thus, the key AM refers to the key used in sending packets from any host to
host A, while BAfs is the bootstrapping key used by all hosts for encrypting packets
sent to S.
The key BAf8 is used by S to decrypt received boot packets, and for any TNIU A,
the key BAfA is used to encrypt packets being sent to A by the TNC. The TNC must
know all these keys.
These keys, BAfs, BAfs, BAfA, and BA.jA are used only for bootstrapping and
resynchronization purposes (hence the prefix B), and only for communication between
TNIUs and the TNC. They need be changed infrequently.
Link-level communication is encrypted using other link-level keys that are periodically changed on the initiative of the TNC. Each TNIU B is assigned a key AfB for
decrypting all arriving link-level packets. The TNC knows the corresponding encryption
key AfB for each TNIU.
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A TNIU A can obtain from the TNC a link-level encryption key AfB for encrypting
link-level packets destined to host B, and host B can decrypt using )._~8 . Observe that
only B can successfully decrypt these packets, since only it has the key necessary to do
so. Naturally, the TNC may refuse to give a link-level key to A, if it does not wish to
allow A to communicate with B.
Finally, each TNIU maintains a link-level key, Afs, used for sending packets to the
TNC. This key is also changed periodically, as dictated by the TNC.

2.3.2.2. Transport-level Keys

All communication at the transport level between processes executing on two hosts
connected to TNIUs occurs over virtual connections. A pair of keys, KfB and "-~B, i~
assigned by the TNC to each unidirectional connection. Only A knows Kf8 and only B
knows "-~B- Additionally, a connection between each TNIU and TNC exists, with two
pairs of corresponding keys, Kfs, "-~s, and "-fA, "-~A-

encrypts link-level packets destined for host B
encrypts link-level packets destined for the TNC
decrypts link-level packets arriving at B
decrypts link-level packets arriving at the TNC
E
"-AB

encrypts transport-level packets sent by A destined for host B
encrypts transport-level packets sent by A destined for the TNC
decrypts transport-level packets sent by A arriving at B
decrypts transport-level packets sent by A arriving at the TNC
encrypts trani,;port-level packets sent by the TNC destined for A
decrypts transport-level packets sent by TNC arriving at A
Figure 2.4: Summary of Operating Encryption and Decryption Keys

The TNC may limit the validity of transport-level keys to a specific time interval
or number of usages. The TNC can enforce time limits by arbitrarily assigning new
keys to the connection. It is the responsibility of the TNRJs to request new keys from
the TNC for limits based on packet counts.
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For bootstrapping and resynchronization purposes, two transport-level keys, BK.ls
and BK.jA, are set manually in the TNIU A by a security officer. The TNC will have the
two corresponding keys: BK.fA and BK.~s- These keys need be changed infrequently.

2.3.2.3. Key Distribution

As described in the previous paragraphs, three mechanisms are used for key distribution. The set of boot keys are manually set by a security officer. These keys are
used during startup initialization and, as described later, whenever the TNIU becomes
unsynchronized with the TNC in such a way that they do not use corresponding keys.
The TNIU obtains new keys from the TNC by way of normal transport-level communication with the TNC. Each TNIU maintains a virtual circuit with the TNC over
which these new keys are obtained. These keys are transmitted in packets encrypted
with the link-level and transport keys currently assigned to that virtual circuit. The
keys for the TNIU - TNC circuit are changed frequently, possibly as often as each
TNIU-TNC connection negotiation.
Whenever the TNIU recognizes that it has lost synchronization with the TNC for
any reason, it then resorts to to a recovery procedure. It uses the boot keys to communicate with the TNC, authenticate itself, and obtain new keys. This implies that the
TNC be capable of decrypting each arriving packet using two different decryption keys,
namely B>..118 and >..118 . This decryption can be done in serial order, if it can be done
quickly enough. The data in the recovery packets is encrypted using the transport-level
boot keys.

2.3.3. Protocols

Within the trusted network architecture, a number of protocols must be defined,
including protocols for:
•

Host - TNIU communication,

•

TNIU -

•

Key distribution,

•

link-level communication, and

•

transport-level communication.

TNC

communication,

Since this is an architectural definition, we do not specify the implementation for
the individual protocols. Rather, we list a set of requirements to which the protocols
must adhere, and additionally present, by example, a possible implementation.
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2.3.3.1. Host -

TNIU

Communication

Communication between the host and the TNIU should be minimal in the sense
that information should be passed through this interface only if necessary for the operation of the interprocess communication protocols. In particular, the TNIU should not
divulge reasons as to why particular connections could not be established. The services
that are offered across this interface are:
•

virtual connection establishment,

• ' data transfer, and
•

virtual connection release.

Since the TNIU maintains virtual connections for the communication protocol
software executing in the host, the host must be capable of referring to specific connections. The TNIU allocates connection ids (cids) for this purpose. The cids should be
chosen randomly from a sufficiently large space, so that no information will be divulged
by assigning a particular cid. A 32-bit cid space should be large enough. In particular,
the cid should not correlate with any actual circuit identifier used internally, nor should
it be assigned incrementally.
From a functional point of view, the interface between the host and the TNIU
could appear similar to any standard interlevel interface, as found, for example, in the
ISO OSI architecture. For instance, the interface could be defined using the following
service primitives:

Connect.Request( reqid, process-A, host-A, security-class-A, process-B, host-B}
Connect.Response( reqid, cid}
Connect.Indication( cid)
Disconnect.Request{ cid}
Data.Request{ cid, Data)
Data.Indication( cid, Data )
Connect.Request, Disconnect.Request and Data.Request are issued by the host and
Connect.Response, Connect.Indication and Data.Indication are issued by the TNIU. Note
that Data.Indication indicates over which connection the data arrived. It is expected
that the transport-level protocols could infer that information from the transport-level
control fields, but the explicit inclusion of the cid serves as an added consistency check.

2.3.3.2. Link-level Communication

The link-level protocol header should contain as little data as necessary. The following fields suffice:
•

a destination address,

•

a nonce,

•

a virtual circuit identifier, and
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•

a checksum.

Observe that a source address field is unnecessary, since packets need not be acknowledged at the link level.
The nonce is used to disguise link-level retransmissions. It should be changed on
every transmission, including retransmissions. The virtual-circuit identifier is necessary
in order to be able to select the appropriate key for transport-level decryption. The
link-level protocol must implement a checksum, in order to detect modifications to the
packet. It is not necessary to distinguish between transmission errors and errors caused
by intruders, although the occurrence of abnormally high frequency of errors should be
cause for further investigation and therefore reported to the TNC.

2.3.3.3. Transport-level communication

The transport-level communication protocol must be connection oriented and must
be capable of detecting and suppressing duplicate packets. It is expected that whenever
an interprocess transport connection is requested, the request is passed on to the TNIU,
so that it can set up a secure virtual circuit, as authorized by the TNC. Each
transport-level connection must correspond to a single TNIU - TNIU connection. Once
a transport-level connection is set up, each transport-level packet is passed from the
host to the TNIU (together with the appropriate connection identifier), where it is
encrypted using an appropriate transport-level key before being sent across the connection. The reverse path from the TNIU to the host is similar.

2.3.3.4. TNIU -

TNC Communication

A TNIU connected to a host A communicates with the TNC for four reasons:
•

To boot. See section 2.3.2.1.

•

To obtain a pair of keys for encrypting and decrypting transport-level data, and
the associated link-level key, using a key distribution protocol such as the one
described in section 2.3.3.5.

•

To inform the TNC of the closing of a transport connection. See section 2.3.3.1.

•

For the TNC to force a link-level or transport-level key change. See section
2.3.2.2.

Whenever the TNC and a TNIU communicate, each party must authenticate the
other party by recognizing that the packets sent are correctly encrypted. However, to
prevent delayed playbacks, it is necessary to use nonces and a three-way handshake
protocol. This is described in the next section.
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2.3.3.5. Key Distribution Protocols

The key distribution protocol must satisfy the following criteria:
•

keys are never sent in plain text,

•

the protocol survives errors in communication,

•

the protocol detects playbacks, and

•

keys are passed only to TNIUs.

The following is a possible transport-level key distribution protocol. This protocol
is assumed to execute over the transport-level circuit between the TNIU and the TNC.
Consequently, it will be reliable and error-free. Assume a process on host A wishes to
establish a connection to a process on host B. A's TNIU requests a connection and associated keys from the TNC, using a three way handshake protocol3:
{Ni}K!s: A-+TNC
{N1,N2}K!A: TNC-+A
{N 2, connection. request( <parameters>)} K!s: A-+ TNC

The connection request parameters are described in section 2.3.3.1. Observe that the
TNC authenticates A's real identity by recognizing that its packets are correctly
encrypted, and is certain that it is not a playback because of the nonce N 2 • A authenticates TNC's identity by recognizing that the packets sent by the TNC are correctly
encrypted, and is certain that it does not receive replayed packets because it recognizes
its own nonce N 1 .

If the TNC permits the establishment of the connection, it returns a nonce 4 J(N),
a system-wide unique virtual circuit identifier, circid, together with the corresponding
encryption keys KJB and >..fB:
{J(Ni),circid,K,11.B,

>..fB},c!A:

TNC-+A

The TNC must also communicate the corresponding keys to B. A's TNIU may then
proceed to send a packet to B, identifying the packet as belonging to connection circid.
This protocol is fully described in chapter 5.

2.4. Risk Assessment

In this section we consider the security of a network that adheres to our architectural specification. We do this in two steps. First we consider common security attacks
and show what security mechanisms must be compromised for a given attack to be successful. Second, we analyze the extent of damage that occurs when individual
3

TNC.

In this notation, the contents within the brackets are encrypted with the key K~s and then sent from A to the
Not shown here, but implicitly assumed are the link-level encryptions.

4

See f(N) in appendix A.
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encryption keys are compromised. Note that since we do not assume a specific implementation in this analysis, the results are valid for any implementation that adheres to
the trusted network architecture specification.

2.4.1. Common Security Attacks

Traffic analysis is not possible without compromising at least some of the link-level
keys, since
•

each TNIU transmits packets at a constant rate,

•

each transmitted packet is received by each TNIU,

•

each transmitted packet is of the same fixed length,

•

link-level header information is encrypted so that addresses are not visible, and

•

retransmissions are not detectable (without compromising the link-level encryption key) because of the use of nonces 5•

Each station generates a uniform traffic pattern, independent of the host's communication demands. For traffic analysis to be successful, link-level keys must first be
compromised. However, each link-level decryption key that is compromised reveals
traffic patterns only of the traffic to a particular host and does not reveal the source of
the traffic, since link-level source addresses are not included in the link-level headers.
Passive wiretapping reveals no transport-level data, unless both the link-level keys
and transport-level keys are compromised.
Trojan horses and covert channels are not possible, since a host can only communicate through a TNIU and because
•

every network packet is of equal length,

•

addresses are not visible,

•

nonces change the appearance of otherwise identical packets, and

•

the timing between successful transmissions cannot be altered.

A Trojan horse can only be successful by bypassing the TNIU and actively
transmitting directly on the network. These transmissions are not intelligible to any
TNIUs, since the packets are not properly encrypted. The physical security policy can
prevent a host with sensitive data from being in an insecure area that would allow it to
bypass its assigned TNIU. The TNC can periodically monitor the load at random times
to detect extra traffic on the network.
5 Transport-level retransmissions are not detectable without compromise of the transport-level keys. Link-level
retransmissions may be made undetectable through the use of nonces and re-encryption. It is not clear to us that anything useful would be revealed if link-level retransmission were to be detectable. However, we have not proved this.
Should retransmission not reveal useful information, then this use of nonces can be omitted.
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Packet modification is possible without compromising the link-level encryption and
decryption keys, but only in a random sense in that the results of the modification are
unpredictable. The effects of any such modification are confined to the particular
packet modified, since a block encryption algorithm is used. The link-level checksum or
CRC is in the clear. Consequently, the modification can not be detected at the link
level. The packet is simply ignored by the destination TNIU, since the decryption fails.
Link-level modification is exactly equivalent to denial of service.
Transport-level data can be modified in a specific way only if the transport-level
keys are compromised in addition to the link-level keys. Having the link-level keys, but
not the transport-level keys, allows an intruder to modify the transport-level data, but
only in a random fashion, in the sense that he cannot predict the outcome of his
modifications. Such random modifications can be detected, if a checksum is also
employed at the transport level.

If an intruder wishes to delete packets of a connection, then he must compromise
the link-level decryption key. An intruder with the link-level encryption and decryption
keys, however, has no way of knowing which transport-level connections correspond to
which connection identifiers. If he wishes to delete specific packets of a specific connection, then he must also compromise the transport-level keys. Hence, denial of service
attacks are possible on a broad basis, but are detectable. Denial of service attacks
against a specific (software) server or even for a specific client are only possible if the
corresponding transport-level and link-level keys are compromised.
Comparable arguments apply to attempts at delaying individual messages, as well
as to playback attacks. Reordering and duplication of packets are detected at the
transport level. Again, the intruder must compromise the link-level and/or transportlevel keys in order to reorder the sequence of packets or duplicate packets of a specific
connection or link (by altering transport-level header information).

2.4.2. Extent of Damage after Compromise of Encryption Keys

In this section we analyze to what extent security is breached when individual
keys are compromised. We show that the compromise of a single key reveals only a
very limited amount of information, even if the key is one used to communicate with
the TNC. This stability with respect to security is achieved by using separate keys at
the transport level for each virtual circuit and in each direction as well as at the link
level.
Compromise of a single link-level key AfB, used by a TNIU, B, to decrypt all
received packets will only expose traffic patterns of the messages encrypted with AfB,
which are the messages destined for TNIU B. Both the number of virtual circuits as
well as the traffic patterns of the individual virtual circuits will become visible. But, an
intruder will not be able to read the data portion of the packet since it is encrypted
using a transport-level key, and he will not be able to determine which virtual circuit is
being used by which process. Virtual circuit identifiers used in the packets do not
correspond to identifiers used between the host and the TNIU to identify connections.
Denial of service attacks against a host, B, are possible if AfB is known.
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Having compromised a link-level decryption key, however, does not allow the
intruder to modify a packet other than randomly, a denial of service attack. For this
he also needs the corresponding encryption key, AfB- Even if AfB is also compromised,
then the intruder will only be able to successfully modify the header of the link-level
packet, or randomly modify the data portion of the link-level packet if he does not also
have the transport-level encryption keys. Compromise of a link-level key will not reveal
the source of link-level packets.
To observe the traffic between two specific network nodes A and B, an intruder
will need to compromise both corresponding link-level keys, AfB and AfA, since the key
used at the link level is effectively determined by the destination TNIU and not by the
sending TNIU.
Compromise of the link-level key used to send to the TNC is more damaging, since
it reveals the number of messages being sent to the TNC and hence can give an indication of the number of connection requests being sent to the TNC.
Compromise of a transport-level key K:.~ alone is not damaging, since all packets
are also encrypted at the link level. If a transport-level key together with the link-level
key AfB for the destination end point of the virtual circuit is compromised, then an
intruder will be able to observe data being sent over a virtual circuit in one of the
directions and potentially be able to selectively remove packets from the network. If
the intruder also has the corresponding encryption keys, K:.~B and AfB, then he will also
be able to undetectably modify packets. But not until the intruder has compromised
the keys corresponding to the return path, K:.~A and AfA, will he be able to observe the
traffic of a connection in both directions. With these keys, an intruder will successfully,
i.e. undetectably, be able to modify packets.
If the transport-level key and the link-level key of the TNC is compromised then
an intruder will be able to

•

observe the number of connection establishment requests of each TNIU,

•

selectively deny service to a particular TNIU, and

•

prevent the communication of certain transport-level messages to the TNC, containing, for example, auditing information.

But having compromised these two keys alone will not reveal further keys, since
keys are transmitted only in the direction from the TNC to the TNIUs.

If the transport-level key used to decrypt messages sent from the TNC to the host
A's TNIU, K:.~A, is compromised together with the corresponding link-level key, AfA,
then all keys the TNC sends to the TNIU will be revealed, including changes to the keys
used to communicate with the TNC itself. Depending on the key distribution ~rotocol
used, in the worst case this can include all the keys K:.jh, K:.fA, AfA, Afh, Afs, K:.*s, AfA,
and K:,~A that are used for virtual circuits from any particular host A to other hosts h.
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CHAPTER 3

Trustworthy Network Security Policy

Kings will be tyrants from policy,
when subjects are rebels from principle.
Edmund Burke, Reflecti011S a, the Revolution in France, l'TllO.

3.1. Introduction

A security policy is a set of rules which define the set of permitted actions by
active agents within a system. A system that faithfully enforces a given policy can be
said to be secure with respect to that policy. For example, the security of a computer
system could be defined in terms of its ability to prevent the disclosure of information
to unauthorized persons. For another purpose, it might be preferable to define security
in terms of the ability to prevent the unauthorized use of system resources. These are
two quite different goals: a system that satisfies the first may well not be secure according to the second, and vice versa.
Differing policy goals are reflected in differing statements of policy. In each case,
particular policies imply a particular working definition of "secure", and any statements
about the security-related behaviour of a system will refer, explicitly or implicitly, to
the corresponding definition. This is very important when considering the validation of
secure systems, since the validation exercise may be performed against either the policy
statements themselves or the underlying policy goals. This will be pursued further in
the section on modelling.

3.2. Secrecy

Various kinds of information policies are of interest in computer systems, and
together form the overall security policy. The kind of subpolicy that is most familiar is
the secrecy policy\ that defines which entities are permitted to access what information. The most common formulation of this partitions the policy into a mandatory
component and a discretionary component.

1

In addition to secrecy, the terms nondisclosure and confidentiality are often used.
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3.2.1. Mandatory Secrecy

The mandatory secrecy policy describes restrictions on the dissemination of information that are imposed by some high-ranking authority and which cannot be circumvented by the users. Many such policies use the notions of sensitivity and clearance
that originate in the military security environment. The sensitivity label on a piece of
information corresponds to the risk implied by its unauthorized disclosure, while a
clearance granted to an individual indicates the assessed trustworthiness of that individual. These concepts have been directly adopted by the computer security community,
since national security issues have historically been the driving force behind computer
and communication security research.
Mandatory labels and clearances usually are expressed in terms of levels,
categories (or compartments) and caveats, where the levels reflect the risk and trust
aspects while compartments and caveats provide a mandatory need-to-know restriction.
An individual is permitted access to data if and only if his or her clearance level is at
least as high as t:he sensitivity level of the data, and his or her clearance categories
include all the data's sensitivity categories, and he or she is not excluded by any of the
caveats associated with the data. This is usually referred to as the dominance
requirement, and the user's clearance is required to dominate the data's classification.
Denning2 recognized this structure as fitting the mathematical definition of a lattice,
and the lattice formulation has been adopted by most subsequent formal mathematical
treatments of security.
By far, the commonest secrecy policy is that specified by Bell and La Padula3 ,
partly because it was the earliest really successful formal treatment of secrecy, and also
because it has more recently been mandated by the influential U.S. Dept. of Defense
Trusted Computer Systems Evaluation Criteria. This policy defines a secure system as
one that satisfies two properties, the Simple Security Property (or SS-property) and
the *-property (pronounced "star-property").
The SS-property asserts that no subject (active entity, eg. a
behalf of a user) may have read access to any object (passive,
unless the subject's clearance dominates the object's classification.
prevented from "reading up", or directly observing data for which
or whose caveats they do not satisfy.

process executing on
data-storing entity)
That is, subjects are
they are not cleared

The *-property says that no subject may have write access to any object unless
the object's classification dominates the subject's clearance. That is, a subject cannot
"write down" in level. Together with the SS-property, this ensures that a Trojan horse
program cannot simultaneously read highly sensitive data and write into a less sensitive
file. The policy thereby prevents the indirect compromise of sensitive data. This is
done entirely through constraints external to the program, and there is no requirement
that the program be trustworthy.
2
3

D.E. Denning, "A Lattice Mod4el of Secure Information Flow", CACM, Vol 19, No. 5, pp. 236-243. May, 1976.

D. E. Bell, and L. J. La Padula, Secure computer systems: A mathematical model, MITRE Tech Report 2547, vol.
2, 1973
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3.2.2. Discretionary Secrecy

Discretionary protection mechanisms allow the end-user to directly control the dissemination of information. These controls are generally finer grained than the mandatory controls, since they are applied to files (or other appropriate data groups) on an
individual basis by an informed user, and can reflect more detailed need-to-know restrictions than those embedded in the broader mandatory controls. A user is often able,
by the use of these mechanisms, to specify individual users who are granted particular
types of access to data. A discretionary secrecy policy will state what controls are
available, what their effects are, and who is allowed to set and remove these restrictions.

3.3. Integrity

An integrity policy controls the modification of information to prevent its corruption. Integrity became a formal concern of security research somewhat later than did
secrecy, so it was very tempting for researchers to attempt to adopt the same concepts
when dealing with integrity. That is, integrity levels, compartments, and caveats are
defined together with rules that restrict which users (or their agents) may modify what
data, based on the integrity labels associated with both.
Unfortunately, different authors have various ideas about exactly what integrity
labels are supposed to measure, and what integrity controls are intended to accomplish4. The "integrity" of data might indicate how correct we believe it to be, or how
confident we are that it has not been modified (imputing nothing about its original
correctness), or how great a risk we feel would be posed by its unauthorized
modification. The "integrity" of a user might indicate our confidence that he or she originates correct data, or how trusted that person is to modify critical files. The
"integrity" of an executing process might reflect the integrity label of its user, or the
amount of trust we are willing to place in its program's correctness, or our confidence
that the file containing the program has not been modified.
Integrity policies in computer systems may be designed to address some of these
concerns, but one set of policies probably cannot adequately treat them all. One of the
earliest integrity policies proposed was a dual (or "mirror-image") of the Bell and La
Padula secrecy policy5. It defined integrity levels, compartments, and caveats, and proposed properties analogous to the SS- and *-properties. The Simple Integrity Property states that a subject may not have read access to an object of lesser integrity,
while the Integrity *-Property states that a subject cannot modify objects of higher
integrity. A reasonable justification is that the I *-property prevents direct corruption
of data by an unauthorized subject, while the SI and 1* properties together prevent the
fl.ow of corruption from low integrity objects into high integrity ones. This does not
guard against misbehaving programs, but prevents an otherwise trustworthy program
4 Porter, S., and T. S. Arnold, "On the Integrity Problem", Proc. 8th National Security Conference, Gaithersburg, 1985, pp. 15-17

5 Biba,

K. J., Integrity Considerations for Secure Computer Systems, MITRE Tech. Report 3153, Apr. 1977, 66p
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from being misled by corrupt low-integrity inputs while writing supposedly highintegrity output data.
There are limits to the degree to which integrity may be usefully considered as the
dual of secrecy. Untrusted programs may be prevented from compromising
confidentiality by external means, by controlling which objects they are permitted to
read and write. Thus a malicious "Trojan horse" program run at a high clearance level
may read sensitive data, but since it cannot communicate it directly or indirectly to
uncleared users there is no compromise. Integrity preservation, however, requires that
programs modifying critical data must do so correctly (i.e. in accordance with a
specification which can be shown to be consistent with overall security and integrity
goals). External controls are not enough, since corrupt data can be invented by the
process and need not be imported through external channels.
Primarily for this reason, integrity in the sense of consistency and correctness of
data is not amenable to the same sort of system-wide solution as is secrecy. Controls
at the user level are often provided, as discretionary controls on write access or as mandatory mechanisms based on integrity levels, but this notion of integrity eventually
rests on the verification of individual application programs.

3.4. Authentication

A policy issue related to integrity is identification and authentication. An application must be granted some level of assurance of the identity of a peer process with
which it communicates. A reference monitor implementing discretionary security on a
host must know the identity of a remote user in order to correctly implement its policy.
A policy is necessary to control these aspects of authentication.
The choices are many, particularly with respect to user authentication. A user
might "log on" once to the network as a whole, perhaps interacting directly with the
TNC. This would be most appropriate if terminals are connected directly to the network. Otherwise, a user may simply log on to the host to which a particular terminal
is attached, and possibly (but not necessarily) undergo further identity assurance when
trying to access other hosts over the network. This further assurance may or may not
involve the TNC, and might be required only if the first host is considered less
trustworthy than the second.

3.5. Denial of Service

Denial of service refers to the ability of an intruder to prevent legitimate use of
resources by authorized users. Denial of service is a distinct security problem in its own
right, but is also related to secrecy, since the ability for a process to observe that it ·has
been denied a resource constitutes a covert channel that may be used to leak sensitive
information.
In a conventional computer system, where physical security can be high, resource
hogging and resource exhaustion remain as the primary threats in this area. This is
because the interaction between a requesting process and the resource manager (i.e. the
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system call or passed message) occurs entirely within a regulated environment, and an
intruder usually cannot either prevent the process from issuing the request nor prevent
the resource manager from receiving it. Policies to deal with the hogging and exhaustion threats may involve the imposition of quotas and time limits for holding resources,
and/or priority-based schemes allowing pre-emption. Priority schemes are based on the
notion that some applications or users are less important than others, so that some
must be intentionally given poorer service in order to avoid excessively degrading service to others. However, these policies are often at cross-purposes with secrecy, since at
first consideration policies may be set that give highest priority to processes dealing
with the most sensitive data, but this assignment creates just the kind of dangerous
covert channel referred to in the previous paragraph.

It may be possible to analyze other policies to determine whether they create a
denial of service threat. An example of this is a hypothetical user authentication policy
that requires a terminal and/or user account be "locked" after some number of
attempts to log in with an incorrect password. An intruder can then effectively disable
a terminal or account by intentionally supplying bad passwords during login attempts.
When physical access restrictions cannot be made sufficiently effective, it becomes
much more difficult to make firm commitments regarding denial of service. Adequate
formal methods do not currently exist to give mathematically precise guarantees in general, although in specific cases it may be possible to guarantee detection of denials
within bounded time (eg. by periodic polling and testing of resources to ascertain their
continuing availability and functionality). In any case, the complete treatment of
denial of service for any complex system would require full functional verification of
that system, since "service" implies "correct service". This is asking too much of any
current verification technology, so denial of service is probably best treated by
identification and examination of specific threats.

3.6. Security Policies in Networked Systems

There are two viewpoints from which the security of networked systems can be
approached. The first considers the entire system as a unit for purposes of accreditation, while the second deals with the interconnection of separately accredited systems
to form a cooperating whole.

3.6.1. Single System View

Proponents of the single system approach argue, with some justification, that the
existence of networks connecting multiple hosts within a computer system is an implementation issue that should not be visible in the specification of security policy or at
the most abstract level of security modelling. Instead, they favour applying existing
analysis and accreditation procedures, perhaps after rewording them to remove any
existing bias against distributed systems.

In this situation, the full networked system is accredited as a single entity by a
single accrediting authority. Existing notions of trusted computing bases and reference
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monitors are generalized by permitting them to be partitioned among the network components. Every component that is trusted is required to enforce a component-level
security policy that may contain parts of the overall system security policy, and which
in any case in concert with the other components will enforce a specified network-wide
policy. Verification of such a system involves modelling of all its parts, with no real
limits on the degree of component detail that may be revealed in the modelling.
Some of the difficulties with this approach are, first, that the resulting system may
be quite large with a resulting difficulty of effective verification. There is also little
assurance that much of the analysis necessary for accreditation would not have to be
repeated for each installation unless it were almost identical to a previously accredited
one.
The single system view also gives no guidance on how to securely interconnect
existing systems, or new independently acquired and accredited systems. Systems that
grow are also badly handled unless the growth is along the same architectural lines that
were followed by the original installation. In some cases (primarily wide area internetworks, with which we are not greatly concerned) it may be unrealistic to expect that
there could be a single accrediting authority that could evaluate the full network.

3.6.2. Interconnected System View

This is a perspective that admits the possibility of (relatively) independent acquisition, management, and accreditation of active components of the network. Now,
instead of the network itself being an active component of a single distributed system,
it is considered simply as a communications medium possibly enforcing global security
policies among hosts which are autonomous local protection domains. In the case where
multiple accreditation jurisdictions exist, some joint approval process is required along
with global data handling, classification, and labelling policies.
Even in the case where a single accrediting institution has authority over all components of the network, they still may have been individually accredited with varying
degrees or levels of assurance. The security policies and models, if any, employed in the
security analysis of the components may be incompatible and not easily combined into
a single overall system model. Some components (running single-level or system high)
may not even enforce any identifiable policy, and will require that the network itself
provide the necessary interconnection security. In many ways, the network looks like a
conventional computer system with host machines taking the part of the "users", with
the difference that some of them may be operating in multilevel mode. Although we
don't want to delve into the internal operation of the hosts, overall network security
will depend on the "proper" operation of those that are multilevel.
What is needed here is a set of requirements that each of the hosts must fill,
expressed in a way that they may be easily translated into the language of whatever
formal verification method has been employed for each host so that those methods may
be used to show in each case that the requirements are met.
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3.7. Secrecy in Distributed Systems

The mandatory and discretionary security policies described earlier assume that
the entity responsible for security is able to control access to data. In conventional
computer systems this control is achieved through the use of physical security and by
only providing subject-object access methods that are mediated by the responsible
authority. Similar efforts can be useful in distributed environments, but in the general
case physical security cannot be guaranteed so cryptographic methods must be invoked.
These include direct encryption of sensitive application data as well as cryptographic
protection of the communication paths used by the security enforcing mechanisms
themselves. However, these are primarily implementation issues and do not affect the
types of policies that may be enforced.

3.7.1. Mandatory Security

Distributed systems have the property that they may be constructed by interconnecting dissimilar hosts. A fundamental requirement for the enforcement of mandatory
security in a network is that all the systems (hosts and TNC) that are attempting to
enforce mandatory security must use a common interpretation of security levels,
categories, and caveats. It is also imperative that these systems use either a common
internal representation of these labels, or employ a mapping between representations.
We will assume that there is a common global definition of security labels,
although not all hosts may implement all levels, categories, or caveats, and a host not
implementing a particular set of these may not even have an internal representation for
them. An untrusted single-level host may not have an internal representation even for
the one classification level that it does deal in. The overall network mandatory secrecy
policy must deal with these issues, allowing the host's trusted software to cooperate
effectively when practical, as well as specifying external access controls when required.

3. 7 .2. Discretionary Security

Discretionary policies in the network context subsume two distinct problems. The
first is the interoperation of discretionary control mechanisms in each host. The network must supply a means of representing the identity of a distant subject (user) in the
host containing the accessed object. There must be some assurance that this identity is
correct. Possible approaches here include uniform network-wide naming of subjects,
qualified naming (eg. user@host), and mapping of remote to local names.
A second version of the discretionary policy issue is made obvious by the realization that discretionary controls prevent accesses that would be permitted by mandatory controls alone. In a network this means that not only must a host have adequate
clearance to receive a message, but the originator must have intended that the message
be received there. This appears to be reflected in a requirement that the addressing of
messages on the network function correctly.
Some assurance that this objective is met can be gained by vigorous verification
and testing of the appropriate hardware and software components, but it would still be
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prudent to allow for the possibility of failure by providing that misdelivered messages
be incomprehensible. This can be achieved by cryptographic separation of individual
message streams rather than just separation of sensitivity levels.
Enforcing this separation allows the implementation of new network-wide discretionary security policies. The questions of how fine-grained these are, and at whose discretion they are applied, are largely matters of taste and preference. It seems likely,
however, that if uniform naming can make host-specific discretionary controls work
across the network, that no other user-level discretionary controls should be necessary.
Instead, we may provide discretionary control to the Network S~curity Administrator,
on a per-host basis or perhaps on a per-user basis.

3.8. Mandatory Security Access Policies for Networks

The most obvious policy to apply to networked systems is the enforcement of the
Bell and LaPadula Simple Security and *-properties in the distributed environment. In
the single system approach to network security, the system as a whole is responsible for
enforcing the policy just as though it were a single computer system with no network.
There is some question, however, whether the SS and *-properties are appropriate
policy in an environment including interprocess communication. They were originally
proposed for monolithic systems, and distinguish between active but memoryless subjects and passive but storing objects. A low-level object does not "know" when it is
read by a high-level subject, so the act of reading cannot be used to leak information 6•

3.8.1. Difficulties with SS property

When subjects intercommunicate, the preceding no longer holds. If we consider
reading as a highly abstract operation, it may appear that a high level subject can
safely read from a low level one. However, any such read operation must involve a
request transmitted from high to low level indicating the desire to read and perhaps
selecting what to read 7 • Information must flow from high to low level, but whether this
is recognized as a violation of the *-property depends on the level of abstraction at
which the analysis is performed. It may be that the read request is considered an
implementation detail because the read operation, considered at a high level of abstraction, does not involve any writing. The possibility exists here for significant data leakage from the transmitter to the receiver, so the Simple Security property as an abstract
principle does not preserve security in practice.

6 But if another, low-level, subject can determine when the object was last read (eg. if a "last accessed" time is
maintained for files and is easily accessible) then some compromise may occur. This is a widely recognized covert channel, and one that is eliminated or severely bandwidth-limited in highly trustworthy computer systems.
7

cess.

Consider in particular a high level process accessing an unclassified database through its unclassified server pro-
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3.8.2. Difficulties with *-property

Often it is necessary that the receiver of a message acknowledge its receipt and
indicate to the sender that it has acted upon the message sent. This may take the form
of an explicit returned message, or of a return code seen by the transmitting process.
The need for these is exacerbated by the unreliability of network communications, but
exists even when the communication channels are perfect, as in messages passed
between processes executing on the same hardware. Thus, a write up in sensitivity
level, permitted by the *-property, may actually involve a reverse path for information
leakage.
A particularly insidious type of reverse information flow is that represented by
flow control. This is a mechanism required in interprocess communication because of
the asynchronous nature of processes. When a low level process produces messages at a
great rate and sends them to a high level process that is not willing to consume them at
the same rate, it is necessary that either messages be thrown away by the operating
system or that the producer somehow be "throttled back". This constitutes reverse
information flow if the producer can detect whether or when a particular message was
accepted on the other end. This kind of throttling does naturally occur when writing
up in level to disk files or other conventional objects, too, but in that case is implemented by operating system software that is trusted not to modulate the effect so as to
leak information.
Many of these kinds of problems are really problems in applying the rules rather
than problems with the rules themselves. Consequently, many attempts to apply the
properties recognize that some subjects have object nature, and some objects have subject nature. It is also important to continue to apply the rules at more and more
detailed levels of design, rather than doing so only at high levels of abstraction.
Still, more than one author has suggested that the ability to read and write up in
level is fundamentally incompatible with security in a distributed environment, and
that a more appropriate policy would allow communication between processes only if
their security levels were equal. All interhost communication paths may then be
bidirectional, allowing flow control and acknowledgements between the endpoints.
Advocates of this policy point out that it is still possible to achieve the effect of writing
up across the network by introducing an extra shadow process on the receiving host {see
Figure 1). Communication is permitted with this process since it is at the same level as
the transmitting process. The shadow process subsequently writes up locally on the
receiving host, or uses unacknowledged and non-flow controlled local interprocess messaging on that host if it is available.

3.8.3. Visibility of Mechanisms

Centralized systems often have the property that interactions between subjects
and the security system are not visible to outsiders or other subjects. In distributed
systems this is not easily accomplished, so the pattern of requests and responses may be
visible and may constitute a significant covert channel. Where physical security is not
sufficient to prevent wiretapping, policy and mechanisms should be provided to limit the
exposure due to this channel.
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Figure 1. A policy that allows interhost communication only if levels are identical
3.9. Integrity in Distributed Systems

Trustworthy networks must support at least two interpretations of the word
"integrity". They must have a policy which supports the operation of the integrity controls of the individual systems, but they must also be concerned with integrity in its
sense of confidence that data has not been accidentally or maliciously modified. In contained systems, access controls may provide much of this assurance, but in distributed
systems the interconnects are often physically vulnerable. Since modification of data in
transit cannot be prevented, integrity mechanisms in networks focus on detection and
recovery from unauthorized tampering.
Even in network systems that do not support an explicit user-visible integrity control policy, integrity is important because some data exposed to modification (e.g.:
transmitted security labels) is crucial to the maintenance of secrecy.

3.10. What is a Policy?

Most questions about what policies to enforce in a trusted network are either very
easily answered, because there is only one common practical alternative, or impossible
to answer, because there is no technical reason to prefer one policy over another. This
comes as no surprise, since the term policy refers to operational decisions that are
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largely of an executive or administrative nature, rather than an engineering nature.
Thus, we will support mandatory security constraints expressed as sensitivities and
clearances, using the conventional level, category, and caveat sets. The exact nature of
network-wide discretionary controls, however, is essentially arbitrary.
One issue, that of dealing with hosts of differing levels of trustworthiness, is amenable to more close scrutiny. Chapter 4 deals with this question in some detail.

3.11. The Requirements for Network Security

The purpose of a network is to interconnect several host computers so that they
can intercommunicate. Each such host will include subjects and objects, collectively
called entities, that respectively process data or contain data. A Trustworthy Network
provides a mechanism for the entities to communicate amongst themselves, according
to a policy that promotes a measure of trust that the network will behave as expected.
In general, there will be a need to communicate some sensitive information. The set of
laws, rules, and practices that regulate how the network manages information, protects
information, permits the distribution of sensitive information, and prohibits the distribution of sensitive information, is the network security policy.
An instance of a network security policy will define the functionality to ensure
that the management, protection, and distribution of information is acceptable. A
measure of the suitability of a policy includes the functions required of the policy, as
well as the mechanisms to implement those functions, and the performance achieved.
Most mechanisms will have the notion of strength associated with them. An
encryption mechanism's strength is related to the length of its key; an error detection
and correction mechanism's strength will be related to the length of an appended
check-field; a user identification mechanism's strength is related to the way passwords
are stored and processed; and so on. It may be that some mechanisms are strong or
weak ab ovo. However, if there are several different ways that a mechanism can be constructed, it will normally be the case that these can be compared for strength.
Given that the mandatory functionality has been identified, the strength of the
mechanisms that are used in its construction will be a factor in establishing the suitability of a given policy. The acceptability of a policy in a particular context is
governed by the assurance that can be developed that the proposed mechanisms give a
basis for belief that the functionality will be achieved.
In order to achieve these goals the network must satisfy a statement of requirements. The requirements fall into three classes:
Policy:

The laws, rules, practices, and regulations that the network must
enforce to be deemed to be secure.

Accountability: Actions by the network, or actions using the network, do not happen
spontaneously. Ultimately, some person must be accountable for all
events related to the network.
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Assurance:

It must be possible to certify that it is rational and sensible to believe
with some level of confidence that the security policy is enforced and
that all events are accountable to some person.

The requirements are presented in summary form in the next three sections. The subsequent discussion elaborates on them, and presents rationale and some detail about
them.

3.11.1. Policy Requirements

All events that can occur in a trustworthy network must be governed by the following general security principles:
REQUIREMENT l: SECURITY LABELS

All entities accessible to the network, either as an object that might be sent over the
network, or as a subject that might send or receive an object, must have associated with
them a label that categorizes the required security protection for the entity. If a host does
not enforce such labelling, or if it is determined that whatever labelling is enforced is
inadequate for external access, the network interjace may mark all entities in a uniform
way.
This policy requires that the entities that could deal with the network carry a security
label that describes in a self-contained way the degree of security that must be accorded the entity. If the host does not use such marking internally, perhaps because it is
used for some single-level purpose, then the interface to the network must provide a
uniform marking that is adequate for any entity in the host. These labels include both
the information used in mandatory access control, and the access control mechanism
used in discretionary security access controls.
REQUIREMENT 2: UNIFORM TERMINOLOGY

The notations, terms, and descriptions that are used to categorize the security label
associated with any entity in a host attached to the network must be one-to-one mappable
onto the notations, terms, and descriptions that are used to categorize the security label of
entities in the network.
Clearly whatever a mandatory access control label means on one host is what it must
mean on the network and all other hosts. This means not only that sensitivity levels
must be the same, so that notions like confidential carry the same implications universally, but that the domain of knowledge of the various categories are identical across
the network, and the implication of the various caveats are pervasive. Without this
uniform terminology, network security operations are impractical. The mapping must
be bijective. Hosts may have private terminology if and only if no entity that uses
that terminology is accessible from the network.
The principle of uniform terminology is much more far-reaching than it seems at first
glance. Discretionary access security controls require that it be possible to limit access
to the granularity of a single user. This will be possible only if the identity of the user
is evident across the entire population of attached hosts. Put simply, user
identification must be authenticated across the network. The degree of authentication
of the identity of the users that is present in the various hosts is the type of information that is used to determine if an attempt to communicate across the network is licit.
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REQUIRE11ENT 3: SECURITY INDEPENDENCE

Neither the presence of the network nor the operation of the network shall imply a
requz"rement to re-evaluate the confidence that a given attached computer system is capable
of meeting the security criteria that it otherwise would meet. The security rating of a host
is independent of its attachment to a TNA network.
The principle of security independence is the single issue that will determine whether a
network architecture is both trustworthy and practical. It is possible, if not straightforward, to consider a collection of hosts attached to one another by a network to be a
single system, and to adapt the criteria developed for an isolated computer to the system. This has been done in Part I of the Trusted Network Interpretation.
The difficulty is that such systems are too immutable. Substantial effort must be expended to establish that the system is still secure if one of the hosts is not available.
Alternatively, if one of the hosts breaks the entire collection must be considered broken, and the possibility of denial of service attacks proliferates.
Furthermore, the addition of a new host would require re-certification. This is true
even for the special case where the new host is identical in form and structure to existing hosts. What security labels the entities in the new host will have is an important
factor in the certification process. Even if yet another identical workstation is added
to an existing collection, it must be determined that the potential users' activities are
consistent with the security certification of the original collection.

3.11.2. Accountability Requirements

The events that occur in a network each must be accountable to some identifiable
user - a person - according to the following principles:
REQUIRE11ENT 4: IDENTIFICATION

A subject that z"nitiates any network-related activity, directly or indirectly, must be
identified. The identity of all users must be known, and the identity of the user for which
any subject is the agent must be known.
Access to information over the network by a subject is governed by the permitted actions of that subject. These actions are bound to the identity of the subject. Consequently, the identity of a subject must be securely maintained so that the identification
of the subject is possible.
The identity of a user must be precisely determined. All subjects acting on behalf of a
user inherit from the user permissions, prerogatives, and prohibitions based on the identity of the user and the set of permissions, prerogatives, and prohibitions that are associated with that user.
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REQUIRE1\1ENT 5: AUTHENTICATION

The identity of a subject and the identity of a user must be authenticated.
authentication represents the primary security perimeter of the trustworthy network.

Thi"s

In general a subject is a self-identifying entity. When asked to supply its name and attributes, it will do so if it determines that the asker has a right to know. The authentication of the identity of a subject is determined by the assurance that the host in
which the subject operates can and will enforce its security policy. A subject must be
prevented from masquerading as another subject, or reproducing a previously acceptable identification of another subject. The authentication of the identity of a subject
is also determined by the imperviousness of the communications to intruding traffic.
When the subjects are in different hosts, authentication is complicated by the stipulations of the network security policy. To avoid possible denial of service attacks and
several possible covert channels, a universally trustworthy mediator, the TNC, can be
used to authenticate subjects and users over the network. This mediator must have
the ability to isolate a misbehaving subject on any host, thus effectively incapacitating
it.
REQUIRE1\1ENT 6: ACCOUNTABILITY

Some person must be accountable for every event that happens in the network.
Accountability includes the ability to examine a journal of events that occurred in the network to impute to a user responsibility for some particular event. This journal must be
kept in a secure fashion.
All actions that happen in the network are initiated by subjects, and all subjects are
agents of some identifiable user. An audit of the journal of events can determine the
identity of the user who is accountable for the actions of a subject of interest. In general, the items that are kept in the journal will be a function of the type of event that
occurs, the security marking on the subjects and objects involved, and the identity of
the users involved.

3.11.3. Assurance Requirements

The six requirements above are the security properties that must be enforced for a
network to be deemed to be secure. The degree that these security-related properties of
a network are enforced must be deducible by an evaluation against some criteria
developed for the purpose. In general, various degrees of assurance will be possible.
REQUIRE1\1ENT 7: SPECIFIED ASSURANCE

The mechanisms in the trustworthy network that en/orce these requirements must be
such that they can be independently evaluated to determine the level of confidence or
assurance that they perform correctly and faultlessly. It must be possible for this evaluation to be done in advance of acquiring the network and the hosts.
A trustworthy network must have specified and coherent security properties. The
specification can be descriptive, or it can be formal in cases where greater assurance is
deemed appropriate. The network hardware must be examined in detail to probe for
weakness. At the higher levels of assurance, a mathematical model of the properties
must be shown to be secure, and the actual system must be shown to be an instance of
the model.
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The assurance associated with a proposed network must be determinable before the
network is placed in operation. In this way, a network can be chosen to have an assurance corresponding to the sensitivity of the data and the clearance of the users in
the hosts that are connected to it.
REQUIREMENT 8: OPERATIONAL ASSURANCE

During the operation of the network, the mechanisms and data that enforce these
requirements must themselves be secure.
A network that does not protect its own protection mechanism against tampering is
not secure. Secure recovery from hardware failures must be possible, and it must be
possible to test the network to see that the protection mechanisms are intact.

3.12. Discussion and Amplification

The U.S. National Bureau of Standards has issued Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC). TNA is intended to be used with computer systems
certified at any TCSEC level, attached to a network in any combination. Consequently,
TNA must be "highly resistant to penetration" and must be formally shown to preserve
security.
The following sections discuss various facets of the security requirements. They
include a rationale for many features of the requirements, as well as some details and
discussion of alternative approaches. They are intended not to specify, but rather to
elucidate and to amplify.

3.12.1. Functionality, Mechanism, and Assurance

A Trustworthy Network Architecture is one that is designed to possess a satisfactory measure of the following properties:
•

security and safety;
A secure system is one that limits access to objects, both for observation and for alteration, to those subjects privileged to have such
access. A safe system is a system that has been shown to be not
only secure, but also to compute results that will be error-free if the
data used in the computation is error-free. A system could be secure
without being safe, but the converse does not hold. Without security, safety is not possible. Some parts of the TNA must be secure,
and some must be both secure and safe. For example, the part of
the TNA that generates encryption keys must be secure and safe.

•

communication protocol;
The communication protocol is a formal statement of the transactions that must occur between entities in hosts on the network in
order for these entities to exchange information. Each transaction
will have associated with it a structure, and a meaning both in and
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of itself and because of its presence in the sequence of successive
transactions. The functionality and the mechanism of the communication protocol are decisively critical in determining the assurance of
the policy, as well as the performance capability of the network.
A communication protocol may include a component for deadlock or
livelock prevention or detection. Both deadlock and livelock can
represent policy violations because they prevent useful or vital progress.
•

accountability (including identification and authentication);
Some user must be accountable for every event that occurs. All
events inspired by an application program will have a known accountable user. In some cases the accountable user may be abstract,
as in the case of the events that occur regularly at certain times of
day and are initiated internally by the operating system. There will
be some user, perhaps the system administrator, accountable for
these events.
The authentication of the identity of the user is obviously crucial to
accountability. The identification and authentication of hosts to one
another is a component of the communication protocol.

•

the audit journal of security-related events;

It is required that an unmaskable, uneraseable journal be generated
of all events that are determined to be security related. The relationship of an event to the security of the system is closely related to
the degree of strength of mechanism and assurance that is required.
•

encryption;
Encryption is used in a network for two reasons. First, it is used to
allow all information that is being transmitted to exist at one low
level of sensitivity, regardless of its intrinsic sensitivity before encryption. Second, the ability of two parties in the network to communicate with encrypted messages implies that they share the necessary keys. These shared secrets are used as tools in the authentication process. For both uses, it is apparent that the security of the
keys is vital. The use of encryption implies the use of an effective
and secure key management protocol.

•

integrity;
Integrity is a property of data. Data with integrity has high quality
- it is expected that the value of the data will be correct. While integrity is important it is beyond the scope of this study.
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•

availability of service;
Service must be available when needed. Denial of service is a breach
of policy. Availability of service has two facets, the survivability
and robustness of the hardware, and the imperviousness of the
software to events that would deny an otherwise legitimate service.
The former is beyond the scope of this study.

•

suitability of the supporting documentation.
Documents must be provided that will make evident the actual way
the network implements and enforces the requirements. Such implementation and enforcement must be understandable and usable, because security requirements that are not easily understood are not
easily used. There can be little assurance in the fulfilment of the objectives of a policy that can not be described in an understandable
and usable way. In addition, all the design, construction, administration, operation, and maintenance documentation, and the documents that provide assurance that the system as implemented will
perform as required, must be provided.

3.12.2. Permissible Transfer of Information

Entities, both subjects and objects, have certain inherent security characteristics.
These are encapsulated in the security label. Hosts also have certain inherent security
characteristics. These are related to the security characteristics of the entities they are
permitted to supervise. The legitimacy of a transfer of information from one entity to
another is affected by these security characteristics. A Trusted Network mediates all
communication between entities on different hosts.
Communications between entities on a single host may or may not involve the network. Communications are only mediated by the network if it is used as a communications path. There is no prohibition against an entity in host A using the network to
communicate with another entity in host A. There is no guarantee such an entity will
use the network to so communicate; therefore we cannot guarantee that the policy will
or will not be in control of such communication.

3.12.3. Communications Protocols

Communication protocols will cause the network to carry a mixture of end-data
and control information. End-data information is originated or received by entities
within a host in the networked computer system. Control information is originated and
received by the operating system and the TNIU of the hosts containing the communicating entities. The flow of all information, including the control information, is subject to
the requirements of the security policy. The primary enforcement of the security policy
is the universally trustworthy TNC and a small component of each TNIU that logically
is part of the TNC. Permission or prohibition for the flow of any information, including
control information, is the prerogative of the TNC. The end-data entities can not
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influence this decision.
Depending on the policy and the needs of the sending and receiving entities, enduser communications may take one of three forms:
•

unidirectional;
A connection-oriented communication service in which end-data and
control information flow in one direction only. A connection-oriented
communication service is one based on the notion of a virtual circuit
existing between the two communicating entities. Packets of enddata and control information flow over this circuit. The exact control information in each packet is determined by the protocol.

•

unidirectional flow-controlled;
A connection-oriented communication service in which end-data and
control information flow in one direction and only control information flows in the reverse direction. We want to permit control information to flow that other systems do not permit, because in some
cases we trust the receiving system's operating system not to make
this information visible to the user's process. Most secure networks
do not permit a flow-controlled connection that writes data up in
security level, because the reverse flow-control information is a
covert channel. We want to be able to permit it if we trust the host
that receives this flow-control information not to make its effects
visible to the low-clearance process that is the data source.

•

bidirectional;
A connection-oriented communication service in which end-data and
control information may flow in both directions.

A Trustworthy Network Architecture could specify the communications protocol
in detail. This is unnecessary, and might preclude the use of perfectly acceptable protocols. We prefer to indicate that a protocol with features similar to those in the OS1 8
protocol is what we have in mind. The details of the protocol can properly be deferred
to the detailed design of a specific instance of a trustworthy network. Our terminology
is intended to be consistent with that of the OSI model.

3.12.4. Access Controls

The access controls enforced by the network 1s composed of discretionary and
mandatory components.

8 Zimmerman,H.: "OSI Reference Model --- The ISO Model of Architecture for Open Systems Interconnection",
IEEE Trans. Commun., Vol. COM-28, pp.425-432, April 1980.
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3.12.4.1. Mandatory Access Control (MAC)

Mandatory access control is enforced over all communications on the network
between subjects in the attached hosts. These subjects shall be assigned network security labels and the Trusted Network will permit or deny communication between subjects dependent on these security labels.

3.12.4.1.1. Security Labels

The Trusted Network will support classifications and clearances comprised of
three components:
•

a level chosen from a hierarchical set of network levels,

•

zero or more categories chosen from a non-hierarchical set of network categories,
and

•

zero or more caveats chosen from a non-hierarchical set of network caveats.

The network levels, categories, and caveats provided within a particular instance of the
architecture may be determined at the time of configuration. It is likely that any
accreditation process will require a minimum number of levels, categories, and caveats.
Each host connected to the network may support some (though not necessarily all)
of the network levels, network categories, and network caveats. The interpretation of
each network level, category, and caveat supported by any host must be identical to
the interpretation of that level, category, or caveat in use on all other hosts that support it within a single instance of the architecture. The classification of each active
connection within the network must be describable using only network levels,
categories, and caveats. Hosts are permitted to have "private" levels, categories, or
caveats, but may not send or receive data labelled with them. The "global" label components are required to mean the same thing on all hosts.

3.12.4.1.2. Security Levels and Dominance

Each entity that could be involved in network communications will have a network security level constructed from a composition of its network sensitivity level, its
network category set, and its network caveat set. It is not necessary that the composition be the same as that used to manage intra-host security. It may be desirable to
incorporate additional information into the network security level, such as the range of
security levels available to the user who originated the information.
Whatever composition is used, there shall be a dominates relation that may exist
between the network security levels of two entities. Permissions and prohibitions for
data flow are dependent on the existence and sense of this relation. It is certain that if
the relation does not exist between the security levels of two entities, then all data flow
between the two entities shall be prohibited.
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3.12.4.1.3. Connection Establishment and MAC

All communication using the network and occurring between entities on different
hosts is controlled and mediated by the Trusted Network. The Trusted Network shall
control access by one host to another over the network, by mediating the establishment
of all inter-host connections, and no inter-host communication will be possible unless the
Trusted Network permits such communication.
A universally trustworthy, highly secure, and safe host known as the Trusted Network Controller (TNC) will determine whether a desired inter-host connection is permissible. This determination will be made using knowledge about the hosts, and information about the entities within a host that is supplied by that host. The knowledge
about hosts is relatively static, and is supplied by an appropriate authority during initial configuration or, from time to time, during reconfiguration of the network.
Other inter-entity communications through channels not involving the network
and therefore not within the purview of the TNC are explicitly permitted. In chapter 7,
proofs are given that security is preserved by those communications that use the network.
The TNC will contain, for each host connected to the network, a maximum and
minimum security level for that host. The maximum level must dominate the minimum
level. These maximum and minimum security levels will be expressible using only network security levels. A classification C is defined to be in range of a particular host if
and only if that host's maximum classification dominates C and C dominates the host's
minimum classification.
The mandatory access control policy governing connection establishment is in
three parts, depending on the nature of the desired connection:
A unidirectional connection may be established only if:
•

the classification of the destination subject or object dominates the
classification of the source subject or object; and

•

the source classification is in range of the source host; and

•

the destination classification is in range of the destination host.

A unidirectional connection prohibits the reverse flow of potentially
high-level information to the source host. It would be used whenever there
is insufficient assurance that the operating system at the source host will
prevent the effects of flow control and acknowledgements from being visible
to the low-level source subject, or leak them in some other prohibited way.
A unidirectional flow-controlled connection may be established only if:
•

the classification of the destination subject or object dominates the
classification of the source subject or object; and

•

the source classification is in range of the source host; and

•

the destination classification is in range of the destination host; and
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•

the destination classification is in range of the source host.

A unidirectional flow-controlled connection allows reverse flow of potentially high-level information to the operating system of the source host, if
that information is in range of that host, and relies on the source host's
operating system to prevent the effects of flow control and acknowledgements from being visible to the low-level source subject, or being otherwise
mishandled.
A bidirectional connection may be established only if:
•

the classification of the destination subject or object equals the
classification of the source subject or object; and

•

the source classification is in range of the source host; and

•

the destination classification is in range of the destination host.

A bidirectional connection allows reverse flow of information to the
operating system of the source host. The two hosts are at the same network
security level and may exchange information freely.

3.12.4.2. Discretionary Security Policy

A discretionary access control requires the ability to control access to an object
based on the identity of the user accountable for the entity requesting access. It allows
users to specify and control accesses, and to limit the propagation of access rights. The
specification and control of access must be possible in a positive sense ( a list of users
permitted access), and in the negative sense (a list of users prohibited access). The
granting of access rights is itself a right that can be possessed by a unique user at any
time.
DAC is strongly dependent on the establishment of the identity of the user
requesting access, or requesting that access rights be changed. A discretionary security
policy that spans more than one host must cope with this requirement that users be
identified even if their login is on a remote host. There are two alternatives, known as
the Weak DAC Policy and the Strong DAC Policy.

3.12.4.2.1. The Weak DAC Policy

In the Weak DAC Policy, user names are pervasive across the entire network. A
user called "ralph" is known by that name in every host of the system that he is entitled to login to. Another user "agnes" can never be confused with "ralph", because the
name "agnes" is reserved for one unique user. The Weak DAC Policy permits and
prohibits accesses based on the network-wide user names. If "agnes" is permitted some
access to data controlled by "ralph" in some host, "agnes" will be permitted such access
from any site on the network provided the mandatory access controls are satisfied.
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3.12.4.2.2. The Strong DAC Policy

In the Strong DAO Policy, user names are local to specific hosts attached to the
network. There is no pan-network naming feature. A user called "ralph" on host "mimico" is known by the name "ralph@mimico". The user "ralph@mimico" is a different
user than "ralph@swansea". The user "agnes@leaside" may well be the same person as
the user "aking@deerpark", but is considered to be a different user. The strong DAO
Policy permits and prohibits accesses based on the user name. The two users
"ralph@mimico" and "ralph@swansea" both have to be explicitly granted an access
right if both are to have that access. The two users "ralph@mimico" and
"ralph@swansea" may well have different access rights to the same object because they
are different user names, even though they may refer to the same person. This qualified
naming technique satisfies the Uniform Terminology Requirement.
Formally, the Strong DAO Policy does not ensure that information is protected
any better than does the Weak DAO Policy. This is because once information has been
observed or altered or used or distributed from one host to another, the user in control
of the new information can permit it to propagate anywhere. However, the Strong
DAO Policy is strong in the sense
•

that it is intuitive and easily implemented, and

•

that a given operating system may ensure that no remote host has access to any
of the information in a given host by awarding all such data specific external discretionary access controls, and

•

that data transferred from host to host could have a very restricted and
unchangeable set of access permissions and prohibitions, so that propagation of
the information further would require reference to the original data.

3.12.4.2.3. Discussion of DAC

Discretionary access control is known to be susceptible to attack by trojan horses9 •
A subject diabolus controlled by user "agnes" has some feature that appeals to user
"ralph". "Ralph" is given permission to execute diabolus. When "ralph" executes diabolus, it executes with all the privileges and permissions normally available to "ralph"
intact. Diabolus does what it is advertised to do, but also includes code to copy files
that "agnes" is not supposed to be able to access into a part of the file system accessible
to "agnes", and then gives "agnes" access to the copies.
The trojan horse threat can be reduced in systems that implement many execution
domains, or dynamic domains for each process 10 • The objective of doing this is to make
only the necessary objects, to which access is permitted by the DAO, available in the
domain that a borrowed process is contained in, thus implementing an instance of the
9 "A Guide to Understanding Discretionary Access Control in Trusted Systems", National Computer Security
Center, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755-6000, USA.

10 "A Guide to Understanding Discretionary Access Control in Trusted Systems", National Computer Security
Center, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755-6000, USA. Page 5.
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least privilege principle. A trojan horse would be limited to accessing only those objects
in the domain, and so could not access any information that it did not have access to
anyway.
Regrettably, dynamic domains may be expensive to implement in many computer
systems. In the trustworthy network, the trojan horse is still a problem, albeit a somewhat more elaborate one. In the network case, if "agnes@leaside" can convince
"ralph@)swansea" to import her program diabolus from "leaside" to "swansea" and execute it at "swansea", then a trojan horse in diabolus has access to all files accessible by
"ralph@)swansea", and the trojan horse can copy them to a place accessible to
"agnes@leaside". In fact the program containing the trojan horse can come from anywhere, hinting at the problem of two or more diaboli cooperating to strip
"ralph@)swansea" of all security based on DAO.
Discretionary Access Controls are so susceptible to trojan horses that, in situations that are supposed to be highly secure, care should be taken to never run the programs of other users unless they have been certified to be safe. This is, however, an
extremely expensive proposition. In effect, it requires that all of the hosts attached to
the network have their entire operating systems certified to be safe to the level of the
highest requirement in the system, a self-defeating requirement.
Either DAO policy would suffice for a trustworthy network. Mandatory access
controls can be relied upon to defeat trojan horses and other attacks, rather than
attempting to develop elaborate DAO controls with deceptive security measures. The
strong DAO policy is easily understood by the users and by the security enforcement
officials. It has the disadvantage that in some hosts, the lists of network-oriented
names of users that are permitted access, such as "ralph@)swansea", may be hard to
implement. If this is the case, the weak DAO policy can be used. Otherwise, it is proposed that the Trustworthy Network Architecture implement the Strong DAO Policy
described above.
The possibility of the simultaneous use of both weak and strong DAO has been
considered. It is thought that this could be confusing to the users. If this is so, either
weak or strong DAO should be selected.

3.12.5. Data Integrity Policy

Data Integrity is not within the scope of this work. In many ways the integrity of
information is complementary to the security of information. There is considerable
research underway to develop measures of the integrity of information, with the objective of devising systems and networks of systems that ensure both the security of information and the integrity of information. No such research has progressed sufficiently to
warrant consideration for inclusion in the Trusted Network Architecture.
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3.12.6. Identification and Authentication

There are two arenas in which identification and authentication is an issue. The
hosts must be able to reliably authenticate the identity of another host that they are in
communication with. Also, the hosts must be able to reliably authenticate the identity
of the users at the time of login.

3.12.6.1. Host-to-Host Identification and Authentication

A protocol suitable for establishing reliably and unambiguously that a distant host
is in fact the host it purports to be, and not some intruder mimicing the distant host, is
an integral part of this research. Such a protocol appears in chapter 5. The protocol
must not only determine identity, but must also ensure that the messages that do so
are timely, and not an excerpt or replay of some earlier authentication negotiation.

3.12.6.2. User Identification and Authentication

The operating system in each host will require a user to identify himself or herself
during the login procedure. The degree of assurance that the TNO can place on the
identification of a user by a host's operating system is known by the TNO, and may
influence network security levels. Effectively, the TNO relies on the operating systems
to identify the users, but it will be aware of the assurance level it should credit to each
such identification. We consider ineffective attempts by the TNO to develop its own
authentication of the identity of a user who is logged in to a host that might be considered untrustworthy.

3.12.7. Non-Repudiation

The protocol may provide an assurance to a sender of the receipt of information
by its intended destination host. It may also provide an assurance to a receiver of the
veracity of the apparent source of the information that it has received. In effect, neither the receiver nor the sender can repudiate their action. Non-repudiation is a function provided by the protocol. It is intrinsic to the connection-oriented communication
services used by the TNA. No entity on a host, having been a party to one end of a virtual circuit, can successfully or legitimately repudiate the dispatch or receipt of information.

3.12.8. Availability of Service

There is a security threat known as Denial of Service. In Denial of Service, some
component of a network selectively or totally blocks one or more of the virtual circuits
on the network. A TNA objective is that service be available to any entity that has
entered into a virtual circuit to the degree that the entity requires the service, and to
the degree that it can be provided without subjecting other virtual circuits to denial of
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service. In effect the network must share its bandwidth fairly, and there must not be
any way to load the network on one virtual circuit in such a way as to degrade the service that can be supplied to other virtual circuits.
A form of availability of service is the physical protection of the communications
paths. The TNC is impotent to provide such protection, but it must be provided if service is to be available when it is needed. It is usual that hardware redundancy be provided to permit continued operations in the event of isolated damage or failure.

3.12.9. Compromise

The network will carry of a mixture of end-data and control information. Enddata information is originated or received by entities within a host in the networked
computer system. Control information is originated and received by the operating system and TNIU of the hosts containing the communicating entities. End-data information must be encrypted with a strength of mechanism corresponding to its security level
and its network security level. Such encryption will take place in the TNIU. The control information is also encrypted by the TNIU before the packet is sent over the network. The control information is encrypted with a strength of mechanism sufficient to
make timely traffic analysis impractical.
The end-data encryption is connection oriented, from sending entity to receiving
entity. The two participating entities in a virtual circuit share a key or a pair of keys
that are known only within the virtual circuit and to the TNC. The participating entities can neither access the encryption mechanism nor the keys that it uses. These components are within the TNIU and a part of the TNC.
The control encryption is also connection oriented, from sending TNIU to receiving
TNIU. Each TNIU has a secret key to be used for the decryption of control information,
and a corresponding encryption key that is supplied as required to other TNIUs that
have entered into a virtual circuit with it. The key pair are changed frequently, and
are under the control of the TNC and its constituent TNIUs. The participating entities
can neither access the encryption mechanism nor the keys that it uses.
Because there is no routing in the TNA, only the TNIUs encrypt or decrypt. At no
place in the network is there a need for any intermediate decryption for any purpose
whatsoever.
In a packet, the data field is encrypted at the transport layer, and the control
fields at the data link layer. There is a field in a packet containing a cyclic redundancy
check, in order to establish that the packet has arrived at its destination without
transmission error. Normally this CRC field is appended to the end of the packet as it
is dispatched on the network. There are two ways that the link-layer encryption can be
provided, corresponding to including the CRC in the control information, or excluding it
from the control information.
Link-layer Encryption Excluding the CRC
In this alternative, the control information does not include the CRC. The entire
packet is encrypted either prior to being dispatched over the network and while it
is resident in the transmit buffers, or dynamically as the packet is dispatched.
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The CRC is calculated as the packet is transmitted. The CRC is appended to the
packet as the last field to be sent. Thus, the CRC is determined after all encryption has taken place, and is entirely based on encrypted data evident in the
packet. The CRC does not reveal any information about the unencrypted data,
because it is the CRC of the encrypted packet. A packet with a transmission
error can be detected without decryption. Random modification of a packet done
without compromise of the link layer key (a denial of service attack) cannot be
detected from the CRO.
Link-layer Encryption Including the ORC
The entire packet, including the CRO, is encrypted dynamically as the packet is
dispatched. The entire packet, including the ORO, is encrypted with the linklayer encryption. A packet with a transmission error can be detected only after
decryption. Random modification of a packet done without compromise of the
link layer key (a denial of service attack) can be detected from the ORC as a
larger than expected packet error rate.
The choice between these two alternatives will depend on the performance requirements of the encryption systems. The first method can use a stronger encryption
method because the link-layer encryption can be done without the urgency involved in
keeping up with the datarate of the network. This is the method we have adopted.

3.12.10. Obfuscating Traffic

An artificial packet is a collection of bits appearing on the network that has the
appearance of being a legitimate packet. It has the correct length, and begins and ends
appropriately. Artificial packets are intended to be indistinguishable from real packets
that have been encrypted. Artificial packets can be emitted by any TNIU at any time.
They perform no useful purpose other than obfuscating real traffic in a deluge of noise.
Provided artificial packets can be generated such that they are indistinguishable from
the real thing, and provided they can not be exploited in a Denial of Service attack,
they may represent an effective mechanism to conceal whether or not a given host is a
participant in any virtual circuits, and to make the exposure of real information considerably more difficult.

3.12.11. Trustworthy Network Controller Operation

The TNC shall be a dedicated, isolated, secure, and safe host. It will operate at a
single Network High sensitivity level, and will be capable of providing data protection
and confidentiality appropriate to that sensitivity.
The TNC is responsible for three important functions:
(1)

All connections between hosts are mediated by the TNC.

(2)

The encryption keys that are used for all communication paths in the network
are provided by the TNC.
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(3)

The TNC keeps a journal of security-related events that are pertinent to the
network for later audit.

The TNC will contain configuration information about the network. This information may be altered only by an appropriately authorized authority.
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CHAPTER 4

Levels of Assurance

But yet I'll make assurance double sure,
and take a bond of fate.
W. Shakespeare, Macbeth, 1606. N, i, 83.

4.1. Introduction

Computer installations are accredited for use with sensitive data after undergoing
a risk analysis. Factored into this analysis are the possible exposure, related to the
range of user and data classifications that will be involved, and the level of assurance,
whether derived formally or otherwise, that the controls are adequate and cannot be
subverted. We use the term accreditation to refer to the yes/no decision to permit a
particular configuration to operate in a particular environment.
Consider a standalone system that is to contain a mix of Secret and Confidential
material, but whose users will all be cleared to the Secret level. Assume that the
configuration of hardware and software and any security analyses performed on them
are such that there does not exist a high level of confidence in the system's ability to
separate the two levels of data. Still, the risk of direct exposure is relatively low, since
all users are formally cleared to access all data. The remaining risk, that Secret output
from the machine might be incorrectly marked as Confidential and subsequently
mishandled, may be judged acceptable given external conditions particular to this installation.
Accreditation may be granted this installation in spite of the low assurance level
of the system as long as the accrediting authority considers it adequate given the proposed operating environment. Note that the same hardware and software might be
judged insufficiently secure if there were users cleared only to Confidential, or if
different external handling procedures were proposed.

4.2. Insecurity resulting from Interconnection

Consider now a network to which the first machine is attached as well as a second
machine containing Confidential and Unclassified data. Some of the authorized users of
this second system are not cleared for any level of classified material. Assume now that
the second system is accredited for standalone operation, because the accrediting
authority has a reasonably high level of confidence in the security of the system and
because the risk of compromise in this application is low, given that the worst-case
exposure would only be of Confidential material. If these two machines are permitted
to exchange Confidential material, we will have created a complex system that may
have an unacceptably high risk of leakage of Secret data to unclassified personnel,
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although neither of the original systems had such a risk.
This variant of the interconnection problem is commonly known as "cascading",
and solutions have been suggested in the literature. One suggestion1, dealing with a
network that is untrusted (i.e. the network itself does not enforce any security policy,
although individual hosts may do so), is that all attached hosts must have a common
Network High maximum sensitivity level.
Other variants of the problem exist. For example, if computer A contains C and S
data while computer B contains S and TS, it is likely that policy will require greater
physical security for terminals accessing the second system than for those accessing the
first. But, if a user running at S level on system A is permitted to log on to system B
over the network at the S level, this policy will not have been enforced.
The simplistic policy of requiring that communicating machines have the same
maximum level is based on the idea that, if one system containing TS information sends
S-labelled data to a second machine, that data may actually contain some TS information. If the second system is also accredited to handle both S and TS data, then
presumably the S-contaminated-with-TS scenario has already been addressed during the
accreditation of the second system.

In the remainder of this section, we will investigate this problem in greater depth,
including building a simple model of the accreditation process.

4.3. Nature of the Problem

One may ask how the existence of interhost communication produces an insecure
system from secure components. Some illumination is provided by studying the examples. In the first, "cascading" example there are at least two rationalizations. From
the viewpoint of the first host, one of its output channels (the network connection to
the second host) may be visible to individuals who do not possess Secret level clearance,
in violation of an environmental assumption made when the first system was granted
accreditation. An alternate explanation is possible from the viewpoint of the second
system. Its accreditation depended on it not containing data more sensitive than
Confidential, but the connection to the first host creates the possibility of leakage of
Secret information into the system.
The common thread to these interconnection ills is that the operating environment
of a computer system is altered when it is connected to a network. The accrediting
authority has considered both the reliability of the internal security features of the system and these external issues when approving the operation of the standalone systems,
and perturbing the environment either by allowing inward flows of information from
new sources or outward flows to new recipients may invalidate the approval.
What we may conclude from this is that simply applying mandatory security policy to interhost communication does not produce a secure overall system if there is variation in the levels of assurance or operating environments of the hosts. Further
1

Walker, S., "Network Security Overview", Proc. 1985 IEEE SympoBium on Security and Privacy, pp. 62-76
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restrictions appear to be necessary, so we will consider what these restrictions must be
and how they shall be applied.

4.4. The Simple Solution

The first and simplest approach is, basically, to provide a mechanism that is
sufficiently flexible that it can be used to implement essentially arbitrary policies. The
mechanism would probably be in the form of an access matrix where each element aij is
a security level which is required to dominate any permitted connection between hosts i
and j. A special entry would indicate no permissible connections. This check would, of
course, be made in addition to those required by the mandatory and discretionary
access policies, and so could only serve to further restrict possible communications.
Of course, by not insisting on a predefined policy we will not be able to provide
any assurance that the restrictions applied in any particular network are adequate. It
also appears that, in some cases at least, the invention of a sufficiently but not overly
restrictive set of access matrix entries may require an unreasonably high level of
knowledge and sophistication on the part of the personnel responsible for configuring
the system.
Clearly, it would be preferable to decide on a particular policy that has known
and acceptable consequences, and which addresses in an appropriate manner the disparity in trustworthiness of the attached systems. An ambitious attack on this problem
would require characterizing it in sufficient detail that the correct policy is easily visible.

4.5. The Better Solution

The first step in developing a policy involves understanding how systems that
appear secure when communicating with human users may no longer be adequately
secure when communicating with one another. It has already been observed that internal and external factors enter into an accreditation decision. This occurs because there
are three components which together determine the security of an information system:
•

correct labelling of the sensitivity of data when it is input to the system

•

maintaining separation of levels during storage and when performing computations on the data, and
invoking appropriate handling procedures for sensitive output (including output to
terminals).

Each of these makes a contribution to overall system security. The combination
of the first two determine how reliable are the labels supplied by the system on output
data, while the third component determines how much trust we are attempting to put
in those labels. Moreover, the third component can often be used to mask deficiencies
in the other two. System High operation is an example of this, in which all output is
treated as if it were of the highest sensitivity.
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The accreditation process can be viewed as associating a risk factor with each of
these components then combining them to produce an overall risk assessment. We will
look at each of them in turn, and discuss how they are altered by the existence of a network.

4.5.1. Component 1: Input Labelling

In standalone systems, the task of correctly determining the level of information
fed into the system is ordinarily achieved with high reliability because the sources are
human users who are trusted to perform this function well. When a human user claims
that some input is Secret, we believe the label because either the user is cleared only to
Secret, in which case he does not have access to any higher level information, or he is
cleared to a higher level, in which case he can also be trusted to give the Secret label
only to Secret data.
Procedures relating to other forms of input, such as magnetic tape or disk, are
usually very restrictive. Multilevel input devices (eg. magnetic tapes) with embedded
security labels that are trusted by the receiving system without human review are the
exception, and might be permitted only if created on the same system and stored under
high physical security. In most other cases, policy would require that an authorized
user review and properly classify information entered into a system via magnetic tape.
The knowledgeable authorized user thereby increases our trust in the correctness of the
sensitivity labels assigned to that data.
Such restrictions are too severe for networked systems. Instead, we must consider
the possibility that labels on received data are unreliable. The indicator Fin of input
label risk that we will use is the triple

<Lin,Rin,Min>
where Lin indicates the level with which the information is labelled, Rin indicates the
reliability of the input labels, and Min indicates the highest actual sensitivity of the
data that may be contained in any labelled input.
The actual units of measurement of R are not important, except that we require it
be able to represent the spectrum from totally unreliable to totally reliable, and that the
values be linearly ordered such that they may be meaningfully compared. The
confidence that it expresses is the level of confidence that the labelled data does not
actually contain any information of sensitivity greater than (actually, not dominated
by) Lin· If this confidence is less than totally reliable then there is a nonzero risk that
some higher sensitivity data is included.
The Min value indicates the highest actual sensitivity that contaminating information may have, and would typically be the highest sensitivity of data handled in the
environment in which the input was generated or last handled. Our decision to
represent only a single contaminant is arguable, and was made for the sake of simplicity. It is admitted that there may be uses for risk metrics that include several R, M
pa1rs.
The necessity of having both Rin and Min in our risk metric is apparent when one
considers two extreme cases: a labelled input with an Rin value of totally reliable ·and
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another with an Min value equal to the label (Lin) itself. In either case there is no risk.
In the first case the Min value is superfluous because the label is trustworthy, while in
the second case the Rin value is unimportant presumably because no higher-sensitivity
data was available in the originating system.
We have defined the assurance component R of the risk factor so loosely that we
cannot, in general, compare different risk factors. The question of whether a risk factor
of <Confidential, Very Reliable, Secret> is more or less "risky" than one of
<Confidential, Very Very Reliable, Top Secret> cannot be tackled with such scant
information, and indeed should not, since this is an issue properly dealt with by individual accrediting authorities. Still, we can define a meaningful partial order on risk factors as
A is_at_least_as_good_a_risk_as B (written A

>- B)

The first part says that if the data level increases while the assurance and contaminating level remain fixed then the risk is not increased. That is, information
labelled Secret with a given label reliability and maximum contaminant level of Top
Secret is at least as trustworthy (i.e. no greater risk) than information labelled
Confidential with the same reliability and maximum contaminant level. The second
part claims that increasing the label reliability improves the risk, and the third part
says that lowering the sensitivity of the contaminating information also lowers the risk.
This is a pessimistic definition, in that we say A>-B only if all three components of
A are at least as risk-free as those of B. We specifically do not make any claims if one
component is better while another is worse, as in the earlier example. In such a case we
do not claim that A>-B nor that B>-A, which is why this is defined as a partial rather
than a total order.
An accrediting authority need not be as timid as we, and may internally have a
more complete definition of as good a risk that they are willing to apply to these
sticky cases. Different authorities are likely to have differing definitions of this relation.
Let us use A D'" a B to denote accrediting authority a considers risk A to be at least as
good as risk B.
It is expected that Au-aB may hold for some A and B where our more primitive
but general relation >- does not hold in either direction. But, our definition of >- is
obvious enough that, for A and B where we are willing to say A>-B, any reasonable D'" a
should agree with us. Define a reasonable authoritative relation D'" a as one with the
property that, for all risk factors A and B, if A>-B holds then so does AD'" aB. We restrict our further discussion to installations governed by authorities whose risk comparison relations are reasonable.

4.5.2. Component 2: Separation

This component relates to the system's ability to maintain the accuracy of sensitivity labels and to reliably control the flow of information within the system according
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to those labels. When a computing system design is rated for trustworthiness, as for
example when being assigned a TCSEC evaluation class, it is mostly this component
that is being discussed. Formal models and security proofs are techniques for increasing
one's belief in the ability of a system to prevent mixing of different levels of sensitive
data.
The internals of computer systems usually differ from other instances of multilevel
security in that the mechanisms and procedures that are used to control and separate
levels of sensitivity are equally effective for all data. In contrast with manual security
procedures, which might specify a locked desk at one level, an armoured safe at
another, and an armed 24-hour guard at a third, standalone computer systems generally use the same methods for isolating all levels2 . The possibility of leakage between
levels, therefore, does not depend on the separation between them. If a system is highly
trusted to prevent Top Secret information from being compromised to the Confidential
level, the same level of assurance should be assumed between TS and S, or C and U3 .
For this reason, it should be sufficient to categorize the risk component due to
faulty separation by the pair <Rsep,Meep>· Meep is the highest sensitivity 4 of data handled on the host. The reliability Reep, which is drawn from the same range as the Rin of
the previous section, measures the reliability of the system in preventing mixing of
differently labelled data. Since anything output from a single-level output device (eg. a
terminal) is implicitly labelled with that level by the system, the Rsep rating also indicates a degree of confidence in the system's ability to prevent information with higherlevel labels from reaching that device.

4.5.3. Component 3: Trust in Output Labels

It is significant that in the last section we referred to labels assigned to data,
rather than to the actual sensitivity levels of the data, since even a system with a high
Reep can not produce reliably labelled output if the data was incorrectly classified on
input. If we wish to indicate the actual reliability of the labels, taking into account
any unreliability of the classification when input, we may try to do so by combining the
input and separation risk factors.
In the case of a standalone system this operation is simple, because as we have
stated the input labels in a standalone system are supplied by human users who are
assumed to be faultless data classifiers, so all inputs have risk factors with reliability
levels of totally reliable. In that case, it is clear that contamination of outputs may
occur only because of a less-than-reliable separation function in the computer system.
2 This may not hold for communication systems, if encryption is used at some levels but not at others, or if
different strengths of encryption are employed. Our Trusted Network Architecture, however, does follow this pattern
as it uses identical methods for all sensitivity levels.
8 We are not suggesting that the risks are the same: the possible damage may vary widely between one case and
the next.
4 More precisely, the least upper bound of all sensitivities, which is the same as the highest if a unique highest
level exists.
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We may define an output label reliability factor Fout with components
<Lout,Rout,Mout> analogous to the input risk factors defined earlier. Further, we make
the reasonable assumption that the system at least attempts to preserve security, and
therefore that the label Lout of an output dominates all the labels of the inputs that
were used to construct the output. In a standalone system, or any system where the
inputs are labelled reliably and are free of contamination by higher levels, we then
expect that for every output Rout and Mout will equal that system's Rsep and Msep,
respectively.
The accrediting authority, when considering a proposed environment and the
amount of trust that will be placed in the output labelling and output routing capabilities of the system, will make the accreditation decision depending on the reliability of
the labels and on the exposure that would result if a worst-case mislabelling occurred.
We believe that this decision can be effectively modelled as a pair of constraints: first,
that all output labels must be dominated by some value Lenviron, which is the highest
sensitivity for which the proposed environment provides adequate output handling procedures, and secondly that the system must provide output labels and separation of
some specified reliability. We suggest that this latter constraint be represented as a
target output label risk factor Ftarget that must be met or bettered by all outputs of the
system. That is, the system will be accredited only if all of its output label risk factors
.
.
5
Pout satisfy the relation Fout U a Ftarget .

4.5.4. Effect of Networking

When we connect our machines to a network, the network becomes both a source
of information and a new output channel. Although we still have the same confidence
in a particular system's ability to separate data, we can no longer be assured that
input from the network has labels that are completely trustworthy, or that output to
the network will be subject to the same set of handling restrictions that would be in
effect for output devices attached directly to the machine in question. Our analysis so
far does not entitle us to make any conclusions about the trustworthiness of the resulting networked system.
In an earlier section we noted that this problem could
machine in the system having less reliably labelled inputs or
fully controlled distribution of outputs. We will take the
attempt to determine the effect of unreliably labelled inputs
of a networked machine.

be analyzed either as one
as another with less carefirst approach here, and
on the output risk factors

Consider an output computed as a function of N inputs of possibly different levels,
each described by a risk factor Fin = <L~n,R~n,M}n>, 1 < i < N Even if the system has
a completely reliable Rsep value, these contaminated inputs may introduce risk into the
output. As before, we expect that the system will label the output with a level which
dominates all input levels, or
6

A different target risk factor for each sensitivity level might be a more accurate representation.
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Lout

=

max

i=l, · · · ,N

L}n

where max applied to labels is defined to yield the least upper bound.
Let us define first the output risk contribution <l>in resulting from input contamination, assuming an ideal Rsep· First, note that we cannot assume with any high reliability that inputs whose level is dominated by Lout are prevented from affecting the output, even if Rsep is ideally high. This is because the separation mechanisms whose reliability is rated by Rsep only operate between levels. When determining <l>in, therefore, we
must assume that all system inputs labelled with sensitivities dominated by Lout are
free to influence that output.
Secondly, note that a high risk input does not necessarily contribute a great deal
of risk to the output, since the output label may be much more sensitive than that of
the input. An input labelled Unclassified that may contain Secret level information
does not present any formal risk if it is being used to form a Secret or higher level output. Each input with risk factor <L}n,R}n,M}n> contributes to the output risk a factor
of <Lout,R}n,M}n>· Combining these ideas, define <l>in as the best 6 risk factor that
satisfies

<Lout,R}n,M}n>

U a

<pin

for all inputs such that Lout dominates L}n- We can also write this as

<l>in = min <Lout,R}n,M}n>
i

where the min function on risk factors yields the best risk that satisfies a u a min( a, b)
and b u a min( a, b). We can use <l>in as a pessimistic risk estimate, since it is at least
as bad a risk as that caused by the worst input contaminant.
Next we will investigate the extra risk contribution 4>8 ep caused by poor separation
within the system. Our estimate will be based on the principle that all higher-level
inputs to the system are prevented from affecting an output with reliability Reep· Let
<f>sep be

<f>sep = <Lout,Rsep,Msep>
This is the conventional separation risk encountered even with totally reliable input
labels. Let </>!ep be

</>{ep = <Lout,max(R/n,Rsep),M{n>
where now j ranges over all inputs for which Lout does not dominate L{n. This is the
risk contribution due to contaminants in higher-level inputs. The max function is
justified by the observation that either reliable separation or reliable labelling will
lower this risk element. Putting these pieces together, we have

,

<l>sep = min( <f>sep,m~n </>!ep)

6

Best risk here

cl>;,. a,. if);,..

means that cl>;,. is a maximal element of all

if),,.

satisfying the given relation, in the sense that
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Now, combining these contributions, we have
"

Fout

= min( 4\n, 4>sep)

Compare this with the much simpler result for the standalone system: when inputs were
labelled reliably

we see that

Fout

=

min(Fout,m~n <Lout,R}n,~n>,m~n <Loue,max(R{n,Rsep),M{n>)
J

i

4.5.5. Maintaining Accreditation

If our model of the accreditation process is accurate, a networked computer should
be able to retain its accreditation as long as its new output risk factors still meet or
exceed the target risk factor described earlier, that is, if
"

Fout

11'.7 a

Ftarget

where we have left open the possibility of a separate target for each output label level.
Unfortunately, we cannot use this requirement directly as the basis for an interconnection assurance policy. One reason is that we do not really know Ftarget, all we
know is that Fout cr a Ftarget· We can eliminate this difficulty by taking advantage of
the transitivity of the cr a relation, and substituting the requirement

This does have the possible disadvantage of making the requirement stricter than
is really necessary. This would occur if a standalone configuration supplied greater
label reliability than required by its operating environment. Without further information, we have no way of detecting this overqualification of a single system. However,
since the Ftarget is a function of the maximum sensitivity and external handling procedures, we could use the least strict Fout values of a collection of machines if they all
operated in identical environments.
We are still unable to use this requirement, now because we do not know the precise definition of the cr a relation. Instead, we must use our >- approximation, and we
know that a >- b implies a a- a b, because we are only considering IT relations that
are reasonable.
Now the requirement that we must meet to maintain accreditation is

or
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From the definitions of min and Fout we see that this will require

<Lout,R~n,Af1n> >- <Lout,Rsep,Msep>
for all i such that L}n dominates Lout and

<Lout,max(Rsep,R{n),M{n> >- <Lout,Rsep,Msep>
for all j such that Li~ -,dominates Lout· Employing the definition of>-, we then have

R~n

> Rsep

(I)

and

Msep dominates Af1n

(II)

Msep dominates M{n

(III)

and

with i and j defined as before. There is no requirement involving R{n because
max(Rsep,x) > Rsep trivially for any x. Relations (II) and (III) together cover all inputs,
so they may be coalesced into

Msep dominates Mtn

(II')

for all inputs k.
These results may be summarized as:
•

each input at the same or lower level than a given output must have a label at
least as reliable as that provided by the system in question, and

•

the possible contaminant sensitivity of each input, whether that input's level is
dominated by the output level or not, must be dominated by the system's high
level.

4.6. Possible Policies

The intent of these requirements is that the outputs produced by a system shall
not increase in risk when that system is permitted to receive inputs from some other
system. If we assume that this goal is met for each system on the network, then we
know that the risk values of the networked machines will be unchanged from the Fout
values of the standalone systems. In that case, we can use the Fout values from one system as the input to another to determine whether such a (one-way) connection will be
permitted in the networked system. We will write Fout A with components
<Lout,A,Rsep,A,Msep,A> for the risk factors of the outputs of system' A.
The restriction that contaminant sensitivities be dominated by the system high
level can be rephrased as requiring that the receiving system be accredited to handle
data as high as the most sensitive contaminant. The system A supplying the signal to
B will only be able to satisfy this requirement if its separation Rsep,A is totally reliable
(which is not feasible) or if their maximum levels satisfy Msep,B dominates Msep,A ·
That is, for communication to be possible from A to B it must be the case that B's
highest sensitivity dominates A's. If the communication is to be bidirectional, B and A
must have the same high level.
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The other requirement, when applied to our hypothetical case of A sending data to
B, necessitates Raep,A > Raep,B· Bidirectional traffic would require that the assurances
of the two systems be equal. These are more difficult requirements to meet, since we
have no direct way of measuring the Reep values. It seems likely that enforcing this
requirement will necessitate some explicit indication of the relative assurance level of
each machine, this information being supplied to the Trusted Network Controller along
with other configuration-specific information such as the range of sensitivity levels of
each system.

4. 7. Discussion

The arguments given in this section are not yet rigorous as we have not yet fully
developed them nor are we entirely certain that the signal risk metric we have chosen is
adequate to characterize the accreditation process.
Other discussions in the literature of this problem do not recognize the requirement Raep,A > Raep,B on assurance levels. The requirement appears in our analysis
because, instead of knowing the security requirements Ftarget for different outputs, we
approximate them with the standalone system's output risks Fout· This has the effect of
assuming that whatever reliability is present in the output labels of the standalone system is required by the environment, and not just an accident of overspecification or a
byproduct of some more stringent requirement on some other output.
For example, a system r with outputs ranging from Top Secret to Unclassified will
undoubtedly be required to maintain label integrity and separation with a higher
assurance level than a system 2 whose outputs range only from Top Secret to Secret.
However, it may be the case that this very high reliability is only required for the
Unclassified outputs, and is overkill in the case of the Secret level outputs. It is an
accident of implementation that, as noted earlier, most computer systems will provide
the same separation between TS and S as between TS and U data.
Networked systems do not have this property; if we allow r and 2 to intercommunicate, we will have a composite system that separates TS and U data more reliably
than it does TS and S. However, since we accepted the standalone output risk factors
of r as an approximation of the required reliability, our analysis would not permit this
intercommunication. It appears that the question we should be addressing is whether
r's Secret level outputs are, in fact, treated externally in a manner similar enough to
those of 2 that we may use E's less rigorous assurance as a closer approximation to the
actual required Ftarget of r's Secret level outputs. We do not yet know whether this can
be assumed in general, or whether it is information that should be supplied by a Network Security Administrator during configuration of the network.
A second, unrelated issue that may pose a problem with this analysis is a possibly
faulty assumption we have made. We have assumed that the interconnection of
machines does not reduce their individual abilities to maintain separation of data.
Some published formal work 7 has suggested that without some added restrictions the
possible interactions between connected machines may introduce new paths of informa-
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tion leakage.
McCullough's recommended restriction, however, is extremely restrictive. It is
based on the principle of non-interference (discussed in the section on Formal Models),
which in its usual form states simply that high-level inputs may not effect low-level outputs. McCullough requires, in addition to this, that high-level inputs have only a very
limited set of effects even on high-level outputs. The implications, if any, of this are
possible areas of future study when we have refined an abstract security model.

7 McCullough, D., "Specifications for Multi-Level Security and a Hook-Up Property", Proc. 1987 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, pp. 161-166

CHAPTER 5

Authentication Protocols and Key Distribution

His identity presses on me.
John Keats, Letters, 1818.

But as when an authentic watch is shown,
Each man winds up and rectifies his own,
So in our very judgements.
Sir John Suckling; Agla.ura 1638, Epilogue.

5.1. Introduction

In this section we describe and analyze two related key distribution protocols. We
also present a modal logic based on work 1 by Burrows, Abadi, and Needham, that is
used to reason about properties of these protocols.
In a secure network based on encryption, keys must be generated and distributed
to the encryption devices as needed. This distribution must occur in a secure way, since
the confidentiality of sensitive data as well as, in our network, authority over various
network components relies on the ability of the central Trusted Network Controller to
control these keys.
In our architecture, a host requests its attached Trusted Network Interface Unit
(TNIU) to set up a circuit to a process on another host. The TNIU then communicates
this request to the central Trusted Network Controller (TNC) which validates the
request, then supplies a pair of session keys to the communicating TNIUs. In order that
this be accomplished in a reliable and trustworthy manner, we require that:
i)

the TNIU processor is assured that it is communicating with the real TNC rather
than an impostor.

ii)

the TNIU is assured that its conversation with the TNC is occurring in real time,
and is not a playback of a previous negotiation.

iii)

the TNC can determine with a high degree of reliability which TNIU originated a
given request, and that the request is also not a playback.

iv)

messages containing the generated keys cannot be interpreted except by the
TNIUs to which they are addressed.

1 Michael Burrows, Martin Abadi, and Roger Needham, "Authentication: A Practical Study in Belief and Action", Proc. 2nd Conference on Theoretical Aspects of Reasoning about Knowledge, IBM Almaden Research Center,
Pacific Grove, CA. March, 1988, pp. 325-342.
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v)

messages containing the generated keys are not modified nor played back to either
TNIU by an intruder.

These requirements all involve two notions: that the recipient of a packet be able
to reliably identify the source (the authentication problem), and that the packet originated recently (which we will call liveness).

5.1.1. Ensuring Authenticity

Well-known approaches exist which provide the assurance of authentication and
liveness required for key distribution. First the authentication requirement, which may
be stated as:
At the end of a packet exchange, each party must be convinced that the messages
it has received purporting to be from X did indeed originate at X.
Reliable authentication prevents an intruder (C) from pretending to be one of the
two end-point hosts (call them A and B) or from masquerading as the TNC. If C were
able to convince other parties that it was B, it might be able to enter into circuits with
other hosts that reveal information that C is not authorized to have. Or, by pretending
to be the TNC, C could supply the communicating parties with a key of its (C's) choice,
then listen in on their conversations.
Authentication in an encryption-based system is typically dealt with by reliance
on the secrecy of keys. If A believes that only A and B know the key K-, and A receives
a message encrypted with key K-, and A didn't originate it, then A will believe that the
message originated with B.
There is a subtle assumption in the previous statement: A must be able to tell
whether the received message was indeed encrypted with the secret key. A can decrypt
the message assuming that K, was used to encrypt it, but then must have some method
of checking whether the resulting alleged plaintext is in fact a valid plaintext message.
The decryption operation will still produce an output if the "ciphertext" is really random data, or data encrypted with some other key, but the output will resemble a random bitstring. A can only check for the reasonableness of the plaintext if it contains
one or more predictable fields: these may be predictable a priori (eg. A expects to see
the number 14 beginning at the 12th byte of the plaintext message) or a posteriori (the
last field is a checksum computed over the rest of the plaintext).

5.1.2. Ensuring Liveness

The second consideration is that of liveness, which may be stated as:
Each party in a conversation must be convinced that the messages it received
from X originated there "recently".
This deals with the avoidance of the replay problem. Consider a protocol where A
authenticates itself to B by sending a fixed message, for instance "Hi, I'm A", to B
encrypted with secret key K-. On receiving this, B is satisfied as to A's identity and will
accept data attached to the encrypted message as being from A. An intruder C doesn't
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need to know K, to defeat this protocol, it need only record and replay the encrypted
authentication message whenever it wants to pretend to be .A.
Typical solutions to this problem are of two types: timestamping methods and
challenge-response methods. Timestamping implies that each message contains a component that is an unforgeable time of creation. The unforgeability is assured by
encryption. Receivers ignore messages that are sufficiently "stale". This has the advantage of not introducing any new traffic, but the disadvantages that synchronized clocks
are necessary around the network and that the definition of "stale" only prevents
replays of very old messages. The second disadvantage can be ameliorated in some
instances by ensuring that all timestamps are distinct (for instance, by giving them
microsecond resolution) and having each receiver keep a record of all received timestamps that are not yet stale so that it can ignore duplicates. However, this can be
defeated if the intruder is able to destroy the original message before it reaches the
receiver.
The challenge-response technique involves an exchange of packets. Rather than .A
simply sending a message to 8, first B sends a message to A that contains a random
number. These random numbers should only be used once; this may be effectively
guaranteed by selecting them from a sufficiently large set (for instance, a uniform distribution over all 64-bit numbers). We will denote such a single-use random number by
the term nonce.
Next A sends the nonce back to B together with the message it wanted to send,
both encrypted using a key known only to Jl and B. Now B can check that it received
the expected random number, which indicates that it was conversing with A in real
time. The random number and the message must be encrypted together in such a way
that they cannot be separated, otherwise an intruder could piece together the
encrypted random number from one transaction with the encrypted message from a
second and fool B.
Now that we know these approaches which we believe, at least informally, will
provide the assurance that is needed, what remains is to find an appropriate formal system in which we can reason about these issues.

5.1.3. Logic of Knowledge and Belief

Modal logic is a class of logic invented by logicians who were concerned about a
possible inadequacy of the classical notion of objective truth. They felt it was not a
good basis for a formal logical treatment of many of the problems they were interested
in. The term comes from the medieval belief that truth came in more than one flavour,
or mode; specifically that possibility and necessity defined alternate and equally valid
types of truth.

Modal logic is used today to reason about time, knowledge, belief, possibility just about any kind of subjective notion of truth. We will be concerned about a logic of
knowledge and belief, in which we can represent truth as it is viewed by different
observers in a system.
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Figure 5.1: Trusted Network Entities
A propositional modal logic contains all the connectives of ordinary propositional
logic ( and, or, not, implies, etc.) plus one or more modal operators whose meaning
depends on the particular logic we are trying to express. A unary modal operator ®
might be applied to a propositional phrase 1 (forming ®1) with the interpretation from
this point on, 1 is true if we are talking about time, or meaning 1 is believed to be true if
we are concerned with belief. In our modal logic, we use several operators such as
X I= 1 which means X believes that 1 is true. In this way, we can represent and reason
about facts as well as observers' beliefs regarding the facts, and can formally treat the
authentication and non-playback issues that involve these beliefs.

5.2. Key Distribution and Virtual Circuits in the Trusted Network

The establishment of a virtual circuit (or simply, a circuit) in a trusted HUBNET is
accomplished via a trusted key distribution centre located within the universally
trustworthy Trusted Network Controller (TNC). It is the responsibility of that centre
to establish the authenticity of the proposed end participants of the circuit. The TNC
determines whether or not an exchange between those end participants is permitted
under the network security policy, and if it is, the TNC assigns appropriate
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cryptographic keys to the two participants and arranges that these be transmitted in a
secure manner. This must be done with due regard for such threats as attempt at
denial of service, spoofing, and traffic analysis. This section does not address the issue
of the permissibility of the exchange. For the present, it will be assumed that the TNC
enforces an appropriate policy, and terminates the negotiations if the exchange is forbidden. The protocols we show here assume that the policy authorizes a two way information exchange.
A model for the discussions of this section is shown in figure 5.1. The TNC and the
communications trusted computing base associated with the Trusted Network Interface
Unit (TNIU) at each host are connected via a local area network (LAN). Each host supports one or more subjects (or processes representing subjects) with access to local
objects according to a local security policy. Each subject may attempt to communicate, via the LAN, with a subject on some other host through a communications virtual
circuit in each associated TNIU. The TNC and the TNIUs comprise the network trusted
computing base which controls all inter-host communications according to a network
security policy.
A model for the structure of the TNIU is shown in figure 5.2. The lower protocol
layers provide an interface to the network, and include a datalink layer cryptographic
function. Each TNIU uses a unique semi-static decryption key for received data. Thus
for a datalink layer to send a packet to another TNIU, it must first encrypt that packet
(in its entirety) using the complementary key to that of the intended receiving TNIU.
Only the intended receiver will be able to decrypt that packet successfully. Datalink
layer keys and their complements are controlled and distributed by the TNC according
to appropriate security policies including need-to-know and 'aging'.
The higher protocol layers (in the TNIU and/or the attached hosts) provide a
number of transport virtual circuits, Mi, multiplexed onto the single datalink layer.
The transport layer also provides a cryptographic function. Each transport virtual circuit is encrypted according to one of a pair of unique keys, which are employed only for
the duration of that virtual circuit (the session). Thus one of the pair of keys is associated with a virtual circuit at each end of the circuit, and used by the transport layer
for encryption/decryption of all messages on that circuit, as described below.
The following notation 2 is appropriate to characterize communications over the
LAN. This notation is also summarized in Appendix A.
{ Y}K:

This represents an object Y (a packet or message) encrypted
according to some key pair K,.

2 Throughout the balance of this section, the notation suppresses the detail of encryption as against decryption
use of a key. Encrypted items are discussed in terms of the encryption key, it being implicit that the complement key
is used and distributed for decryption. The details of the assumed encryption scheme are given later.
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{ MQP{ X} K,QP

h*P

This represents a packet over a virtual circuit. The packet originated at a TNIU Q and is intended for a TNIU P. The packet has
been encrypted at the datalink layer with a key A!p by the sending
TNIU Q. On decryption by P using
the virtual circuit designation MpQ becomes visible. This allows the transport layer at P to
direct the message X to the appropriate virtual circuit within the
TNIU. In the transport layer associated with that virtual circuit,
the message is first decrypted using the key K,pQ for that virtual
circuit and then passed to the intended subject in the host.

>-1P,

The negotiation of such a virtual circuit with the TNC requires:
• The assignment of a virtual circuit identifier for each end,
their dissemination to TNIU's P and Q respectively.

MpQ

and

MQP,

and
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• Dissemination of the semi-static datalink keys, A*Q and A*p, to TNIU's P and Q
respectively.
• Assignment of a transport level key pair,
TNIU's P and Q respectively.

"-PQ

and

"-QP,

and their dissemination to

The assignment of virtual circuits for each TNIU is handled by the request, status and
key control process within the TNIU. Thus MQP is assigned by P, while MPQ is assigned
by Q. The datalink encryption keys are all known to the TNC, which is responsible for
disseminating them as required. The TNC also changes these keys periodically, hence
their designation as semi-static. The transport keys are selected by the TNO and distributed to the two ends of the circuit when it is determined that network security policy
permits the subjects concerned to exchange the objects in question.
A permanently open circuit, the network management circuit' (NMC), exists
between the request, status, and key control process of each TNIU and the TNC. A process (subject) in a host may place a request to the local TNIU for a circuit to a remote
process. The details of that request were discussed in section 2.3.3.1, and would include
appropriate information from the local TCB 4 on the security properties of the requesting subject and the objects proposed for the exchange. The local TNC negotiates this
request with the TNC using the NMC to the TNC. The negotiation process, if not terminated before its completion, will eventually involve the TNC of the destination TNIU,
using the NMC between it and the TNC. When the negotiation has been successfully
concluded, the two TNCs equip the selected transport virtual circuits with the necessary
transport cryptographic keys, and enable the communications through the local TCBs.
Each local TNIU then processes and monitors the communications over the circuit,
informing the TOB when the local host indicates session end, or when the circuit fails
(including time-out), or when the circuit remains open beyond a packet count limit. 5

The management of the virtual circuits requires a number of procedures and protocols.
•

Configuration: The network must be set up initially and the TNC informed of the
security properties of the attached hosts.

• Initialization: The NMC between each TNIU and the TNC must be opened, and
the identity of each TNIU authenticated. A similar procedure is required for the
reconnection of any TNIU that may have been disconnected temporarily from the
network.
•

Circuit Negotiation: Requests for virtual circuits must be processed. Authentication protocols are needed in this process to confirm the identity of the requesting
TNIU. Authorization procedures are required to establish the permissibility of the
exchange within the network security policy.

3 The virtual circuit identifiers Msp for packets from P to the
are permanently assigned in each TNIU at commissioning.

TNC,

and Mps for packets from the

TNC

to

TNIU

P,

4 The attached host may be untrusted (if the network security policy permits attachment of an untrusted host)
in which case there is no local TCB. In such situations, the security properties of the host system must be static and
known to the TNC.
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•

Circuit Management: Procedures are required for the reliable transfer of
encrypted data, error recovery, circuit failure detection, circuit shutdown, etc.

• Key Changeover: Procedures and protocols are required to effect the orderly
changeover of the datalink and transport level keys associated with the NMO's and
other virtual circuits.

The next subsections deal with some of these procedures and protocols.

5.2.1. Secure Network Configuration

The initial setup of the network is performed by the network security administrator. He selects and installs the following information in each TNIU P.
A default unique datalink key for received data, BAfp.
The permanent NMO identifiers Msp and MpsA unique identifier (a password or nonce) BNP to be used to identify the unit to
the TNO.

In addition, the TNO is informed of:
For each CTCB, the triple B(

Afp, Msp, BNP).

Security relevant properties of the host and its user community at each host.
Subsequent to configuration and commissioning, additional TNIU's and hosts may
be added through the specification of the information items above.

5.2.2. Secure Network Initialization

When a TNIU P is commissioned, it immediately starts a process which periodically sends a boot request to the TNO. In the notation of Appendix A,

P ~ { Mps { requestBoot, BNP} sKps} 8 )..* 8
No action is taken by the TNO until such a packet is received. No other action is taken
by the TNIU until a response to this packet is received. At all times, the TNO decrypting arriving packets according to its link-level boot key B A*s• The intent of this
action is the initialization of new TNIU's, and the recovery of TNIU's which have lost
datalink cryptographic synchronization.
When the requestBoot is received and decrypted by the TNO S, S tries to authenticate itself to P, and then to open the NMO to P. This begins by the TNO sending the
following message that Pis awaiting.

p

I< {MpsfaNp,Ns} sKsp}B)..*P

The TNO S awaits a liveness response from P. When S receives one it furnishes P
with link-level and transport-level keys for the NMO. If no such response is received
within a plausible time, S resets to its original state.
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SI< {Msp{bootKeyRequest,Ns,Np} 8Kp) 8>-.* 8
P

I< {Mps{keylnfo,Np,Afp,>..fs,K-~p,KJs} B'"SP
,,. }s>-.*P

The NMO is now open.

5.2.3. Secure Network Circuit Negotiation

The negotiation of a virtual circuit between two principals uses a negotiation protocol
executed by the principals and the TNO over the network. Since the network may pass
through insecure areas, care must be taken to ensure that all messages on it are
genuine. The components of such a negotiation include:
•

Authentication of messages from each principal, A and B, to the key distribution
centre or server S.

•

Authentication of messages from the server to each of the principals.

•

Authorization (from a network security policy viewpoint) of the exchange. This
issue is not addressed in this section.

•

Dissemination of the appropriate virtual circuit, datalink key and transport key to
each principal.

•

Mutual synchronization of the communications protocols of the principals.

Two protocols for this negotiation of a virtual circuit are given in detail in subsequent
sections. One of these, the Basic Negotiation Protocol, (BNP) is explained informally
below. It is our intention to mechanically verify this protocol. In the interim, a full
analysis of the protocol is presented. The second protocol, the Cooperative Negotiation
Protocol, is in a preliminary form.
The description of the BNP uses a knowledge representation notation which is
given in full detail in Appendix A. The protocol assumes that the network has been
configured and initialized. The state of knowledge when the protocol is to be used
corresponds to there being open virtual circuits (the NMO's) between the principals and
the server.
The BNP commences when one principal, A, sends a message to the server on the
NMO requesting a virtual circuit:
I.

A A*s
-+- S INIAs{NA

}K-As

When this message is received by the server, it can be recognized as being properly
encrypted as a message from A, but the server cannot determine whether this is a
current message, or a replay of an old one. 5 Consequently the server replies, supplying a
5 We are assuming here that messages on the NMC are not unambiguously serialized. If they were, then the
server could make this distinction. Given the "permanently open" nature of the NMC's, the added robustness of current
proofs of liveness may be preferred. We use such current proofs in the BNP. The Cooperative Negotiation Protocol does,
in effect, assume serialization.
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nonce for A to use to prove liveness:

2.

S AM
-+A IMsA {NA, Ns }~sA

The return of NA in this properly encrypted message proves to A that S is live. A
replies, returning the nonce supplied by S to prove its own liveness, and also informing S
that it wishes to communicate with B, and that A's end of the circuit would be virtual
circuit MBA:
3.

A A*s
-+ S IMAs{Ns, MBA, B}~As

Sis now satisfied that A is live, and would now apply the network security policy rules
to determine if the exchange is permitted. Assuming it is, S continues by informing B
that it wishes to negotiate a circuit. As in the earlier steps, the initial approach is cautious until mutual liveness is proven:
4.

S A*B
-+ B IMsB {Ns

}~sB

B re-encrypts and returns nonce Ns to prove its liveness. It replies with a nonce to
allow S the same opportunity:
5.

B A*s
-+ S IMBs{NB, Ns }~BS

Sis now satisfied that Bis live. S replies, including NB to prove its own liveness, and
informing B of the information it needs to communicate with A - A's datalink encryption key, the encryption/decryption key for the transport virtual circuit at B's end of
the circuit, and what transport virtual circuit on A to use as a transport address:
6.

A*B B IMsB{NB, A, "A,
"\ ~BA, MBA }~sB
S-+

B is now satisfied as to Els liveness, and returns its selection of a transport virtual circuit for its end of the circuit, including recognizable data, f ( Ns ), to prevent spoofing:
7.

B A*s
-+ S IMBs{MAB, J(Ns)}~Bs

S now informs A of the information it needs - B's datalink encryption key, the
encryption/decryption key for the transport virtual circuit at A's end of the circuit, and
what transport virtual circuit on B to use as a transport address.

8.

SA~ A IMsA {MAB, ~AB, AB, J(NA)}~sA

At this time, both A and B can communicate. We next show A starting the exchange,
since A initiated the circuit:

The reception on virtual circuit MAB, which B selected, of properly encrypted data from
A is adequate proof to B of A's liveness. It is presumed that subsequent messages from
A are serialized. B now responds to A:
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10.

B A*A
- A IMnA { data } K',BA

The reception on virtual circuit MnA, which A selected, of properly encrypted data from
B is adequate proof to A of B's liveness. It is presumed that subsequent messages from
Bare serialized.
The protocol does not show any reports to S from either A or B that usage of the
circuit has commenced. These could be added, but would be of little utility.
The above explanation of the protocol does not address the issue of failure during
the negotiation. What happens if any of the messages in the negotiation are lost or
corrupted? How does the process terminate, and how does the negotiation get restarted? These issues will be handled in the normal way by the transport protocol on
the NMC.
Also to be addressed is the issue of protecting the server from denial-of-service
attacks based on flooding it with spurious replays of negotiation requests. However, we
will observe that such an attack is possible only if an encrypted request can be recognized as such for recording and replay, and that such an attack can be thwarted
immediately by the server changing the transport key associated with the virtual circuits on which the spoofed requests arrive.

5.2.4. Secure Network Circuit Management

Standard protocols and procedures now exist for circuit management functions.
·with the possible exception of a need to suppress the detection of the retransmission of
packets, we are not aware of any security-related implications for the link-level
management of circuits. The suppression of retransmission visibility is discussed in section 2.4.1. All other issues of circuit management should be handled as specified in the
OSI standards.

5.2.5. Secure Network Key Changeover

Key changeover for an individual TNIU P involves changes in A*p and K',ps only.
This can be handled in a straightforward manner using normal communications with P
over the existing NMC. 6
Changeover of the TNC datalink key A*s requires synchronous change by all
TNIU's. Any "strays" will eventually time-out, and recover through the default initialization procedure.

6

TNIU.

A more drastic changeover can be done by re-executing the Configuration and Initialization procedures for that
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5.3. Key Distribution Protocols - Detailed Description and Analysis

In this section are presented the Basic and Cooperative key distribution protocols
together with their analysis using the logic of knowledge and belief. The first of these,
the Basic Negotiation Protocol, is designed to be simple to verify. The second, the
Cooperative Negotiation Protocol, is designed to minimize message traffic at the server.
First, however, we will describe the axioms and rules of inference of that logic. The
notation used is described in Appendix A at the end of this document.

5.3.1. Logical Axioms and Rules

1.

Distributivity of Belief

QI= p I= ( X' Y)
QI= Pl- X' QI= Pl= y
This expresses the simple axiom that belief in a collection of items implies belief in
each item of the collection.
2.

Distributivity of Control

This says that if the union of two principals has control of an object, either alone
has control of it.
3.

Trust

QI= P~X,QI= Pl= X
QI= X
This says that a trusted principal is to be believed.
4.

Nonce Verification (Xtypically contains a nonce)

(P

I=

p

I< X) ' (P I=

Q ~ X)

Pl= QI= X
This rule of inference says that if P is expecting a secret, and P believes that Q
spoke that secret, then P believes that Q knows the secret. If this is a timely
secret (a nonce) that only one client knows, then this establishes a timely
knowledge that Q is that particular client. This is called nonce verification.
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5.

Message Meaning

This rule of inference states that if P believes that there is a secret way for Q to
communicate to P, and P expects a communication from Q, and P receives a communication encoded in that secret way, then P believes that Q spoke the message.
This is an expression of the meaning of decrypting a message.

5.3.2. Basic Protocol

This protocol is relatively straightforward in construction, with the intent that it
should be easy to verify. There is no attempt to minimize traffic or otherwise design for
improved efficiency of an implementation.

5.3.2.1. Basic Protocol -

Assumptions

A number of assumptions must be made about the initial knowledge and authority
of the principals and the server. Additionally, we require a definition of the knowledge
that represents the successful establishment of a virtual circuit.

I

Belz"efs about vfrtual cfrcuit control

I.1

A

I= ( A

I.2

A

I= ( s

~

MAB)

I.3

BI= ( B

~

MAB)

I.4

BI= ( s

~

MBA)

I.5

s I=

(A

~

MBA)

I.6

S

1- ( B

~

MAB)

I. 7

A

I= ( S

~

MAs, S ~ MsA )

~

MBA)
- But see S's belief below.

- But see S's belief below.
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I= ( S

I.8

B

II

Beliefs about virtual circuit use

Il.1 A

I= ( A: □

II.2

BI= ( B: □

II.3

s 1- ( A : □

Il.4 S

III

I= ( B: □

S

MBs,

t:=?

□: S)

-+MAs
MsA+-

- A (everyone!) knows server's virtual circuit.

□ :S)

-+MBs
MsB+-+Ms

□: s )

A

lvfsA+-

-+MBs
MsB+-

MsB )

I=?

.

- Server knows everyone's virtual circuit.

□: S)

Beliefs about key use

III.1 A

III.3 B

I=

-+MAs

(A: l'i,AS M

SA+-

I= ( B: l'i,BS

□: S)

-+MBs
M
□:
SB+-

S)

-+MBs

III.4

s I= ( B: l'i,BS M SB+-

III.5

SI=

-+ □

l'i,SB:

s)

(A: l'i,AB-l'i,BA :B)
□ +-

- Server can be reached.

- Server knows keys, but not yet which virtual cir-

cuits.

~ S)

- Everyone knows server's datalink key.

III.7 SI= ( S ~ P)

- Server knows everyone's datalink key.

III.6 S I= ( P
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IIl.8 P

IV

I=

S

\

I= ( S ..!;. P)

Beliefs about key control

IV.l A

1- ( S

~ "-AB, S ~ "-BA, S ~ A*A, S ~ A*B,

( s I= s ~
IV.2

- Everyone knows server knows.

BI= ( S

s I= s ~

"-BA ) , (

\*A ) , (

s 1- s ~

(SI=
) , ( s I= s ~

~ "-AB, S ~ "-BA, S ~ \*A, S ~ \*B,

( s 1- s ~

"-BA ) , (

s I= s ~

\*A

IV.3 S I= ( S ~ "-AB, S ~ "-BA , S ~ \*A , S ~ \*B)
and everyone knows that.
V

(SI-

S ~ "-AB),

\*B ) )
S ~ "-AB),

\*B ) )

- It's all up to the server,

Beliefs about Initial expectations

I=
Q 1-

V.1 S
V.2

I< { MQs { X }"-Qs h*s - Server is listening to all principals.
Q I< { MsQ { X }"-sQ h.*Q - All principals are listening for server.

S

Required end conditions

E.1 A

I< { MBA

E.2 B

I< { MAB { X} "-AB h,*

E.3 A

I= ( A: "-AB

{ X }"-BA

h.*A

- A expects messages from B.
-

8

-+MAB
□: B)
BA +-

M

B expects messages from A.

- A knows all it needs about the transport encryp-

tion.

I- ( A : "-AB

-+MAB
□: B )
BA+-

E.4 B

I=

E.5 B

-+MAB
I- ( A: D - - "-BA: B )

A

M

MBA +-

- B knows A knows.7

- B knows all it needs about the transport encryp-

tion.

7

This does not imply B knows

K,AB,

only that B knows A knows it.
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E.6 A

E.7 A

I- BI-

-+MAB

(A: □ M

l'i,BA

:B)

- A knows B knows. 8

BA~

1- ( A ~ B)

- A knows all about datalink encryption.

- B knows A knows.

- B knows all about datalink encryption.

- A knows B knows.

5.3.2.2. Basic Protocol -

Description

This protocol is designed to operate with no 'pre-distributed' nonces, and to
accomplish its function by first having each party authenticate itself with the server,
then having the server instruct them how to proceed. There is no attempt to minimize
traffic. It is our intent to mechanically verify this protocol.

A and S establish their credentials, and A asks to talk to B, telling S of its listening virtual circuit for B.
1.

2.

3.

S and B establish their credentials, and S informs B that A wants to talk, telling B of
A's listening virtual circuit.
4.
5.
6.
8

This does not imply A knows

K,BA,

only that A knows B knows it.
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B informs S of its virtual circuit for listening to A, and S then informs A. A and B
begin communicating.

5.3.2.3. Basic Protocol -

Analysis

This section presents a preliminary analysis of the protocol to demonstrate that it
establishes the required end conditions. This analysis should be replaced by a formal
verification in due course. The starting knowledge is as given in the assumptions stated
in a preceding section.
After step 1, A's expectations have changed to

and by postulate 5, III.6, II.3, V.1 and the received decrypted message at S,
A.1.2

s 1-

A

~

( NA ' A: fi,AS

M-+□

SA+-

fi,SA:

s)

After step 2, by postulate 5, III.8, II.1, V.2 and the received decrypted message at A,

A.2.1

A

I-

-+MAs
S ~ (NA, Ns, A:K,As M
□ :S)
SA+-

and by postulate 4, A.2.1 and A.1.1, we have
A.2.2

A

-+MAs

I= s I= ( A:K,AS M SA+-

□ :S)

Finally, S's expectations have changed to

After step 3, by postulate 5, III.6, II.3, V.1 and the received decrypted message at S
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A.3.1

I=

S

~MAs
~□
A ~ ( Ns , B , NA , A: "'As M
□: S , A: □ M
□: B )
SA+BA+-

and by postulate 4, A.3.1 and A.2.3,
A3.2

S

I=

A

1- ( Ns , B , NA

~MAs
~□
, A: "'As M
□: S , A: □ M
□: B )
SA+BA+-

and by I.5,
A.3.3
Finally, A's expectations now include

After step 4, by postulate 5, III.8, II.2, V.2 and the received decrypted message at B,

A.4.1

B

I=

S

~

( Ns , B: "'Bs

M~□ □: S)
SB+-

and S's expectations now include
A.4.2

SI< { MBs{

Ns,X}Kss

h*s

After step 5, by postulate 5, III.6, II.4, V.l and the received decrypted message at S,

A.5.1

S

I

~MBs
B ~ ( Ns , NB , B: "'Bs M
"'sB: S)
SB+-

and by postulate 4, A.5.1 and A.4.2
A.5.2

SI=

~MBs
BI= ( B: " ' B s - - "'sB: S)
MsB+-

Finally, B's expectations include

After step 6, by postulate 5, III.6, II.2, V.2 and the received decrypted message at B,

A.6.1

BI= s ~ (NB,

A*A
~□
A, B ~A, A: □ M

BA+-

~MBs . )
"'BA:B, B:"'Bs M
□ .s

and by postulate 4, A.6.1, A.5.3, IV.2, and 1.4,

SB+-
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A.6.2
Thus by postulate 3,
A.6.3

B I_ ( A , B

A*A
-i,.

-i,.O

A A :D M

BA-+-

--+- MBS

K,BA : B , B: K,Bs M

SB-+-

□:

S )

Also, B's expectations now include

and S expects

After step 7, by postulate 5, III.6, Il.4, V.l and the received decrypted message at S,

A.7.1
and by postulate 4, and A.6.5
A.7.2

SI- Bl-

A*A
--+-MAB
(J(Ns),BI- (B--+- A),A: □ A{
"'nA:B)
BA-+-

and by I.6,
A.7.3

s I= ( A: K,AB

--+-MAB
M
K,BA: B )
BA-+-

After step 8, by postulate 5, III.6, II.l, V.2 and the received decrypted message at A,
A.8.1

A

I=

S ~ ( f (NA) , MAB , K,AB , A

A*B
--+-

--+-MAB
B , A: K,AB M
□: B )
BA-+-

and from postulate 4, A.8.1, A.3.4, I.2 and IV.I,

A.8.2
and A's expectations include

and from postulate 3 and A.8.2,
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After step 9, by postulate 5 etc.,

A.9.1

B

I1=

A*B
~MAB
A ~ ( A ~ B , A :□ M
l'i,BA: B )
BA+-

and by postulate 4, A.6.4 and the complementary nature of the keys

A.9.2

After step 10, by postulate 5 etc.,

A.10.1

A

I=

A*A
~MAB
B ~ ( B ~A, A:K,AB-- □ :B)
MBA+-

and by postulate 4, A.8.3 and the complementary nature of the keys

A.10.2

Achievement of Required End Conditions
A.8.3 satisfies E.1
A.6.4 satisfies E.2
A.8.4 satisfies E.3, E.7
A.9.2 satisfies E.4, E.8
A.7.2 satisfies E.5, E.9
A.10.2 satisfies E.6, E.10

5.3.3. Cooperative Negotiation Protocol

This preliminary protocol is intended to achieve the same end conditions as the
basic protocol, but to do so with a minimum of traffic at the server. This is partly
achieved by pre-distributing nonces, as described later. However, such nonces should
have a limited lifetime. If their usage is delayed too long, the receiver may wish to
reject them and insist on a more current proof of identity. This is referenced at the
appropriate points in the protocol.
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5.3.3.1. Cooperative Protocol -

Assumptions

The cooperative protocol makes the same basic assumptions as the basic protocol
except that I.2 and I.4 are extended as shown below. In addition, the protocol makes
assumptions related to pre-distributed nonces as given in section VI following.

I-

((SUB)~ MAB)

BI=

((SUA) ~ MBA)

I.2 A
I.4

VI

A believes Sor B can specify the virtual circuit.

Beliefs about nonces

VI.I P

1-

Ns

VI.2

SI=

VI.3

SI= Np

S holds a distinct nonce from each client.

Vl.4

Pl- SI- Np

Each client knows S knows the client's nonce.

VI.5

s~

Ns

The aging of these is S's prerogative.

VI.6 P ~ Np

The aging of these is P's prerogative.

p

I= Ns

Each client holds a distinct nonce previously distributed by the server.
S knows about them.

5.3.3.2. Cooperative Negotiation Protocol -

Description

To enable the reduction of traffic at the server, nonces are pre-distributed. For
the same reason, the called client is required to inform the caller of virtual circuit information.
A

1.

~ SIMAs{ Ns, B, 1\1nA, NA }KAs

I'm A, and here's proof that I'm live.
I'd like to talk to Band B can reply on MBA·
Use this nonce for identification.
Should the nonce be untimely in S's view, then it will rebuff A, passing A a nonce
to decode and re-encode and return to S to re-initiate the request.
2.

S

~ BIMsn{ Nn, A, MnA, "'nA, AA, NA }K

88
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A proved himself to me, and wants to talk to you.
Here's proof of my identity.
Talk to A under A*A and K,BA at MBA·
He'll reply wherever you tell him.
Pass this nonce to A to prove yourself.
Should S's nonce be untimely in B's view, then B rebuffs S, passing S a nonce to
decode and re-encode and return to B to re-initiate the request.
3.

A*A

I

\

S -+ A MsA {NA, A*B, "'AB }KsA

Here's proof its really me, S.
B will call you. If it decrypts with K,AB, you can trust him. Talk to him under A*B
and K,AB at the virtual circuit he tells you.

4.
This proves I'm B.
You can talk to me on MAB·
Here's our first bit of data (probably just synchronizing info).

OK. Everything is fine. Here's data (and probably synchronizing info).

6.

B A*s
-+ S IMBs{MAB,A-OK}K 88
A proved himself by decoding my message and coming back at the virtual circuit
MAB I chose for him in the key you said.
Everything is fine. We'll keep on exchanging data, and let you know when we're
done.

5.3.3.3. Cooperative Negotiation Protocol -

Analysis

See the starting assumptions which have been specified earlier.

After step 1, A's expectations have changed to

By postulate 5, V.1, Il.3, III.5 and III.6, and the received and decrypted message
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at S
C.1.3

SI-

-+ □

A HN's,NA,B,A: □ M

BA+-

-+MAs

□ :B, A:KAs-- □ :S)
□ +-

and by postulate 4, C.1.3, VI.l and VI.2
C.1.4

S

1-

A

I=

-+□

(N's,NA,B,A: □ M

BA+-

-+MAs

□ :B, A:KAs-- □ :S)
□ +-

and by C.1.4 and I.5

After step 2, S's expectations have changed to

and by postulate 5, V.2, II.2, III.3, III.8 and the received and decrypted message
at B
C.2.2

B

I=

I.
t
A*A A,A: □ ---x:;BA:B,B:KBs
-+□
S r(NB,A,NA,B-+
M-□

MBA+-

SB+-

□ :S)

and by postulate 4, C.2.2, VI.3 and Vl.4
C.2.3

B

= S I= (NA,B A*A

-+ A,A: □

I

M-□ KBA:B,B:KBs M-+□ □ :S)
BA+SB+-

and by postulate 1
C.2.4

B I-

S I-

A*A
-+□
(B -+ A,A: □ M
KBA:B)
BA+-

and by I.3 and C.2.5
C.2.5

B

1-

A*A
-+MAB
(B-+ A,A: □ A
KBA:B)
{BA+-

After step 3, by postulate 5, C.1.1, II.l, III.l, III.8 and the received and decrypted
message at A

and by postulate 4, and C.3.1
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and by postulate 3, C.3.2 and I.1
C.3.3

A

I=

(A

A*B
---+

---+MAB

---+MAs
□ :S)
SA+-

B,B,A:K,AB--- □ :B, A:K,AS M
□ +-

and from Cl.2 IV.1 and the complementary nature of the keys,

A

C.3.4

I< {MBA{NA,X}K,BAh*A

After step 4, B's expectations change to

and by postulate 5, C.3.4 and the received and decrypted message at A
C.4.2

A

I=

---+MAB
A*A
---+MAs
B ~(NA, data,A:K,AB M
□ :B,B---+ A,A:K,As M
□ :S)
BA+SA+-

and by postulate 4, C.4.2, C.3.4, I.2 and the complementary nature of the keys

A

C.4.3

I=

B

I=

---+MAB
A*A
(data, A: D M
K,BA: B, B ---+ A)
BA+-

and by I.4

A

C.4.4

I-

---+MAB
(data,A:K,AB M
□ :B)
BA+-

After step 5, by the received and decrypted message at B

and by postulate 4, C.5.1, and the complementary nature of the keys
C.5.2

BI= A

I=

---+MAB
A*B
(data,A:K,AB M
□ :B,A ---+ B)
BA+-
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After step 6, by postulate 5, and the received and decrypted message at S

C.6.1

SI=

C.6.2

and by postulate 3
C.6.3

C.3.4 satisfies E.1
C.4.1 satisfies E.2
C.3.4 satisfies E.3
C.5.2 satisfies E.4
C.2.4 satisfies E.5
C.4.3 satisfies E.6
C.3.3 satisfies E.7
C.5.2 satisfies E.8
C.2.4 satisfies E.9
C.4.3 satisfies E.10
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CHAPTER 6

The Deducibility Model and Hook-up Security

Life is the art of drawing sufficient conclusions
from insufficient premises.
Samuel Butler. Note Books, 1012. Life. ix.

6.1. Introduction

In this section we discuss relative strengths and weaknesses of the deducibility and
non-interference approaches, and deal with some objections brought up in the literature.

6.2. Deducibility, Non-Determinism, and Deterministic Systems

The deducibility criterion states that information is considered to flow in a system
B between collections of data a and /3 unless each value of a is compatible with every
value of /3. Otherwise, the data correlate, and an observer of one may deduce something about the other.
In the presence of non-deterministic 1 operation, this can cause some surprisingly
talkative systems to be labelled as deducibility-secure. This is of real importance to
anyone contemplating the use of a deducibility-based security model because communication systems, computer systems, and many other complex systems are often modelled
or otherwise represented in a way that they appear to be non-deterministic. Sometimes, as in the example below, there is real randomness resulting from some probabilistic physical process. Other times, however, the process of abstraction approximates a
deterministic but complex process by a simple but non-deterministic one, to simplify the
model.
Example:
Two sites are connected by a communications line that has a unzform bit error rate
of 10- 9 . At one site, highly sensitive information is fed into the channel, while at the
other end an uncleared observer {call him the viewer} watches what comes out.

There is a small probability, but a nonzero one, that an arbitrary input may be
corrupted by the channel noise to form any specified output, so it is the case that every
possible output is compatible with every input. This system, then, is deducibilitysecure, and remains so no matter how low we make the bit error probability, as long as
1 Recall that a system is deterministic if its outputs are totally and uniquely determined by its inputs and its initial configuration; a non-deterministic system is one that may behave in more than one way with a given input.
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it is greater than zero. This observation is not original 2 . Deducibility is not a robust
definition of security for systems that have non-deterministic behaviour. Such systems
may be adjudged to be secure when in fact they provide a noisy but entirely exploitable
channel for information leakage. Millen3 discusses this, and applies some simple results
from information theory to estimate the capacity of such channels.
·
A deducibility definition admits these quirky results because it has an unfortunately, even dangerously, optimistic view of security. Faced with a system that
appears to reveal sensitive information, as in the example above, deducibility says that
the system is secure as long as there exists at least one other possible explanation for the
observed outputs, provided that the alternate does not itself involve a security breach.
In the example, the interference caused by the noise is theoretically capable of warping
any sensitive input into any desired output, and its effect cannot be "filtered out" of the
observed output because the nature of the noise is not separately knowable by the
observer.
The (un)likelihood of the alternate explanation is ignored, in fact is not even
represented in a deducibility-based model. Effectively, deducibility assumes that any
random effects present in the system are uniform, independent, and highly probable so
that an observer cannot predict or statistically avoid them. Since this assumption is
often wrong, and leads to accepting as secure systems that are not, we call deducibility
an optimistic definition of security.
The information theory of noisy channels is one useful tool to analyze this situation, and may be the only satisfactory modelling technique if the aim is to characterize
and limit covert channels rather than to simply detect or eliminate them. However,
those models require that the statistical properties of the random processes be incorporated into them, which results in a probabilistic model that is somewhat more
unwieldy than we would like. We would like a simpler security modelling method that
still detects leakage channels in non-deterministic systems. First, though, we must
understand how similar deterministic systems are handled.

6.2.1. Deducibility in Deterministic Systems

Consider what happens in a communications system defined almost identically to
the example, but where the interference is deterministic and controlled by a second,
explicit input. Such an input must have an assigned sensitivity: if it is high, the combination of the two high inputs completely specifies the "low" output. Although the
observer cannot deduce a particular single high input, he can determine (from his
knowledge of how the system operates) that certain combinations of high inputs are not
possible, and this ability is enough to render the system deducibility-insecure.
2 D. McCullough, "Specifications for Multi-Level Security and a Hook-Up Property", Proceedings of the 1987
IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, pp. 161-166
3

60-66.

J. K. Millen, "Covert Channel Capacity", Proceedings of the 1987 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, pp.
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On the other hand, if the interfering signal is low and visible to the observer then
once again the system is not deducibility secure. From the observed output and the
known interfering signal the observer can at least rule out some high-level inputs, and
may be able to deduce the high input exactly.
Finally, if the interfering signal is not sensitive and not known to the observer,
there results a situation that is remarkably similar to the non-deterministic case: the
observer may be able to rule out certain combinations of interference and sensitive data
inputs, but cannot deduce anything about high inputs alone. Deducibility security is
defined as a situation in which all views (that is, all known non-sensitive information)
can co-exist with all possible hidden information (high inputs), and that clearly is the
case here: whatever outputs are observed may be due to the sensitive input, but there is
that one other possible explanation, the unknown but not secret second input, that may
account for the observed data.
The existence of that other explanation is sufficient to render the system secure
because, according to the deducibility definition, deducibility security only requires that
there exist at least one system execution for each combination of observed (viewed)
data and sensitive data. If the second input is in neither of those categories, then it is
unconstrained. It is quite likely that we can find some value for the second input that
will, in conjunction with any specified high input, produce whatever viewable output we
desire.
A question that should be asked now is whether this situation agrees with our
intuitive notion of security, that is, whether deducibility may be a poor definition of
security even in some deterministic systems, if it is applied to them in the way that it
has been here. We are of the opinion that a system of this type is not robustly secure,
and that in principle it is not acceptable to have the secrecy of one piece of information
depend on someone's ignorance of a second piece of data, unless a policy is in place to
ensure the necessary ignorance. In our communication channel example, the system's
"security" relies on the observer not knowing what the unclassified interfering signal is,
although there are no mechanisms to guarantee this. Indeed, if there were such
mechanisms (i.e. the signal were required to be secret) then we would be in a different
situation, and earlier we already correctly concluded that a system with a high-level
interfering signal was not deducibility-secure.
We conjecture that deducibility can lead to an appropriate definition of security in
deterministic systems, if it is applied in accordance with what we will call the

Full Knowledge Rule :
In every application of deducibility to deterministic systems, every piece of information that is not required to be hidden must be included in the set of visible information.

This is not expressed in a sufficiently formal way to be provable, particularly as
the notion of "pieces of information" is vague. Since we are dealing with deterministic
systems whose executions are, by definition, fully specified by the totality of system
inputs, an appropriate refinement would be the requirement that all inputs be either
known or hidden.
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This rule says that we must be conservative about knowledge, and assume that
every observer knows everything that we do not take pains to keep secret. If we apply
it to our hypothetical leaky-sieve deterministic communication channel, then we must
either model the interfering signal as classified data or treat it as known by the
observer. We have already analyzed both these cases, and found that in both the system is deducibility-insecure, which is the intuitively agreeable result.
The deducibility-based model for the Trusted Network described in chapter 7 does
have this property, since it assumes that every subject in the network (users, or inore
precisely processes executing on their behalf) knows the histories of all system inputs
and outputs that are not expressly prohibited by the mandatory confidentiality policy.
Therefore, barring problems stemming from non-determinism, we believe that deducibility supplies a robust definition of security for our model.

6.3. Non-Interference

Non-interference and deducibility are the most attractive of the competing
abstract definitions of security we have encountered. The non-interference concept was
introduced by Goguen and Meseguer 4 for treating confidentiality in information systems. As an abstract notion they define it only informally, saying that one group of
users is non-interfering with a second group if the actions of the first do not affect the
outputs seen by the second. A formal treatment is given only in the context of fully
deterministic state machines. We paraphrase their definition as
Given a state machine M and two sets of users G and G', we say that G does
not interfere with G' (written G : I G') if for every input sequence w of the system, every user in G' sees the same output

Sutherland's deducibility paper 5, published several years later, related his work to
non-interference and showed that deducibility and non-interference were not the same
notion even i"n a determ£n£st£c system. He described an example in which the system was
deducibility-secure, but was not secure in the non-interference sense. However, his
example did not follow the rule for applying deducibility that we developed in the previous section.
Sutherland's example was similar to our deterministic communication channel,
with a low level input that could obscure the leakage of sensitive data but which was
not known to the observer. If the same system is analyzed as we have proposed, such
that the second input must be either sensitive or known, then his example will also be
seen to be deducibility-insecure.

4

J. A. Goguen and J. Meseguer, "Security Policies and Security Models", Proceedings of the 1982 IEEE Symposi-

um on Security and Privacy, Oakland, Ca., pp. 11-20.
5 David Sutherland, "A Model of Information", Proceedings of the 9th National Computer Security Conference,
1986, pp. 175-183
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Since conjecture is cheap, and we have already conjectured once in this section, we
present the following as a proposition:
The deducibility and non-interference definitions of security are equivalent when
applied to deterministic systems, if deducibility is applied using the Full Knowledge
Rule: All system inputs that are not hidden must be classed as "known".

6.3.1. Proof of Equivalence

Consider a deterministic, input-driven state machine with states S, users U, input
commands C, outputs 0, a next-state function do: SXU X C -+ S, an output function
out: SXU -+ 0, and initial state s 0 .
Given two disjoint groups of users A and B, let p .1( (U X C)* -+ (U X C)* be the
function that purges inputs from users in A from a sequence of user-command pairs:
-

j_,

PA(w)
PA(w

II

(u,c))= { pA(w)

II

(u,c)

if u EA
otherwise

Let [ wll represent the final state of the machine after accepting input w E (U X C)*,
and define 0 8 as
03(s)

= {(u,o) I

uEB I\ o=out(s,u)}

Then, we express the non-interference assertion

A : I B as
(NI)

To apply deducibility to this system, we make the same assumptions as Sutherland, in particular that a user u cannot see the state machine make a transition
between two states unless either out( s, u) changes between one state and the other, or u
has some direct knowledge that the system received an input command. That is, a user
seeing a constant system output and with no knowledge that inputs are occurring cannot distinguish seeing the same output continuously from seeing the same output
repeated in several different machine states.
Users in B and are to be denied knowledge of at least all inputs from members of
group A. We can thereby immediately identify, in the deducibility theory, hidden 8 (w)
as the subsequence of w containing ( u, c) pairs where u is in group A.
Note that hidden 8 ( w) is defined in a complementary fashion to p A( w), so that what
one subsequence includes the other excludes, which ensures that for all w

(1)
The system view of users in B must contain at least their own inputs and outputs.
Additionally, in accordance with our rule of application, we must enlarge the class of
system inputs that are known. Let us denote by B+ 2 B the set of users whose inputs
are known to users in B. In summary, then, users in B
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• know all outputs received by any user in 8
• know all inputs sent by any user in 5+, which includes 8
• must be prevented from knowing any inputs from users in A.
Obviously, 5+ must be a superset of 8 that does not include any members of A.
The rule of application requires that all system inputs be counted in either A or 5+, so
we must set 5+ = U-A, the complement of A. Then, we have

view3(.l_)

-

J_

and, for w' = wll(u,c)

view3( w')

view3(w) 11 <(u,c), .03([w'])>
= view3(w) II 03([w'])
{
view3(w)

if u E 5+
if u rf_ 5+ I\ 0 8 ([w']) -:/; 03([w])
otherwise

If an input command originates in the group 5+, then members of 8 are assumed to
know about that input and about the subsequent system outputs to members of 8. If,
however, the input comes from outside 5+ (i.e. comes from a member of A) then the
command is not visible, and an output transition is noted only if the set of visible outputs actually changes.

It is apparent from this definition that view 8 (w) is an intermixed sequence of visible inputs and outputs, with adjacent duplicate outputs suppressed. In particular, the
subsequence consisting of ( u, c) pairs is exactly the sequence p A( w), from which we conclude the lemma for all w and 1 :

(2)
The deducibility assertion for this system is that for all w1 ,w2 E (UXC)*, there exists
an w3 such that

(DED)
And, finally, the proposition at hand is that (NI) and (DED) are equivalent.

Proof that NI implies DED:
This proof is similar to that of Sutherland. Assuming NI, then for any a
w' = wjj (a, c) we have

0 8 ([w']) - 03([pA(w')])

by NI

- 03([p A( wjj ( a, c))])
03([pA(w)])
- 03([w])

since a EA
by NI again

E

A and any
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Therefore, since a E A implies a ~ 3+, and since the command does not cause a
change in the outputs OB, we see from the definition of viewB that

viewB( w II (u,c)) = viewB(w)
whenever NI holds and u

E

A.

Applying this result by induction on the length of the arbitrary input w, we can
then conclude that NI implies

(3)
Now, let w1 , w2 be arbitrary input sequences and choose

We immediately have that

hiddenB(w3) -

hiddenB(pA(w1)

11

hiddenB(wz))

hidden B( wz)

by (1)

as desired by DED. Moreover,

viewB(w3) = viewB(pA(w3))

by (3)

= viewB(pA(w1))

by (1)

= viewB(w1)

by (3)

so that DED does hold.
Proof that DED implies NI.
For this we will need to use the lemma (2), which depends on the fact that u E 3+
implies u ~ A. In other words, it depends on our rule that all inputs that are not hidden must be considered known.
From the definition of viewB, we see that for all w the last element of viewB is
OB([w]), so that for all wand "f,

viewB(w) = viewB("I) implies OB([w]) = OB(["!])

(4)

Assuming DED, let w be an arbitrary input sequence. Letting w1 =wand w2 = ..L then
by DED there is a w3 such that viewB(w3) = viewB(w) and hiddenB(w3 ) = J_. w3 therefore has no commands from users in A, and sop A( w3 ) = w3 . But, since the views are the
same we also have by (2) that p A( w3 ) = p A( w), and therefore that PA( w) = w3.
This, in turn, leads to

viewB(pA(w)) = viewB(w3)
and, since viewB(w3 ) = viewB(w), that

view B(P A( w)) = view 3( w)
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But, by (4), this last equality implies that 08 ([p JI( w)]) = 08 ([ w]), which is the reqmrement for NI.

6.4. Non-determinism Revisited

At this point, we have the following information:
•

Deducibility is a faulty definition of security in non-deterministic systems.

•

Deducibility is not a robust definition of security even in deterministic systems, but
can be saved by following the Full Knowledge Rule when applying it.

•

For deterministic systems, non-interference and deducibility are not equivalent,
but deducibility with the Full Knowledge Rule is equivalent to non-interference.

Since deducibility seems to have its share of problems, one wonders whether discarding it in favour of a non-interference definition would avoid some of these
difficulties. Clearly, the choice of which to follow for deterministic modelling is simply a
question of which is the easier to apply, since they can be made equivalent. It appears
that the final choice rests on whether non-interference is a better behaved definition for
non-deterministic systems.

6.4.1. Hook-up Security

In a 1987 paper, David McCullough 6 makes the claim that two systems, each of
which are secure in the sense of non-interference, may fail to form a non-interference
secure composite system when interconnected. He further states that it is possible to
place a sufficient set of conditions on the components such that the composition is
secure, but the conditions he suggests are restrictive and unintuitive.
We will discuss this paper here in rather great depth, and for more than one reason. One is that it contains an application of a non-interference approach to nondeterministic systems, and our exploration of non-determinism has lead us to exactly
that point. Even more importantly, the subject matter of this paper bears a very close
relationship to security modelling of our Trusted Network Architecture. One of our
objectives is to determine what security properties must be held by the components of
our network in order that the overall system be secure. The Hook-Up Security results,
if applicable, might be very useful in this effort.
On closer investigation, though, we find several objections that may be raised
about the paper's contents and conclusions, and we will employ concepts introduced in
this section to refute it. We will conclude that, although the paper is of interest, the
specific results it presents are not immediately useful to us.
6

McCullough, D., op cit.
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McCullough begins by defining non-interference in this way:
Generalized Non-Interference (GNI):
A set of inputs to a system (the high inputs} is said to be non-interfering with a set
of outputs (the low outputs) if, given any execution trace r1 of the system, for any
sequence r2 formed from r1 by adding or deleting high inputs there exists a possible
valid execution trace 73 such that 73 is equal to 72 up to the first changed high input
( and therefore also equal to 71 up to this point}, and such that 73 differs from 72 only
in high-level outputs.

In other words, we start with some arbitrary execution trace 71 , and add or delete
high-level inputs at will, producing a sequence 72 . This sequence is probably not a valid
execution trace of the system, because we have messed around with some inputs and
not changed any of the outputs, but the definition asserts that there does exist a trace
with the same inputs and low outputs, and maybe with some high outputs that are new,
missing, or changed from before. That is, as long as we only change high inputs, the
system can produce the same low outputs.
This is not the usual definition of the non-interference property. McCullough has
slightly altered the definition from that used by other authors. He did this because he
recognized that the deducibility notion was not robust when dealing with nondeterministic systems and, in his own words:
For the class of systems that [Goguen and Meseguer] considered, non-interference was
equivalent to deducibility security, so if we want a stronger notion of security, we must
generalize their definition.

The generalization extends non-interference to a larger class of systems,
specifically to non-deterministic ones. And, although it was proposed in light of
deducibility's weakness in that area, it appears to incorporate the same fatal flaw that
gave us so much trouble when we tried to apply deducibility to systems with random
behaviour.
McCullough's definition says that a system is secure as long as there exists at least
one execution trace in which unaltered low outputs are produced. Just as before, a system is labelled "secure" as long as there is some possibility (perhaps a small one) that a
particular set of low outputs may be received irrespective of the high inputs to a system. From this definition, it appears that our randomly noisy communication channel
example is once again "secure", but this time in a GNI sense.
This is particularly significant because it was just this type of weakness in the
declucibility theory that caused McCullough to search for something stronger. He
presents an example to motivate this search.

6.4.1.1. McCullough's Example

McCullough describes an example system which, he claims, is declucibility-secure,
although it violates the simple security property, and he attributes this difficulty to the
presence of non-determinism in the system. We reproduce here his definition of this system:
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[A] secret file is stored as a fixed-length sequence of characters, with a special "blank"
character to indicate portions of the file which have been erased or have not yet been
written into. The unclassified user has a program available to him called "Go-get".
When this program is run, it continually repeats the following actions:
• Go-get asks the user to input a number, which it writes into the integer variable "n".
• It checks the "nth" character of the secret file to see if it is a blank.
• If it is not blank, then the program returns it to the user.
• If it is blank, or if the value of "n" is greater than the length of the file, then the

program generates a random character and returns it to the user.
Our first objection is that, contrary to the assertion in the paper, this system 1s
not secure according to the deducibility definition. The claim is made that
... from the deducibility model of security, the system is secure, because the unclassified
user can never be certain that he has obtained any real information - it is logically
possible that anything he sees was generated at random.
However, the notion of deducibility security requires that the unclassified user not
be able to deduce any information about the classified information, other than what is
implied by the structure of the containing system. In other words, the observation of
visible system behaviour must not give the low user any new information about the
classified data. But, when the user asks for character "n", and receives back the letter
A, he can then deduce that the "n"th character in the file must be either blank or an
A, and cannot be anything else. This is not conclusive information about the file contents, but it certainly is nontrivial information, and therefore prohibited.
Now, if we correct this problem in the obvious way, by allowing the "Go-Get" program to occasionally lie about the file contents even when the selected character is
non-blank, we will indeed have a system that is secure according to the deducibility criterion. Unfortunately, such a repaired example will also be secure according to
McCullough's definition of GNI. Given an arbitrary execution trace, high-level inputs
may be freely added and deleted and we can be assured that there will exist a possible
execution of the system that will include those inputs but produce low outputs identical
to those of the initial trace. This is known because any low output is possible in combination with any prescribed high inputs.
It seems that the substitution of non-interference for deducibility as the basis for
defining security has not really changed anything, at least as far as non-deterministic
systems are concerned. We conjecture that the Full Knowledge Rule or some minor
variant of it would suffice to make deducibility and GNI equivalent. The salient
difference between them appears to be that non-interference requires the existence of a
suitable execution (one that looks the same to low-level users) as the high inputs are
varied and all other inputs held constant, while deduciblity only requires that some
known inputs be kept the same.
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6.4.1.2. The Hook-Up Composite System

The paper goes on to describe a composite system, the components of which are
multilevel message processing or transaction subsystems. These components are each
"secure" in the GNI sense, but when they are interconnected they form a whole that
does not have this property.
Each of the subsystems can accept a classified input and, after some processmg,
produce a classified reply before returning to the idle state. There is also an
unclassified query command that is used to inquire whether a subsystem has any
classified processing underway. If the query evokes an error message response, then
there was no classified processing going on at the moment the query executed. Lack of
a response, however, is inconclusive.
As a consequence of the randomness of their behaviour, the subsystems do have
the GNI property. It is possible for the unclassified user to either receive or not receive
the error message, whether or not a secret input has occurred 7 .
The composite system is formed by connecting two such machines such that the
query echo from the first is the query input to the second, and such that the classified
message outputs of each are cross-connected into the message inputs of the other. A
vital point that is not well stressed in the text is that the first system executes the
query (sampling the state of classified processing) at the moment the query is echoed,
while the second executes its query immediately on its reception. Otherwise, a classified
signal can dance around the query and avoid being detected. Figure 6.1 shows an
example of this possibility, given that the sampling occurs in each system at the time
that it generates the error message.

B

A

error
reply

error

--------

Legend:

______.,.

Unclassified
signal

query

Secret
signal

--- - ----->

secret
signal
Figure 6.1: Possible Hook-Up Execution with Non-Simultaneous Sampling
7 If the error
the classified reply
ed, it may be that
(since a response is

message is received, it may be that there was no classified processing going on, or it may be that
was generated before the query was executed. If, on the other hand, no error message was generata classified input was received and being processed, or that the query randomly failed to respond
not guaranteed).
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The author then asserts that this combined system does not have the GNI property. This is because, in the composite system, if no classified message is initially
introduced then it is possible (not certain, but possible) that both machines will produce
an error response to a query. However, a classified message introduced into it will
bounce between machines and prevent at least one of them from producing the error
response.
The rest of the paper proposes some extra requirements on systems, called the
Hook-Up Property, that implies generalized non-interference for the components and
also guarantees that systems composed from them will also satisfy GNI.

6.4.1.3. Discussion of Hook-Up Insecure Example

Although there are very real practical difficulties in implementing simultaneous
sampling of distributed systems, as the hook-up example requires, it is often possible for
specific applications to get a coherent snapshot of some component of the global state 8 .
This means that we can't simply dismiss the problem as impossible in practice.
Instead, we want to focus on the nature of the security that is being promoted.
The paper's objective is to define a property that implies generalized non-interference
both for components and for systems built by connecting those components. What it
actually ends up with is something a little better than this, a property that implies GNI
but which guarantees that the property itself is preserved in composite systems.
Because we don't feel that GNI is a good definition of security in a nondeterministic system, we would not be interested in Hook-Up Security if it only succeeded in preserving GNI. Instead, though, it is a stronger property that is preserved.
Could this stronger property be an acceptable definition of security in non-deterministic
systems?
Before attempting to answer this question we will try to explain why, in our view,
GNI was not preserved in the hook-up example. That should make it easier to understand just what the Hook-Up Property promises9 .
Generalized non-interference in a non-deterministic system requires that it always
be capable of producing the same low outputs for a given sequence of low inputs. It is
acceptable for a high input to affect a low output, as long as the system's nondeterminism is capable of warping the low output back to its original value. An observer can
then only determine the combined effects of the high inputs and the randomness and, if
these effects are independent, and if the observer knows nothing about the properties of
the randomness, the observer cannot "filter" it out.
8 These are not true global snapshots, since they do not really sample all distributed parts of the global state at
the same instant, but are performed in such a way that an equivalent result is generated for those parts of the global
state that are of interest. See
Chandy, K.M., and L. Lamport, "Distributed Snapshots: Determining Global State of Distributed Systems", ACM
Transactions on Computer Systems, vol. 3 no. 1, (Feb. 1985)
l"or a fuller cxpla.nat.ion.
9 Based on the journal articles cited in the bibliography. We are attempting to acquire more information from
the author.
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GNI-secure system B

1----l---lo
GNI-insecure composite system

Figure 6.2: Composing Insecure Systems from "Secure" Components

For some systems, the assumed independence of the high inputs and the internal
randomness may be crucial to their GNI-security. It may also happen in one of these
systems that the same random process that perturbs the low outputs also affects some
high outputs. If these two situations coincide, then feeding back high outputs into high
inputs may cause those high inputs to no longer be independent of the internal noise.
This, in turn, may render the system no longer GNI-secure.
Figure 6.2 contains a very simple illustrative example. The signals are assumed to
be streams of bits. System A, a simple single-level piece of wire, is certainly GNI
secure. System B is also GNI secure because, although the low output is affected by the
two high inputs, it is afterward scrambled by exclusive-or'ing with an internal random
source. If the external high inputs are independent of the internal source, then an
observer watching the low output cannot detect the interference of the high inputs.
However, if the two systems are interconnected, the fed-back high output from system
B exactly cancels out the effect of the random source, and a low observer will see
unscrambled sensitive data.
This example shows that, if a system's security depends on nondeterminism, it may
be dangerous to allow feedback from high outputs to high inputs. Our understanding of
the Hook-Up Property is that it addresses this type of composition problem. The
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Hook-Up Property is defined in McCullough's 1987 paper as:
A system is hook-up secure if for all traces Ti, and for all sequences r 2 formed from Ti by
adding or deleting high-level inputs, there is a trace r 3 such that r 3 is the same as r 2 in
the constant porti'on, and differs from r 2 i'n the changed portion only i'n Mgh-level outputs,
and such that the first changed output of r3 occurs no sooner than the first output in the
changed portion of Tz.

This is GNI with the extra restriction that no new high outputs are introduced
between the first modified high input and next output in r2 . We believe its effect can be
viewed as introducing a delay into the feedback loop, so that any information that can
be fed back from high outputs will arrive too late to unscramble the low outputs.
With this understanding of Hook-Up Security, it becomes apparent that it does
not address our most pressing objection to both deducibility and GNI: their overly
optimistic view of the effects of non-determinism.

6.5. Security Modelling of Nondeterministic Systems

After all this, we are still without a satisfying and simple security definition for
non-deterministic systems. Both deducibility and (generalized) non-interference were
found to be wanting. They both allow non-determinism to mask potential security
threats, without requiring that the random noise really does an effective job of masking.
A method we might try is to do the same thing we did with the noisy communication channel example at the beginning of this section. There, it turned out that the
non-deterministic component of the system operation could be replaced by a distinct,
explicit input. The resulting system was then a deterministic one, with the randomness
moved "outside". Analyzing it as a deterministic system and using deducibility constrained by our application rule, the system was discovered to be insecure, which agrees
with our intuition.
Not only does this approach appear to give acceptable answers, but we can even
provide a reasonable justification for it. When we find a non-deterministic system to be
secure (in the deducibility sense), we are making the assumption that observers cannot
deduce sensitive information in the presence of noise. Clearly, this assumption is overly
optimistic. Observers may know or assume the statistical properties of the random
component and thereby gain information in spite of it. Rather than resorting to an
information-theoretic treatment, which would involve accurately specifying the random
process and thereby make the model probabilistic, we make the pessimistic assumption
that the observer can fully characterize and even predict the noise. In other words,
that the noise is deterministic and known to the observer.
By being overly pessimistic, we run the risk of branding as insecure systems containing covert channels that are actually very adequately noisy. It is probably accurate to say that this pessimistic approach will identify potential compromise in nondeterministic systems, and that these channels might then be further investigated with
more accurate bandwidth-estimation methods.
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A possible disadvantage is that this approach might force us to overly complicate
our model in order to specify how the randomizing inputs affect system operation. This
was easy in the communication channel example: we simply said that the interfering
signal and the sensitive signal were exclusive-ored bit-for-bit. But, in models of more
complicated systems, we may need many new randomizing inputs so that false correlations are not introduced between independent random actions. Additional mechanisms
must then be introduced to allow these extra random inputs to perturb the model's
behaviour.
We may find that the model becomes much more complex as these extra mechanisms are defined. Usually, abstract modelling of systems works the other way: in the
interest of suppressing detail, or in representing some component that is too difficult to
model exactly, the particulars of low-level deterministic behaviour are often approximated with nondeterminism. For example, when modelling telephone systems for capacity planning purposes it is common to model the actions of subscribers as being random but with certain known statistical properties.
Still, the fact that we wish to end up with a deterministic model does not mean
that we must accurately portray the deterministic innards of all these components.
Consider the execution time of user commands in a timesharing computer system. The
processor scheduling algorithm depends on many factors including the cpu clock state,
the completion of I/0 (hence the states of I/0 devices), and even details of the instruction and data fetching patterns and system calls of running programs. Scheduling is, in
fact, deterministic, but dependent on the interactions of very many things.
For the purposes of a security model we need only represent the effects of these
interactions. This may be accomplished by adding an extra parameter to each abstract
command. The parameter is used to perturb the command's execution time over a realistically wide range. Either non-interference or deducibility can be used to model the
resulting deterministic system. If the latter, we must also apply the Full Knowledge
Rule, and so must classify these extra parameters so that they are either known by or
hidden from each observer.
Another possibility is to simply ignore the non-determinism altogether, and model
the system as though it were deterministic. Existing security models (eg. Bell and
LaPadula) are commonly of this type. Our scheme is really a generalization of this.
Ignoring the non-determinism is like constructing a model with explicit randomizing
inputs, then setting each of those inputs to a constant value. We believe this may be
unwise, since some randomizing input values may be more secure than others.
As an example, consider a network with a command that reports to its unclassified
invoker whether there are any outstanding undelivered classified packets in the network
and, if so, the contents of those packets. A deterministic model of this system that simply assumed all packets were instantaneously delivered would have to conclude that the
given command must always report no, independent of any classified inputs to the system, and that therefore the network does not contravene a typical security policy. For
this reason, it seems that a randomizing input should be provided, and should be capable of perturbing the output over a sufficiently large range to expose any lurking problems.
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CHAPTER 7

Formal Security Model

These are much deeper waters than I had thought.
Sir A Conan Doyle, M,moirs of Sherlock Holmes 1894, Reigate Squires.

Magna est veritas, et praevalet.
The Vulgate, Book III, I Esdras. 4:41.

7 .1. Introduction

A trustworthy information processing system is one that enforces an identifiable
Instances of the
Trusted Network Architecture enforce such a policy over collections of host computers
and over the data, users, and processes residing on those hosts.

security policy controlling information, resources, and individuals.

A security policy contains many parts, or subpolicies, each governing a distinguishable aspect of system operation. These subpolicies are intented to cooperatively
achieve certain security goals. Some widely used goals are the prevention of disclosure
of information to unauthorized individuals, prevention of unauthorized modification or
destruction of information, prevention of unauthorized use of system resources,
assurance of availability of resources to authorized users, and reliable recordkeeping for
billing and/or accountability purposes.
Each su bpolicy performs a useful role in achieving the overall system security
objective, but in any particular environment it is usually the case that the system functions relating to various aspects of security can be ranked in terms of relative criticality. Some functions may be so important, and the possible consequences of their misfunction so grave, that extraordinary efforts to assure correct function may be justified.
Formal security modelling is a technique for increasing assurance of proper design
of the security aspects of a system. In the national security arena, confidentiality is
usually the security aspect that is of the greatest importance, and much of the current
body of research focusses on this issue. Assurance may take the form of:
• assurance that the security policy is precisely and unambiguously stated
• assurance that the policy is self-consistent
• a level of confidence that the implemented system enforces the desired policy
• belief that enforcement of the specific rules of the policy will indeed provide an
environment that is "secure", according to some agreeable abstract definition of
the word
From these four points we may conclude that a good security model should:
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• concisely and accurately describe the policy in question
• model those aspects of system operation that are security-relevant, while suppressing irrelevant detail,
• show that the modelled control mechanisms are capable of enforcing the policy,
and
• contain a basic definition of security together with a proof that security follows
from enforcement of the policy.
We begin the rest of this chapter by presenting a discussion of deducibility, which
forms the foundation of our basic security definition. We then define a general,
abstract model based on deducibility. This model is refined in steps to yield more concrete models. A proof demonstration of an instance of the model follows in chapter 9.

7 .2. Deducibility

The use of deducibility as a definition of information flow has been thoroughly
described in the literature 1 . In order that this report may be self-contained, this section
begins with a short description and definition of the deducibility criterion as proposed
by Sutherland.
Later, we propose augmentations of the basic deducibility formulation. One of
these involves shortcomings of the usual deducibility definition when dealing with nondeterministic systems. Another addresses a dangerous situation that may occur if
optimistic assumptions are made about an observer's ignorance.

7 .2.1. Informal Description

Nondisclosure is a requirement that restricts the possible flows of information in
an information system. Dealing with it in a formal sense requires some appropriately
formal definition that can be used to determine when information flow occurs.
Deducibility is one such definition. Its underlying idea is that information flows
between two data when, in all possible universes, the values of one datum correlate
with the values of the other. When this happens, a subject viewing one datum can logically deduce something about the value of the other.
For example, consider a timesharing computer system that can simultaneously service 30 users. Some of these users may be operating at a high sensitivity level, and it is
a requirement that unclassified users not be able to detect whether high-level users are
logged on. An unclassified user whose logon attempt fails (and who is certain that the
attempt was made correctly!) cannot, from that single datum, deduce anything about
the number of high-level users on the system. But, if the user is able to ascertain the
1

175-183

Sutherland, D., A Model of Information, Proc. 9th National Computer Security Conference, September 1986, pp.
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number of active unclassified users, determination of the secret number is reduced to
simple arithmetic. In this case, a correlation exists between the combination of two
visible data and the single secret number.
If this behaviour is not desired, the correlation must be prevented. This may be
partially accomplished by occasionally denying access to the low-level user even when
the login limit has not yet been reached. He can no longer reliably calculate the
number of high-level users when his logon attempt fails, even if he does know the
number of low-level users. Even so, when his logon does succeed he is still able to calculate an upper limit on the number of high-level users.
We assume that it is considered impractical to conceal the existence of the limit
on concurrent logons. Any such attempt would probably fail, since regular system users
would eventually suspect that a limit existed and would probably develop a good estimate of its value. Therefore, our low-level user can be expected to know a priori that
there cannot be fewer than O nor more than 30 high-level users. Our objective is to
ensure that he does not learn any more than this.
To do so, we must construct the system in such a way that the accumulated information visible to the low-level viewer is independent of whatever it is we want to keep
secret. If any observation he can make is compatible with all values (0 to 30) of the
secret number, then no matter what he sees he cannot increase his initial knowledge.

7 .2.2. Mathematical Definition

The previous example dealt with current values of visible and hidden data, but in
general we must consider that a viewer might also remember past observations, or
attempt to deduce old secrets. In its most general form, a deducibility-based nondisclosure model of a system consists of
l.

a set n of possible worlds, whose elements w each represent a distinct execution of
the system that is being modelled. It is assumed that n is known to all users.
That is, everyone knows which worlds are possible and which are not. This
corresponds to everyone knowing the design and operating principles of the system.

2.

a set 'Ji of information functions, each with domain n. Each function '¢i( w) yields
some piece of information about the world. Security is modelled by specifying that
a given user is permitted to know the values of some information functions but not
permitted to know others. Since users do not appear explicitly in this formulation,
a user (or class of equivalent users) is represented by one of the information functions 1Pu- This function is defined so that it includes all the information that can
be directly observed by the user.

3.

a relation on 'Ji, called legal_to_get. It represents the desired security policy,
translated from the domain of users into the domain of information functions. For
two functions '¢1 and '¢2 , legal_to_get( '¢1 , '¢2 ) means that ( the user associated with)
'¢1 is permitted to know something about the value of '1/J22

For example, by simply counting heads in the unclassified terminal room
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The model speaks of information flow between members of \JI, and the legal_to_get
relation defining which flows are permissible. Consider a user whose directly observable
knowledge is represented by 'l/;1 , and assume that legal_to_get( 'l/;1 , 'l/;2 ) is false.
The user knows 0, the set of possible worlds. He also knows which information
function 'l/;1 he can observe (i.e. knows which element of W it is), which corresponds to
knowing the significance of the bits he observes. He also knows which forbidden element 'l/J2 he wants to deduce something about, and he knows the value 'l/;1 ( w0 )=x of his
permitted information function applied to the current world. He does not actually
know what Wo is (if he did, he could calculate 'l/;2 ( w0 ) himself) but does know 'l/;1 ( w0 ).
Knowing that 'l/;1 (0.Jo)=x, the user can infer that Gvo is one of those worlds where 'l/;1
takes the value x, or

where

Whether anything can be deduced about 'l/;2 depends on the image of r under 'l/;2 . If
there exists some z in the range of 'l/;2 and some w E 0, such that 'l/;2 ( w)=z, but there is
no "/ E r for which 'l/;2 ("/)=z, then the user in world w0 can deduce one bit of information
about 'l/;2 ( w0 ), specifically that it does not have the value z.
Let these functions represent the current values of two numbers, and consider an
observer who sees that 'l/;1 (w) takes the value 3. If the system is constructed such that
it is impossible to have both 'l/;2 ( w) = 42 and 'l/;1 ( w) = 3 at the same time, then the
observer (who we assume knows the characteristics of the system) can conclude that
'l/;2 ( w), the number he is not supposed to know, cannot have the value 42.
Under the right conditions, of course, the user may be able to narrow the possibilities such that he can determine exactly the value of 'l/;2 ( w). However, it is said that
information flows from 'l/;2 to 'l/;1 if observations of 'l/;1 can be used to narrow down the
possible values of 'l/;2 , even by eliminating from consideration only a single value.

7 .2.3. Application to Security

A security policy is modelled using deducibility by defining the legal_to_get relation
in accordance with the policy. A system is considered secure if and only if all existing
information flows are permitted by legal_to_get. We call this security definition Bas£c
Deducibility Security, or BDS.

Definition:
A system (0, W, legal_to_get} has the Basic Deducibility Security property if
and only if, for every 'l/Ji, 'lpj E W for which legal_to_get('l/Ji, 'l/;j) is false, that for
every pair of worlds w1, w2 E O there exists a world w3 E O such that
'l/Ji(w3) = 'l/Ji(Wi) and 'l/;j(WJ) = 'l/J;(Wi).
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That is, if information flow is not permitted between functions 1Pi and 1Pj, then for
every possible pair of values of 1Pi and 1Pj there must exist some world in which they coexist.

7.2.4. Worlds as Execution Sequences

Sutherland motivated his deducibility work by talking about sequences, but in the
most general formulation of deducibility the possible worlds are not required to have
any recognizable structure. All that is really necessary is that 1/J functions be capable
of extracting information from them.
In turn, the only explicit requirement on the 1/J information functions is that they
are true functions in the mathematical sense. This means that they must be singlevalued, so that if

1P1 (wi)

-:/:

1PI (Wj)

then we may conclude that wi -I: Wj. This, in turn, implies that any nondeterminism in
the system is included in the possible worlds, and is not assumed into the definitions of
the information functions 'lj;. Another way of looking at this requirement is that all of
the "information" must be contained in w, rather than allowing a contribution from the
1/J functions.
Other than these few observations, we do not find that general deducibility constrains the possible worlds or the information functions in any way. Although this
definition is fine as an abstract form, it is quite difficult to work with in a concrete
fashion. It is so general and abstract that useful analyses and simplifications cannot
easily be made. Some progress can, however, be made if we narrow somewhat the
range of models and model structures that we are prepared to deal with.
Constraining the possible worlds to be sequences is one useful restriction that may
be made. Ordering in a sequence can be interpreted as order in time. We can then
interpret a finite sequence as the full history of a system up to a particular moment,
and we can talk meaningfully about whether the system has enforced security up to
that moment.
If the possible worlds are restricted to being sequences, then the values extracted
by information functions may also take the form of sequences, with the same implication of temporal ordering. They could, for example, represent sequences of inputs submitted by, or observations made by, a particular subject in the system.

7 .2.5. Systems as State Machines

Sequences give a notion of time, but not necessarily one of causality. If the set D
of possible worlds can be defined as an arbitrary collection of execution sequences, there
is nothing in the definition that prevents us from specifying sequences in which effects
precede causes. For example, we can define sequences in which messages are received
before they are sent.
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This freedom is not useful, since the systems it allows us to describe cannot be
realized. It also complicates our analysis, and makes it much more difficult to make
useful general statements about deducibilty models. These obstructions may be
removed, without reducing the useful breadth of our models, if we further restrict our
scope to systems that are causal.
In causal systems, the inclusion of an event in an execution sequence can only
depend on events occurring earlier in the sequence. A consequence of this definition is
that every prefix of a valid execution sequence is also a valid execution sequence. In
general, the set of possible next events at any point in an execution sequence can
depend on everything that has previously occurred. However, in many practical cases
only some aspects of the previous execution are relevant when determining what may
occur later.
In that case, it may be possible to isolate those components of execution histories
that may affect later execution. If we can express this information as a single value
that may change with each execution step, then we have identified the state of our system, which can now be termed a state machine.
Sutherland described an instantiation of his information model in terms of a state
machine, which he allowed to be
a non-deterministic finite automaton with null moves except that the state space of the
automaton is not required to be finite.

The set of possible worlds he associates with such a machine are sequences composed of
intermixed inputs, corresponding outputs, and the state resulting after each step.
In the rest of this chapter, we will be restricting our consideration to sequenced
state machines. Observing these limits will allow us to prove some general properties
about deducibility-secure systems. But, before doing so we will deal with some
difficulties encountered with using basic deducibility as the basis of our definition of
security.

7 .3. Modifications to Deducibility

We propose that the basic deducibility definition does not constitute a sufficiently
robust definition of nondisclosure. We have identified two specific contributions to this
lack of robustness.
One problem was noted in the application of deducibilty to non-deterministic systems. We argued that systems we would not care to call "secure" might slip into the
category of deducibility-secure.
The second issue was related to "third party" inputs, ones that are neither classed
as being visible to the observing subject nor are they explicitly protected by the security policy. Once again, it was seen that this could lead to an overly optimistic and
overly inclusive definition of security.
In this section we state these arguments and propose adjustments to the basic
deducibility criterion to deal with these deficiencies. Our solution to these two problems proceeds in this manner:
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1.

Convert non-deterministic systems to deterministic ones, by adding one or more
explicit randomizing inputs, then

2.

Apply the Full Knowledge Rule to the resulting deterministic system to prevent
the "third party" problem.

7 .3.1. Non-Determinism

In chapter 6 some scenarios were presented in which non-deterministic mechanisms
were found to satisfy the deducibility criterion in spite of the fact that they offered a
high-bandwidth channel for unauthorized disclosure. In each case the channel was
noisy, but the exploitation of noisy channels is a well developed area of communications
technology.
These results occur because of the way a deducibility-based model defines nondisclosure: a system is secure if every observation that an unauthorized viewer can make
remains possible no matter what the value of the secret information. When this is true,
it means that the observer cannot deduce any part of the secret information. The
difficulty arises because, for something to be considered deducible, it must be deducible
with absolute certainty. If our observer can only discover the secret with high (but
imperfect) probability, the model will still consider the system secure.
From another viewpoint, deducibility security says that a system is secure as long
as there is at least one alternate explanation for any observation that appears to
compromise security, provided that the alternate is independent of the value of the
secret data. Any (un)likelihood of the second explanation is ignored, and in fact is not
even represented in a deducibility-based model. This, then, is the danger of nondeterminism: deducibility assumes that any random effects present in the system are
uniform, independent, and sufficiently probable that an observer cannot predict or statistically avoid them. This assumption is often wrong, and can lead to labelling as
"secure" systems that are not secure. For this reason, we say that basic deducibility is
an optimistic definition of security when applied to non-deterministic systems.

7 .3.2. Adding Determinism to Deducibility

Basic deducibility identifies a system by its possible worlds 0, which is the set of all
executions that are possible within that system. It does not bother to identify inputs
and outputs, nor to establish cause and effect. As far as deducibility itself is concerned,
the "system" is a self-contained universe including the users and the mechanisms
through which they interact. Within this universe, events may occur and be observed.
Deducibility is concerned only with correlations between these observations (i.e. information functions), and not with who or what caused them.
However, our discussions of deterministic and non-deterministic systems have not
dealt with the determinacy of the overall system including its users. Such a complete
system would be closed, since it has no inputs from outside, and so must be either nondeterministic or boring.
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Rather, we have been implicitly isolating and considering some component of the
overall system. It is this component that we have identified as deterministic or nondeterministic. We draw a boundary between it and its surroundings, and classify signals crossing the boundary as outputs or inputs depending on whether they are controlled from inside the boundary or outside. It is possible for the isolated component to
be deterministic without sentencing the entire system to a trivial existence, since the
other entities (users) may remain unpredictable.

In order to talk about non-determinism in a deducibility model, we must do the
equivalent of drawing the boundary and classifying signals. For this purpose, we add a
new information function I( w). It defines, for each world w, the inputs to the mechanism, which is the system component inside our newly-drawn boundary.
It is desired that I( w) correspond to what we think of as inputs. Intuitively, an
input to a mechanism is a signal visible to it that is controlled by some other entity.
Unfortunately, we cannot formalise this notion at our current level of abstraction. A
more thorough specification of I will have to wait for a more concrete instance of the
model.

Defining I for a particular system
impossible one. Some systems may not
we would care to class as "inputs". By
compass of our discussion to systems for

may be a difficult
have identifiable or
the introduction of
which a meaningful

task, and perhaps even an
isolatable information that
I, we implicitly restrict the
I may be defined.

We may now give a definition of deterministic. It states that a system is deterministic if worlds containing the same inputs are indistinguishable.

Definition:
Two worlds wi,Wj of a system (0, '11,J) are indistinguishable if and only if
I( wi) = I( w;) and 1/;k( wi) = 1Pk( w;) for all 1/;k E \ll.

I are the inputs to the mechanism, and the 1/;k( w) specify all visible aspects of the
system's behaviour. In particular, every output is represented in some 1Pk- This
definition says that worlds are indistinguishable if their inputs and outputs cannot be
told apart.
Indistinguishability is clearly a relation that is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
It therefore induces a set of equivalence classes on 0. Let
denote the equivalence
class of worlds indistinguishable from wi.

wi

Definition:
Two indistinguishable equivalence classes (IECs)
and only if they have the same inputs, so that I( wi)

wi,wj

are alternatives if

= I( w;).

This relation is also reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. It clusters the IECs into
groups of alternatives, forming equivalence classes among the IECs. Each alternative
equivalence class (AEC) contains one or more indistinguishable equivalence classes
(IECs); each of these, in turn, contains one or more possible worlds. We will denote by
D the sets of indistinguishable worlds that are alternatives to

[w

w.

Definition:
a system is deterministic if and only if the maximum cardinality of
any alternative class is 1.
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This means that for any given inputs applied to a deterministic system, there
is at most one distinguishable execution, or one set of values of the information
functions 'lj;. Any executions resulting from those inputs must be indistinguishable
from one another, although we do not go so far as to require them to be identical.
There are two reasons for not requiring identity. First, determinism should
be a demonstrable property whose existence is defined in terms of observable
quantities. Second, our concern about nondeterminism was related to the effects
it could have on observed behaviour, effects that might obscure information flows
without eliminating them. Including unobservable behaviour in our definition
would be an unnecessary and unfruitful complication.

If we have a system (0, 111,J) which is not deterministic according to the
above definition, we can convert it into an equivalent deterministic system by
proceeding as follows. We replace each instance of random behaviour in the
modelled mechanism by an extra, explicit input that is capable of perturbing
behaviour the same way. The new inputs become observable quantities, just like
other inputs.
Where the original model was optimistic, the modified model will actually be
pessimistic. Deducibility applied to the non-deterministic system effectively made
the assumption that observers cannot deduce sensitive information in the presence
of noise. Now, by making the "noise" an explicit signal, we can model the situation in which the observer knows all about it and can therefore make perfect
deductions in spite of it.
Given a system S = (0, 111,J) that is not deterministic, and a set R whose cardinality equals or exceeds that of every alternative class of S, construct
EJ = (0, w,J') as follows:
For each alternative class [ wil assign to each of its members a distinct index
selected from the set R. Then, define

I'( w) = (I( w), r)
where r is the index selected for the indistinguishable class
alternative class [ wil.

wwithin

the

Now, it can be seen that the indistinguishable classes created by f are the
same as those created by I, because worlds that were indistinguishable are paired
with the same r value. However, if two classes
were alternatives under I,
they will not be alternatives under f since they will be paired with distinct r
values. Therefore, the system EJ is deterministic.

wi,wj

An easy way to accomplish this in practice is to measure some property of
the mechanism's outputs that is perturbed by non-deterministic behaviour, and
make the new input be just that value. For example, in a computer that exhibits
randomly varying execution times for transactions, a number representing the
execution time could be the added explicit input.
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7 .3.3.

Full Knowledge

Deducibility security is defined as a situation in which each possible value of
the information that is to be hidden from an observer can co-exist with each possible value of the information visible to that observer. Even in fully deterministic
systems, this definition may turn out to be unsatisfactory.
When the only information that exists in a system is either visible or hidden,
the basic definition works well. Visible outputs that are affected by secret inputs
will, quite correctly, result in a system that is not considered secure by the theory.

If, however, there exists a third set of inputs that are neither secret nor
directly visible, they may perturb the outputs enough that the dependency on
secret inputs is masked. Acting much like the non-determinism of the previous
section, these extra inputs may cause the basic deducibility definition to give a
misleading evaluation of this system. This can happen because an observer may
only be able to deduce the combined effect of the secret and extra inputs. If the
observer is assumed to be ignorant of the values of the extra inputs, the values of
the secret inputs alone may not be deducible.
Reliance on the masking effect of the third set of inputs yields two problems.
First, as was the case with the randomness in nondeterministic systems, the
observer may have some statistical knowledge of the interfering inputs. This
knowledge might permit significant, probabilistic inferences to be made about the
secrets. Secondly, the security of the resulting system may very well hinge on the
observer's assumed ignorance of the interfering signal, although no specific efforts
are made to ensure this ignorance.
We consider that unmodified deducibility does not lead to a robust definition
of security because of this unenforced assumption of zero knowledge. We promote
the principle that if the secrecy of one piece of information depends on someone's
ignorance of a second piece of data, then there must be a specific policy in force to
ensure the necessary ignorance.
In response to this problem, we proposed the Full Knowledge Rule : (FK):
In every application of deducibility to deterministic systems, every input that is not required to be hidden must be included in the set of visible information.

Note that FK fits well with national security nondisclosure objectives,
because these typically assign classifications and clearances to all data and
observers. It is then the case that an observer is either permitted to view information or prohibited from doing so. If we then make the further pessimistic
assumption that an observer makes all permitted observations, we arrive at a
situation that is in accordance with FK. All information is either visible ( and, by
assumption, known), or is explicitly protected.
Expressing FK in more formally is a bit tricky in the general case. It
becomes simpler if we restrict ourselves to deterministic systems. They have the
property that all possible information functions are determined by the inputs, so
we need only require that all system inputs be either visible or protected.
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However, even for deterministic systems we cannot give a good definition
using only the concepts and expressions developed so far in this section. What we
would like to say is that, whenever we have two information functions such that
('1/Ji, "Pj) (£ legal_to_get, every input in I( w) is "contained" either in 'lj;i( w) or in 'lj;;( w).
One initially plausible way to do this would be to require that, given 'lj;i( w)
and 'lj;;( w), it must be possible to reconstruct I( w). That this is too strong a
requirement can be seen by considering a multilevel secure communications system consisting of two wires, one high-level and the other low. If we define one
information function as the sequence of low inputs and outputs, and the other as
the sequence of high inputs, legal_to_get would clearly not hold between them.
Just as clearly, all of the system inputs are represented in one function or the
other so our full knowledge of inputs is assured. But, separately knowing the high
input sequence and the low one does not mean that we can reconstruct the properly interleaved combination of the two, and that is precisely what I represents in
this case.
What we need here is the separate notion of inputs affecting "Pi and inputs
affecting "Pj, but these are not available to us at the current level of abstraction.
A suitable definition will be proposed when we deal with a more specific model in
the next section.

7 .3.4. Modified Deducibility Security

Applying the Deterministic and Full Knowledge changes to Basic Deducibility Security yields a new abstract definition of security that is less optimistic and
more robust. We call this Modified Deducibility Security, and for the sake of
explicitness offer this definition:

Definition:
A system ( 0, 1¥, J, legal_to_get) has the Modified Deducibility Security
property (MDS) if and only if
z.
zz.
m.

( 0, 1¥, J) is deterministic, and
( 0, 1¥, I, legal_to_get) satisfies FK, and
( 0, 1¥, legal_to_get) has the BDS property.

7.4. General Security Model

This section describes a state-based model of communicating subjects. It is
shown to obey a national security policy of non-disclosure, where disclosure is
defined in terms of the modified Sutherland's deducibility developed in the previous section.
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7.4.1. Security Definition

The security feature that we wish to model is compliance with a nationalsecurity non-disclosure policy, which may be stated in English as:
No person or agent shall have access to or otherwise come into possession of sensitive
information without proper authorization.

interpreted subject to the following definitions:

agent
is a process executing on behalf of some uniquely identifiable person. Each
person and agent is assigned a clearance which is a sensitivity level drawn
from a partially ordered set.
information
is knowledge of the past actions of persons or their agents. This specifically
includes the contents of data storage devices, which are mechanisms by
which actions may be recorded.
sensitive
information is information originating at a person or agent that is operating
at a nontrivial sensitivity level
proper authorization
may be deemed to be held only if the sensitivity level of the user or agent
receiving the information dominates the sensitivity level of the user or agent
originating that information.
Note that the only if construction of the last definition allows for further restrictions on information flow. This model, however, is concerned only with demonstrating compliance with the stated policy.
We now formally restate the policy in terms of communicating entities in a
data processing system. The classification of data is not explicitly addressed in
this model, and therefore labelling of data will not be specifically required in a
compliant implementation. However, any system that offers data storage must
have mechanisms which prevent unauthorized information flows through them,
and it is difficult to imagine how this might be accomplished if not through some
form of sensitivity label. In any case, other considerations such as compliance
with other requirements or standards may mandate that such labels be maintained in an implementation.

7.4.2. Model Components

A Communicating Entities State Machine (CESM) is a 10-tuple

CESA-1
where:

S is the set of subject,s.

= ( S,

L, 2:, lev, A, h, in, I:, T, u0

}
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L is the set of sensitivity levels.

> is the

dominance relation which induces a partial order over L.

lev is a function which maps each subject to its level. We write lev(si) to
denote the level of subject Si.

A is a set of actions. These are the activities that can be executed by subjects.
They represent complete, atomic actions including all control information,
data, and return codes that may be involved. In a model of a network,
one possible action might be described as "send a message containing data
m to entity s and receive a return code of r"

h is a function from a subset of A XL to A that is used to isolate sensitive
information. If h ( a, l) is undefined for some a EA, the interpretation is that
the sensitivity of all information in action a is dominated by level l.
in is a function from a subset of A to A that defines which components of an
action are inputs to the mechanism of interest. If in( a) is undefined for
some a EA, the interpretation is that the action a is entirely an output
action 3.

I: is the set of states that the system may enter.
T, the transition function, is a set of four-tuples from I: X SXA XI:. T defines
the possible state transitions that the model may make. If (o-i-l, sj, ak, o-i)
is an element of T then the model may move from state o-i-l to state O"i
when subject Sj executes action ak.
o-0 is the initial state of the system, and is an element of I:.

7.4.3. Executions

The model represents a system as a state machine whose state changes as
actions are executed by the various subjects. The "state" of the system condenses
enough pertinent information about previous execution history that the system's
mechanism can determine whether a particular subsequent transition can occur.
Observers, however, may retain more information than this, so we must consider
complete system histories when detecting information flows.

3 A computer system's read system call typically is not a strictly output-oriented function, since the act of executing the call is itself an "input" to the mechanism (operating system). However, if we conceptually separate the
events of the process issuing the call and its subsequent completion, the latter may qualify as an output-only action.
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Definition:
An execution w of the system is a finite sequence of triples from
SXA X :E
satisfying
two
conditions.
Let
w = < (s1, a1,a1), (s2, a2,a2), · · · , (sn, an,an) > be a sequence of length n
of such triples. Then, w is an execution if and only if
(ao,s1, a1,a1) E T, where o-0 is the initial state, and

The collection of all valid execution sequences in a system will be denoted by 0.
Each
transition
subject s.
trol of the

triple in an execution is called a step. Each step (s, a,a) represents a
of the system into state a as a result of the execution of action a by
The definition merely asserts that these transitions are under the contransition function T.

7 .4.4. Information Functions

Information may exist in an obvious form such as a piece of message data
contained in a subject action, or may be more subtly encoded as sequences of
actions of some subject.
Definition:
Q is the set of all finite length sequences of ordered pairs from S X A.

We will use Q as the domain of information of our model. These sequences of
actions represent both information visible to observers, and the secret information
about the actions of nonlow 4-level subjects that we wish to hide. They do not
contain a third a component, because the internal state of the system is never
directly visible to any observer.
Definition:
view( w,Q is a function from O X L to Q. It is defined recursively for all
w E O and l E L by (where J_ represents the empty sequence, and II is
the sequence concatenation operator)

view(j_, l) =

J_

and

view((wll(s,a,a)),l) -

view( w, l)
{ view(w,l)

II (s, a)

if l ~ Lev( s)
otherwise

4 With respect to an arbitrary sensitivity level I, we define low-level to mean a level dominated by I and
nonlow-level to mean a level not dominated by /. We reserve the term high-level to indicate a level which dominates /. Since levels in a lattice are only partially ordered, "nonlow" and "high" are not necessarily the same thing.
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The function view( w, l) is an information function. It specifies which aspects
of the system execution w are directly visible to a subject operating at level l.
Our pessimistic assumption is that all actions executed by subjects operating at
low sensitivities may be known to the viewing subject. Note that the definition
provides that the viewer not only knows which of these actions have occurred, but
also the order of their occurrence and the identity of the subject executing each
action.

Definition:
hidden( w,D is also a function from O X L to Q. It is defined as:
hidden(j_, l) = J_
and
hidden (w, l)
if l 2 lev( s) or h ( a, l) is itndefined
hidden( (w II (s, a,o-) ), l) - { hidden( w, l) II (s, h ( a, l))
otherwise
The hidden function is also an information function. It defines the information that must not be permitted to be known by a viewer operating at level l. In
terms of our English-language expression of the nondisclosure policy, hidden( w, l)
contains all sensitive information from execution w that a subject at level l is not
authorized to possess. In contrast, the view function yields all sensitive information that a subject at level l is authorized to possess, at least insofar as this
model is concerned.

Definition:
inputs is a function from O into Q and defined as
inputs(j_) = J_

.
{inputs(w)
inputs (w II (s, a)) = inputs (w)

II (s, in(a))

if in(a) is defined
otherwise

This function will be used to ensure that the model represents a deterministic system, so that we may have greater confidence in the formal security
definition. For our Full Knowledge definition we will also need the following:

lowinputs( w, l) is the subsequence of inputs( w) containing only (s, in( a)) pairs
for which t 2 lev( s ).
nonlowinputs( w, l) is the subsequence of inputs (w) containing only (s, in (a))
pairs for which l 1:_ lev( s ).

7 .4.5. Correspondence with MDS

To apply the previously described Modified Deducibility Security definition to
the current model requires that we identify the components ( 0, '\JI, I, legal_to_get)
of the general information system in our model structure.
We have deliberately re-used the symbol O in the CESM description to suggest the obvious correspondence. The minimum requirement is that an w E O contain, possibly in some highly encoded form, all knowledge about the system
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execution that the information functions 'V might extract. A CESM represents
information by sequences of subject-action pairs, and these sequences are indeed
embedded in the sequences of triples forming 0.
In the general system, the 'V functions have two roles, the first being to
represent users. Each user is modelled by an information function 1/Ji representing
everything that is directly visible to that user. In a CESM, however, users are
represented directly, and the sum of all information visible to user si is given by
view( w, lev( si)). This definition is made in anticipation of fulfilling the Full
Knowledge requirement: we assume that each subject knows all information that
it is not prohibited from knowing. Since the information functions are supposed
to be functions only of the world (i.e. execution) w, let us write view1( w) to denote
view( w, l) and we can say that the information function representing Si is view1ev(s;)·
The other role of 'V is to represent information that is to be kept secret from
particular users. In order to afford the highest degree of security, it should be the
case that a single 1/Ji contains all of the information that a single user must be
prevented from deducing. Otherwise, not all deductions concerning combinations
of secret data would necessarily be prevented by the MDS definition. The CESM
defines the sum of all information that must not be known by subject Si to be
hidden( w, lev( si)).

I of the general system definition is paralleled by the inputs function in the
CESM.
In the general formulation, the target security policy is represented by
legal_to_get. It is a relation whose domain of definition is pairs of information
functions. When {1/Ji, 1/Jj} E legal_to_get the user represented by 1/Ji may be permitted to know something (but not necessarily everything) about the value of 1/Jj· To
map this onto CESMs, we define legal_to_get as containing all pairs of information
functions except those of the form { view1, hidden,}.
At first glance, this definition may seem faulty. In a system with levels

TS~~G2:=Uthe pair {viewc, hiddens} is included by the definition, and this would
seem to imply that C-level subjects can be permitted to know things that are forbidden to S-level subjects. However, from the definitions of MDS and BDS it is
the absence of specific pairs in the relation that define the security that is provided. Each such absence imposes a further restriction on the permissible information flows.
This 1s important when information functions
overlap.
Since
{ view c, hidden c} !f:_ legal_to_get, the C-level observer is prohibited from knowing
anything about hiddenc. If we arrange that hiddenc contains all of hiddens, then
the objectionable flow will still be outlawed. Rather than including this requirement in the definition of h, an axiom will be provided later to guarantee the
desired behaviour.
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7 .4.6. The h function

A quick inspection of their definitions reveals two differences between the
view and hidden functions. First, the view function includes all actions executed
by subjects lower in level than the viewing level l, while the hidden function
excludes all such actions. Secondly, the hidden function does not include actions
directly from the execution e, but instead passes them through the model-specific
mapping function h.

h( a,l) identifies those components of an action a EA that constitute sensitive
information if the action a is executed by a subject whose level is not dominated
by l. This function's definition depends on the particular semantics of the actions
A, which is why h must be separately defined for each model.
The role of h ( a, l) is to strip from each action any information that may
validly be known to an observer at a sensitivity level not dominating that of the
subject performing the action. To fail to do this would be to make the erroneous
assumption that no aspects of the execution history of a nonlow-level subject are
of low sensitivity. In fact, since nonlow-level subjects may actually be high-level,
and high-level subjects are permitted to know and use low-level information, it is
quite proper that there might exist some correlation between low-level information and actions performed by nonlow-level subjects. Since the hidden function
must produce only information that is prohibited to low-level subjects, such permitted correlations must first be excised.
This h function becomes necessary because the nondisclosure policy we wish
to enforce is an asymmetric one. Deducibility's definition of information flow, on
the other hand, is symmetric: if knowing the value of some information o: permits
one to infer the value of /3, then, conversely, knowing /3 would permit the deduction of some knowledge of a. Therefore, we cannot enforce the rule "no low-level
subject may know anything known by a nonlow-level subject" unless we are also
prepared to prohibit the converse in all cases.
An example is a subject Si operating at a high level, say Secret, and a viewing subject Sj operating at the Confidential level. Assume that the Secret user
executes a read of an Unclassified file.

In our model, the corresponding action aj would specify the file that was
read, the return code from the operating system call that did the read, the
elapsed time, and the actual data that was read. Clearly, we cannot allow the
file contents to be included in the value of the hidden function applied to this case,
since the file is legitimately accessible to the lower-level viewer.
However, we do want to prohibit knowledge of other components of this
action. In particular, the low-level viewer must not be aware that the nonlowlevel subject even issued the read action, since such awareness would constitute a
covert channel for unauthorized disclosure. To accomplish this end, the h function
would be defined such that h ( a, l) would, if a represented a read of a file of level l
or lower, map the action a into a similar action a 1 that did not specify the data
read.
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There is a relationship between h(a,l) and in(a), in that generally the sensitive parts of an action are inputs to the mechanism. In fact, it could probably be
convincingly argued that in a deterministic system it is sufficient to hide inputs,
and that therefore we should simply use in(a) for all occurrences of h(a,l). Any
outputs that contained sensitive information would still be protected, because if
they were not then sensitive inputs could be deduced. However, we will avoid
arguing this possibly contentious issue and continue with the current, more flexible
definition that allows the two functions to differ.

7 .4. 7. Axioms and Properties for CESMs

A property is a (usually simple) characteristic that is derived from existing
definitions and axioms. An axiom is a new fact about the system, and can either
be viewed as a further elucidation of its definition or as an added constraint.

First, a simple property about executions that follows directly from their
definition:
Property Pl:
Every prefix of an execution is also an execution.

Next, we provide the promised axiom restricting the h function:

Axiom Al:
For all l, k E L such that k ?_ l, and for any ai, aj
then h(ai,k) = h(aj,k).

E

A, if h ( ai, l) = h ( aj, l)

This requires that h(a,l), which determines what is hidden from level l subjects, contain everything that is hidden from subjects at the higher level k.

Axiom A2:
For all/, if in(a) is defined then h(a,l) is also defined.
AxiomA3:
For all /, if h(a,l)=h(b,l) and both in(a) and in(b) are defined, then

in(a)=in(b).
These axioms, taken together, assert that any inputs provided in an action
are sensitive.

7 .4.8. Model Security Definition

We now wish to define security for CESMs as being Modified Deducibility
security. This poses a technical difficulty, since MDS was defined for the general
structure (0, \JI, I, legal_to_get) and not for the CESM structure. What we mean is
that the CESM should have a property that is MDS expressed in terms of CESM
components, according to the previously detailed correspondence. To make
matters simpler, we will begin by translating the appropriate property definitions
into CESM terms.
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Definition:
A CESM is deterministic if and only if, for all Wn,Wm E 0, whenever
inputs (wn) = inputs (wm)
then
for
all
lEL
the
equality
hidden( wn, l) = hidden( wm, l) holds, and either view( wn, l) = view( Wm, l) or
one view is a prefix of the other, with the tail of the longer view
sequence being composed entirely of output-only actions.
This is a straightforward transcription of the general definitions of indistinguishable, alternative, and deterministic, collapsing them into a single definition. It
says that the inputs of an execution must uniquely determine all of the hidden
and visible information, which includes both inputs and outputs.
The wrinkle about differing view lengths is made necessary by our decision to
permit output-only actions (i.e. those a for which in( a) is not defined). Consider a
system that is (intuitively) deterministic, and an execution of that system that
ends with a string of output-only actions by low-level hosts. Call that execution
wn, and let Wm be the same execution but with the trailing output-only actions
stripped off. Then Wm is different from Wn only because in recording the Wm execution we didn't wait long enough for those outputs to happen. We don't want to
erroneously classify this system as non-deterministic, because the difference in the
views is a result of our monitoring procedure rather than being a characteristic of
the system.
More straightforward are the following:

Definition:
A deterministic CESM has the FK property if and only if, for all l
and all Wn,Wm E 0,

view( wn, l)

= view( Wm, l)

implies lowinputs( Wn, l)

E

L,

= lowinputs( Wm, l)

and

hidden(wn,l) = hidden(wm,l) implies nonlowinputs(wn,l)

= nonlowinputs(wm,l)

Definition:
A CESM has the BDS property if and only if, for all l E L and all
wi,Wj E 0, there exists an execution wn E Osuch that

view( wn, l)

= view( wi, l)

and hidden( w11 , l)

= hidden( wj, l)

Definition:
A CESM has the MDS property if and only if it is deterministic, it
has the FK property, and it has the BDS property.
Finally, our security definition for CESMs:

Definition:
A CESM is secure if it has the MDS property.
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7 .5. Simplifying the Model

The earlier sections of this chapter have been concerned with describing
MDS and justifying its use as a fundamental definition of security. We have also
supplied a formal statement of MDS security as it applies to the CESM statebased systems of interacting subjects. However, the MDS definition can be
difficult to work with directly. In this section we will explore some properties of
CESMs that permit the derivation of equivalent but simpler security definitions.

7.5.1. Full Knowledge

Theorem Tl:

Every deterministic CESM has the FK property.
Proof:

Because we are restricting ourselves to deterministic CESMs, we may use the
definition for FK in deterministic CESMs that was presented in the previous section.
Assume, then, that some deterministic CESM does not have the FK property.
This means that there must exist some Wn,Wm E O and some l EL such that

view( wn, l) = view( Wm, l) and lowinputs( Wn, l) =I= lowinputs( Wm, l)
or that

hidden (wn, l) = hidden (Wm, l) and nonlowinputs( Wn, l) =I= nonlowinputs (wm, l)
We will begin by considering the first possibility. The input sequences may
differ because they contain, in corresponding positions, elements that differ, or
because their lengths differ. To see that neither of these is possible, recall from
the definitions of view(w,l) and of lowinputs(w,l) that every action (s,a,a) in w for
which the subject level is dominated by l creates an element (s, a) in the v£ew and,
if in( a) is defined, also creates an element (s, in( a)) in the lowinputs sequence.

In fact, we can define a function from a view to a lowinputs, by discarding
output-only actions and mapping the rest through £n. This function, like all functions, is single-valued and therefore cannot yield different values of lowinputs from
a single view sequence.
A similar argument prevents the nonlow£nputs sequences from differing, even
though the actions in the hidden sequences are filtered through h ( a, l). This works
because of Axiom A2, which guarantees that for every (s, £n( a)) in
nonlowinputs(w,l) there is a (s,h(a,l)) in hidden(omega,l), and because of Axiom A3
which guarantees that h( a, l) contains all the inputs from action a (i.e. knowing
h ( a, l) is sufficient to determine in( a)).
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7 .5.2. Properties of States and Transition Functions

We begin by defining some relationships between states of a CESM.

Definition:
o-1 is <I-similar to o-2 if and only if for every (o-2,s, a,o-'2) ET such that
l?,lev(s), there exists a (o-1 ,s,a,o-'1 ) ET
This definition says that every subject-action pair that is valid in state o-2 is also
valid in state o-1 . For at least one transition, executed by a low-level subject,
state o-1 is capable of exhibiting the same behaviour as o-2. We will use the shorthand o-1 ~ o-2 to denote this relation. It is clearly reflexive (o-1 ~ o-i) and is also
easily seen to be transitive (if o-1 ~ o-2 and o-2 ~ o-3 then o-1 ~ o-3 ). A symmetric
vers10n 1s:

Definition:
0-1 and 0"2 are <I-equivalent (written o-1

~

o-2) if and only if 0"1

~

o-2

and o-2 ~ o-1 .
The next definition is similar, except that instead of requmng equivalence
only for one execution step, it specifies that all future low-level execution from one
state can be duplicated by the other.

Definition:
0"1 and 0"2 are <I-preserving (written o-1

i

o-2) if and only if o-1 ~ o-2
and, for all pairs of transitions (o-1 ,s, a,o-'1 ), (o-2,s, a,o-' 2) E T with
l?. lev(s), the target states are related as o-' 1
o-'2.

i

* o-2, then any
This relation, too, is reflexive, transitive, and symmetric. If o-1 ~
sequence of low-level actions that are legal from state o-2 are also legal from state
o-1 . In that sense, state o-1 can mimic the low-level behaviour 5 available from
state o-2, and vice-versa.

Definition:
A CESM transition function T is <I-insensitive if and only if o-1
for all (cr1 ,s,a,o-2) ET such that ll. lev(s).
This property states that, whenever an action is executed by a nonlow-level subject, the original and resulting states are <I-preserving. This means that any
low-level behaviour that can occur starting in one state is also possible starting
from the other one. The idea is that the low-level behaviour of the system is
insensitive to the executed nonlow-level action.

5 The term low-level execution means the execution of a particular action or sequence of actions by a low-level
subject. By low-level behaviour we mean the aggregate of all potential low-level executions. If two states exhibit the
same low-level behaviour, they must be Si-equivalent and possibly Si-preserving.
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Now we present a similar set of definitions regarding interactions in the
other direction. These are not exactly duals of the previous definitions because
some interaction in this direction is allowed.
Definition:
o-1 is >I-similar to o-2 (written o-1 ~ o-2) if and only if for every
(o-2,s,a,o'2) ET such that 11_ lev(s), there exists a (o-1 ,s,a,o\) ET with
h(a,l) = h(a,l).
0"1

and

0"2

are >I-equivalent (written o-1 ~ 0-2) if and only if o-1 ~ o-2

and o-2 ~ o-1 .
Quite similar to the first similarity and equivalence definitions, except that here
the two actions are only required to have the same sensitive information, rather
than being strictly identical.
Definition:
0"1 and

0-2

are >I-preserving (written o-1 ~ 0-2) if and only if o-1 ~ 0-2

and, for all pairs of transitions (o-1 ,s, a,o' 1), (o-2,s, a,o' 2) E T with
/1_ lev(s) and h(a,l) = h(a,l), the target states are related as o'1 ~ o'2.
Definition:
A CESM transition function Y is >I-insensitive if and only if o-1 ~

0"2

for all (o-1,s, a,o- 2) ET such that l"?_ lev(s).
The reason for introducing these definitions is that they enable us to make our
security proofs in terms of properties of the Y function. A theorem that states
this formally is the subject of the next section.

7 .5.3. BDS and Insensitivity

We can now state and prove the following theorem, which replaces the
difficult task of proving the BDS property directly with a simpler one of verifying
the <I-insensitive and >I-insensitive properties of the transition function.
Theorem T2:
Let the transition function Y of a CESM have the <I-insensitive and
>I-insensitive properties. The CESM will then also have the following
properties:
For any

n,

there exists an W3 E Osuch that
view ( w3 , l) = view( w1 , l) and hidden (w3 , l)

W1,W2 E

and

laststate( W:3)
and

¾t laststate( wi)

= hidden( W2, l)
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* laststate( w2 )
laststate( w3) ~
where laststate (w) is the final state

uN

of the execution sequence w.

Note that the first part of the result is precisely the BDS property, though only
for a single level l, so this theorem can be used to guarantee BDS plus something
else. The "something else" is needed for the proof.

Proof:
We will proceed by induction. Let II seq II denote the length of a sequence
seq. Then, for any I, assume that the desired properties hold for all w1 , w2 for
which llview(w1,l)II + llhidden(w2,l)II =N
For the base case N = 0, we can choose w3 = J_ (the empty sequence). To
see that this satisfies the required conditions, note that view( w1 , I) = J_ must hold.
Let M denote the length of w1 = <(s 1 ,a 1 ,u1 ),(s 2 ,a 2 ,u2 ), · · · ,(su, au,uM)>.
By the definition of view, it must be the case that 11. lev( si) for all 1 < i < M.
Therefore, since T is <I-insensitive, we must have ui-l
ui for each 1 < i < Nl.

i

By the transitivity of the

i

relation, we must therefore have the desired

laststate(w3) =fYo

*
~

UM

= laststate (wi)

Similarly, it must be true that hidden(w2,l) = J_ so w2 can contain only (s,a,u)
with 12: lev( s ). By the assumed >I-insensitivity of T, and by the transitivity of

* we then also have
~'
laststate(w3)

= u 0 ~ laststate(w2)

Now, consider W1 and W2 such that
There are two overlapping cases:

Case 1:

llview(w1 ,l)II

II view(w1,l) 11 + II hidden(w2,l) II

N+l.

>0

w

Let 1 be a prefix of w1 such that llview(w1 ,l)II = llview(wi,l)ll-1. Then,
with the symbol II doubling as a sequence concatenation operator,
W1

=

W1

II

<(sM+1,aM+1,fYM+1), · · · ,(su+K,aAI+K,uM+K)>

Every prefix of a valid execution is easily seen to also be a valid execution, so by
the inductive hypothesis there must exist an 3 satisfying the theorem with
respect to l, w
1 , and W2.

w

Now, by definition of the view function, the suffix of w1 that is not contained
in w
1 contains exactly one triple (si,ai,ui) for which 12:lev(si)- That is, l1_lev(sj)
for all M+l <j< i and i<j<M+K.
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By the assumed <I-insensitivity of T we know that

At the same time, by the inductive hypothesis we know that

laststate( w
3)
so from the transitivity of

t

laststate( wi)

t we may deduce
- ~
*
laststate (w3)

O"i-1

This means that the last state of w
3 is capable of m1m1cmg the low-level
behaviour of state ai-l· In particular, it means that there exists some O"i such
that
W3

=

W3

II

<(si, ai,aj)>

is an execution. It obviously satisfies the BDS requirement, and by the definition
* we must have O"j ~
* ai. But, because of <I-insensitivity we also know that
of ~

* O"M+K, so
O"i ~
laststate(w3 )

= O"j

t

O"M+K

= laststate(wi)

At the same time, by >I-insensitivity and the inductive hypothesis we have
(Ji

laststate (%)

i
i

laststate ( w
3)

i

laststate (w2)

laststate (w2)

so, as desired,

laststate (W3)

Case 2: 1ihidden(w2,l)II

>0

The construction here 1s similar to the previous one, with only mmor
changes. Choose w2 a prefix of w2

W2

= W2 II <(s.M+l, aM+1,0"M+1), · · · ,(si, ai,ai), · · · ,(sM+K, aM+K,O"M+K)>

such that only (si, ai,<7i) of the K extra triples has 11. Lev( si)- Then, there exists a
w3 satisfying the theorem, and from that and the assumed >I-insensitivity we
have
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O),f +K

~

(J'·

(J'i-1

~

laststate (w2)

laststate (w2)

~

laststate (%)

laststate (w2) =

i

* we conclude that there exists
From the last two, and the definition of ~'

(laststate(w3 ),si,a,aj)

E

Y such that h(ai,l) = h(a,l), so we choose
W3

= % II <(si, a,aj)>

which is similarly seen to have the desired BDS and last state preservation pro0rties.

Corollary:
Any CESM whose Y is <I-insensitive and >I-insensitive for all l E L,
has the BDS property.

7.5.3.1. Robustness

As a practical matter, it may be noted that in the proof of Theorem T2, two
different constructions are given for w3 depending on whether the desired view or
hidden sequences are non-empty. One construction appends a low-level action
from w1 , while the other adds a nonlow-level action equivalent (as far as the h
function is concerned) to an action in w2 . In the case that both sequences are
non-empty, we have the freedom to choose either construction and thereby
achieve any desired interleaving of low and nonlow actions in the resulting %-

In fact, if llview(w1 ,l)II
are a total of

=

Vand llhidden(w2,l)II =H (with N= V+R) there

( N)
V

= (V+H)!
V!H!

different interleavings generating different w3 executions all of which combine the
desired nonlow-level activity with the specified low-level view.
This is to be contrasted with a proof that only demonstrates the existence of
a single w3 . The security offered by the deducibility definition lies in the fact that
a given set of low-level observations is consistent with all possible nonlow-level
activity. If, however, many of the nonlow-low combinations are possible in only
one way then statistical arguments may effectively eliminate them from consideration, leading to a probabilistic leak. We therefore argue that, although a
proof showing a single w3 is technically valid and does satisfy the BDS requirement, we are more comfortable with a proof showing many such executions.
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7 .5.4. State Decomposition

One way that a CESM may be shown to have the two I-insensitivity properties (i.e. <I-insensitivity and >I-insensitivity) is if it is state decomposable. This
means that independent nonlow sensitivity and low sensitivity components can be
identified in the state I: and in the transition function Y.
Definition:
A CESM is state decomposable for level l if, given l E L, there exist
sets I:L, I:N, and I:.M, and a bijection :E-decomp from I: to
I:L X I:N X I:.M (we will write the correspondence between a state and its
decomposition as O" +-+ ( ~ ,O"N,O".M} ), and the sets

TL

C

I:LXSLXAXI:L

TN

C

I:NXSNXAXI:N

where
SL={sES:l~lev(s)}
(the
low-level
subjects)
and
SN= {sES: l1:_ lev(s)} (the nonlow-level subjects), such that the following properties are satisfied:

2.

(0"1,s,a,0"2} E Y for l 1:_ lev(s) only if (O"f',s,h(a,l),af} E YN and
_ O'L
O' L
1 2

3.

For every (af', s, a,O"f) E Y N and every af and af/, there exist an
a such that h(a,l) = a and a (a1,s,a,a2) ET

Note that the mapping E-decomp, and thereby the O"f etc. corresponding to
ai, depend on the working level l since the decomposition is done with respect to a
particular level.
Our choice of the symbol +-+ emphasizes the bidirectional nature of the Edecomp mapping. This implies that there exists a O" that maps to every combination of O"L, O"N, and O".M.
The decomposed state component I:.M (M stands for Mixed), which does not
appear to have any function in the four listed properties, can contain system state
related to communications that "write up'' from low-level subjects to high-level
ones. It may, for example, affect the particular value of a that satisfies property

3.
Property 1 states that actions performed by low-level subjects do not affect
the nonlow-level state, and that the mixed and nonlow-level components of the
beginning and ending states are not significant when deciding whether such an
action can occur. Note, in particular, that the mixed-level state component can
be changed by the action, but cannot affect it.
Property 2 guarantees that nonlow-level actions do not affect low-level state
components (hut, again, may modify the mixed states), and requires that the sensitive part of an action be represented in the Y N set. Property 3 then says that if
the sensitive part of a nonlow-level action is permitted by Y N, then a transition
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exists in T whose action contains the same sensitive information. Note that the
non-sensitive parts of a are not specified, and may depend on af1 and/or af.

In the rest of this section, we will write I-decomposable to mean state decomposable for level l, and simply decomposable to mean [-decomposable for all[.
LemmaL2:

For every I-decomposable CESM, if

af = afr then

0"1

i

0"2.

Proof:

For every (a1 , s, a, <; 1 ) E T with l 2". lev( s ), by property 1 there is a corresponding (af,s, a, c;f) E TL. But, since af = afr, property 1 also implies the existence of
a (a2 , s, a, c; 2 ) E T for some <; 2 +-+ ( c;f,af, c;f) and therefore 0"2 ~ 0"1. The same procedure interchanging a 1 and a 2 verifies that a 1
0"1

~

a 2 also, therefore we have

~ 0"2.

Furthermore, the fact that c;;f = ,;;fr indicates that the sucessor states are
also <I-equivalent. By induction, all corresponding states reached by successive
actions by low-level subjects will also be <I-equivalent, and therefore a 1
a2 .

¾t

LemmaL3:

For every I-decomposable CESM, if

af" = af then

0"1

~ 0"2.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the proof is quite similar to the preceding proof.
Proof:

For every (a1 , s, a, c; 1 ) E T with l 1:_ lev( s ), by property 2 there is a corresponding (af", s, a, c;f") E TN where a= h ( a, l). But, since af" = af, property 3 implies the
1
existence of a suitable a' and (a2 , s, a', ,;; 2 ) E T for some <; 2 +-+ (af,
<;~ ) and therefore 0"2 ~ a 1 . Again, interchanging 0"1 and a 2 verifies that a 1 ~ 0-2.

sf,

By induction as before, we can then verify that all successive pairs of subsequent states are >I-equivalent, and therefore that a 1 ~ 0"2.
Theorem T3:
Any decomposable CESM has the BDS property.
Proof:

af

For every decomposition, by property 2, if (a1 ,s,a,a2 ) ET and / 1:_ lev(s) then
= afr. By Lemma L2, this implies that a 1 a2 . Thus, the CESM is <1-

i

insensitive for all /.
Also, by property 1, if (a1 ,s,a,a2 ) ET and l 2". lev(s) then af" = af_ By
Lemma L3, this implies that a 1 ~ a 2 and the CESM is also >I-insensitive for all l.
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Then, application of the Corollary to Theorem T2 shows the BDS property.
Finally, we are able to state the major result of this section:
Theorem T4 (Decomposable Machine Security Theorem):

Every deterministic, decomposable CESM is secure.
Proof:

The CESM is deterministic, and has FK by theorem Tl, and has BDS by
theorem T3, and thereby satisfies the definition of CESM security.

CHAPTER 8

Guide for Model Interpretation and Application

Understandest thou what thou readest? ...
How can I, except some man should guide me?
The Acts of the Apa,tles. viii. 30.

8.1. Introduction

Basic differences exist between deducibility and competing definitions of
confidentiality. Because of this, some care must be taken when applying a
deducibility-based model to an abstract system specification, and particularly
when extending it to successive refinements of the specification. Failure to do so
may mean that some or all of the security properties demonstrated in the
abstract model are not preserved in its concrete realization.

8.2. Successive Refinement

Classical top-down design methodologies begin with the creation of an
abstract, high-level specification of the intended functional behaviour of the system. This specification is intentionally vague about non-critical details, so that
constraints are applied only where required by overall system goals.
There are several reasons for this lack of detail. Suppression of detail promotes the comprehension of the operation of the entire system as a single unit.
This comprehension is necessary if overall functioning is going to be designed to
meet particular requirements.
At the same time, failing to specify low-level detail affords the greatest possible leeway to the implementors. They, in turn, are able to produce a superior
implementation because only a relatively small number of design decisions are
required to be made at each step of the development.
Overspecification can also greatly increase the effort required to create a
conforming implementation. Some seemingly benign abstract specifications may
actually impose very strict and expensive requirements on the end product. This
is particularly true if the specification involves performance issues and is given in
absolute terms.
For example, an abstract specification of a processing system might fail to
include constraints on the elapsed time of transactions. Or, if constraints are
given, they may take the form of imprecise subjective descriptions, such as "transactions shall complete without undue delay", or statistical ones, like "under
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normal operating conditions transactions shall complete in under five seconds".
There might exist several straightforward implementations, all of which are consistent with these requirements, but with different delay characteristics. If, however, the implementation were required to guarantee completion within a specified
interval, the implementation would likely be much more difficult.
Step-by-step refinement is applied to the abstract definition to evolve it into
a suitable implementation. Details that were not visible or not fully constrained
at the abstract level are fixed during this process, sometimes to achieve an
identified effect, sometimes by an arbitrary but explicit choice, and occasionally,
indirectly as a consequence of resolving a related issue. At each step of this
refinement process, more and more details of the system operation are determined.
Although the abstract system definition allowed for a great deal of variability in
the system's operation, a particular implementation will probably not be capable
of exhibiting the full range of behaviour permitted by the abstract specification.

8.2.1. Interaction with Deducibility

This successive refinement methodology may be at odds with the preservation of security, if a deducibility-based definition of security is used. In fact, any
system property that depends on the existence of particular system behaviour
may fail to be preserved throughout the design process.
The BDS property requires that a system be able to exhibit some specific
range of behaviour. A system is BDS secure only if, for each possible pair of
observed low and nonlow execution, they are compatible in at least one system
execution. If BDS is proven for a system that is defined only at an abstract level,
it is possible that its security may depend on behaviour that is ruled out during
subsequent detailed design.
Consider a computer system in which each executing process is assigned a
32-bit numerical identifier. The abstract specification does not indicate how this
identifier is generated. An implementor, faced with this high-level specification,
assumes that any method that generates unique identifiers will satisfy the
abstract requirements, and so decides to use the specific algorithm of assigning
sequential numbers.
However, a security modeller working from the same abstract specification
might assume that a given process can, with equal likelihood, be assigned any 32bit value. A proof of security would undoubtedly rely on the ability of the system
to assign a given identifier to a low-level process independently of any high-level
system activity. The implementation would not exhibit this behaviour, and so
would not sucessfully inherit the security properties proven for the abstract system.
\Vhat has happened is that what was originally a simple underspecification
has been turned into a requirement. The variability that was merely permitted
by the abstract specification has become vital, because of the added requirement
for security. The cure for this is to identify any variability or range of possible
execution that is used in the security proof, to add it as an explicit requirement,
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and to ensure that it is maintained throughout the design process.

8.3. Eliminating Non-Determinism

Our desire to eliminate non-determinism is based on the observation that it
might otherwise obscure some insecure information flows. We achieve this objective by introducing new explicit inputs that control whatever aspect of the
system's behaviour we were tempted to class as non-deterministic. These new
inputs are treated just like other inputs from that point on. In particular,
because of the Full Knowledge property, the added inputs are expressly known to
or prohibited to each subject in the system.
Care must be used in the initial model description to determine which
aspects of system behaviour may be safely classed as non-deterministic, and
thereafter eliminated with this technique. Many of the mechanisms responsible
for the behaviour we observe are actually deterministic and would appear so if we
had enough detailed information about system inputs.
Often, however, models are not this detailed and approximate the effect of
"fine-grained" determinism with an assumed non-determinism. A classic example
of this is in modelling the execution time of an application running on a multitasking computer system. The processor scheduling algorithm is actually deterministic, and if enough were known about the behaviour of other applications and
about interrupt processing demands, both of which share the processor resource
with the modelled application, the application's execution time could be determined exactly. This is too complex and difficult for most purposes, and often the
execution time is approximated by a random variable.
However, this is not precisely the kind of non-determinism that we have been
addressing. Our desire to render systems deterministic was to prevent random
"noise" from appearing to obscure other information channels that are
represented in the model. A basic assumption was that the noise did not itself
contain nor correlate with any sensitive information. If this should fail to be the
case, characterizing the variability as random may mean ignoring a means of
unauthorized information leakage.
The danger in this is unique to security modelling. By using non-determinism
to approximate the effect of these detailed interactions, we may fail to detect a
covert channel. Therefore, when this kind of approximation is made the effect
being approximated should be well understood, and perhaps investigated
separately to determine the existence and bandwidth of any such channels.

In summary, there are three paths that may be followed when:
l.

The system contains a true random process. Its effects should be accounted
for by explicit inputs, as proposed earlier.

2.

Apparent non-determinism is the result of detailed deterministic effects that
are not modelled. The modeller may elect to increase the model detail. This
will both remove the non-determinism and expose any covert channels
present in the detailed interaction.
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3.

The modeller is confident that the detailed deterministic interactions constitute a sufficiently low bandwidth channel that they may be ignored. In this
case, the effects of the interactions appear random, like those of the random
processes in the first alternative. These non-deterministic effects should be
dealt with in the same way, by replacing them with explicit inputs.

8.4. Defining the h( a,l) Function

The function h(a,l) was introduced to identify the components of an action
that should be protected from disclosure, but it is not necessary that h( a, l)
include every article of sensitive data. Information may be fully protected even if
it not expressly prohibited by the definition of h( a, l). Any information that may
be used to deduce something that is explicitly protected will also be protected,
since otherwise it would not be possible to verify the MDS property.

If we think of one piece of information as being innately sensitive, then a
second piece that is derived from the first may be consequentially sensitive. We
may argue that inputs submitted by high-level subjects are innately sensitive.
These should be explicitly protected, by specifying that h ( a, l) include all the
inputs in action a. However, anything that is consequentially sensitive need not
be specified.
For example, the outputs received by the high-level subjects need not be
explicitly protected if they may be used to deduce the sensitive inputs. In fact, it
is exactly the function of BDS to determine what information is consequentially
sensitive, and to ensure that the policy being modelled protects it. Unless the system being modelled actually creates sensitive information from non-sensitive
inputs1, it should be sufficient to explicitly protect high-level inputs.

1 A key-generating unit would appear to be a valid example, but note that such a system is nondeterministic.
Applying MDS to it would require that the random component be moved outside the mechanism being modelled. The
extra input created would be sensitive, and the remaining deterministic mechanism could be modelled as indicated
here.

CHAPTER 9

Proof Demonstration

Be sure of it;
Give me the ocular proof.
W. Shakespeare, Othello, 1604, Ill, iii, 361.

9.1. Introduction

In order to instantiate the model to express the security of a particular system, we must

>, lev, A, h, in, :E,

1.

Define the components S, L,

T, and o-0 of the CESM.

2.

Demonstrate that the axioms Al, A2 and A3 are valid.

3.

Show that the CESM is deterministic. If this step should prove too difficult,
it may be necessary to return to step 1 and redefine the CESM with extra
inputs, as described in section 2.2.2.

4.

Show that the CESM has the BDS property. This can be done directly, or by
demonstrating that the CESM is decomposable. It 1s expected that the
latter approach will generally be the simpler one.

By accepting the use of the CESM abstract model we are accepting its
definition of the abstract security goal. What remains is for us to describe our
detailed policy - the particular set of rules and procedures to be followed in our
system - and, via the model, to determine whether these rules achieve the desired
CESM security goal.

In this chapter we will present a sample instantiation of the model for a simple computer communications network. We will demonstrate how each of these
modelling steps is accomplished. This instantiation will be designed with decomposability in mind, so the reader should not be surprised to find that the state and
transition functions map easily to their components.

9.2. Simple CESM Components

The subjects of the CESM will be identified with intercommunicating
processes in hosts attached to the network. Thus, the model represents the flows
of information between processes in the hosts, flows occurring as a result of network activities. It does not include exchanges between human users and other
entities, since these are local to each host. It also does not consider information
transfer to outsiders illegitimately monitoring the network operation. It is therefore implicit in this model that such outsiders, presumably by a combination of
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physical and cryptographic precautions, are prevented from observing network
activity.
Security levels and the dominates relation will be taken in the conventional
national-security sense. The subject-level assignment function lev will be provided
by the implementation. That is, we assume the existence of a reliable means by
which lev( s) may be evaluated during the operation of the system. This implies
trustworthy authentication and identification mechanisms, which are provided by
underlying password verification (for user identification) and the secure distribution of communication keys that are of a length adequate to permit reliable
authentication of communicating subjects.
More detail will be specified for the rest of the CESM, to show how particular mechanisms may be represented in the model.

9.3. Actions

The CESM component A represents actions that may be executed by subjects. In our computer networking example, the actions that must be defined are
those involving creating and destroying communications paths, as well as those
that send and receive messages over established connections.
In order to more accurately model the non-atomic nature of these interactions, we will separate each action into a distinct request, which originates with
the subject, and a response from the network itself. A subject wishing to receive
a message executes a ReceiveRequest action. Some time later, a corresponding
ReceiveResponse occurs that specifies the received message (if any). This separation of request and response allows us to more accurately model the time duration
of network activities.
Each action has defined the following components:
C,

a Command, which must be one of the following:
Connect2WayRequest
ConnectOne WayRequest
ConnectPassiveRequest
DisconnectRequest
SendRequest
ReceiveRequest

Connect2WayResponse
ConnectOne WayResponse
ConnectPassiveResponse
DisconnectResponse
SendResponse
ReceiveResponse

S,

a subject identifier selecting a peer subject for connection initiation, or
selecting
one
of
several
established
circuits
for
message
transmission/reception. The existence of an appropriate naming and
addressing scheme is assumed, but the addresses themselves are not explicitly
represented in the model.

M,

representing a message of arbitrary end-user data. The M component of an
action can be non-null only for the SendRequest and ReceiveResponse commands.
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R,

a return code or other information (other than message contents) returned to
a subject immediately after attempting an command. Delayed returned
information is provided by separate command response actions. This is provided for hosts that may allow processes to initiate several asynchronous I/O
operations. They may give an immediate indication whether it was possible
to initiate the desired operation, and then signal its completion by the
appropriate Response action at some later time.

As mentioned, some of these components are constrained to be null in certain
actions. The following table contains the symbol 0 in those positions where the
corresponding component is required to be null. In the case of values supplied by
the invoking subject, these requirements are enforced as validity checks.
Attempted actions that are invalid have no effect.
Command

Subject

Message

Return Code

Connect2WayRequest
Connect2WayResponse
ConnectOne WayRequest
ConnectOne WayResponse
ConnectPassiveRequest
ConnectP assiveR esponse
DisconnectRequest
DisconnectResponse
SendRequest
SendResponse
ReceiveRequest
ReceiveResponse

s
s
s
s

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

re
re
re
re
re
re
re
re
re
re
re
re

0
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

m

0
0
m

Table 9.1: Model commands and valid argument forms.
A Connect 2 WayRequest / Response command pair is used by a subject to initiate a connection to another subject. The request begins the establishment of a
two-way connection, and the response occurs when the connection attempt has
either succeeded or has failed. The second subject must previously have issued a
ConnectPassiveRequest command in order to be eligible to accept a connection.
ConnectOne vVayRequest is similar, but creates a one-way connection to the destination subject.
The ConnectPassiveRequest command essentially notifies the network that
the issuing subject is prepared to accept connections. Presumably, this involves
creating appropriate network control blocks and perhaps binding a network
address to the subject. The corresponding response is subsequently issued when
some other subject executes an 2 Way or One Way connection request to the given
subject. We will assume that in order for the subject to then receive a second
connection it must issue a second Passive connection request.
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The Disconnect request deletes an existing connection. Its response confirms
that the disconnection has been completed.
SendRequest is used to send a message to another subject using an established two-way or one-way connection. If the connection is two-way, reception of
the SendResponse is a confirmation of delivery. On one-way connections the
response still occurs, but does not indicate delivery status.
ReceiveRequest is how a subject "asks" for an incoming message. This
request may be issued whether or not a corresponding message has already been
sent. If it has not, the response (which will contain the delivered message) will be
delayed until a suitable message has been sent by the named subject. If an
appropriate connection does not exist between the two subjects, the response will
return with a null message body.

9 .4. System States

:E is the set of network states. Each state

Cf

is a triple

Cf

= ( K, P, X) where

C!.K

~ SX SX { true,false} is the set of currently active connections, either
simulated or real. If C!.K contains ( si, sj, t) then there exists a connection
from Si to Sj- The third component is true for a real connection, and false
for a simulated one.

C!.P

~

a.X

~ SX CXSXM is the current set of pending network actions. This component of the state records the outstanding command requests that have
not yet been paired with responses. For each such request, the issuing subject, the command, the target subject (if any), and any associated message
text is also recorded.

MX SX Sis the set of pending messages. These are messages that have
been sent and which are candidates for reception. The two subjects are,
respectively, the originator and addressee of the message.

It is important that this model maintains both simulated and real connections in the network state. A simulated connection is one that does not actually
convey any messages, but must appear to the sender as though it did. These are
created when a subject attempts to open a one-way connection for writing up to a
higher-level subject. If the actual open attempt fails, eg. because the high-level
subject does not accept the call, we must remember that the attempt was made
so that we can treat subsequent message sending attempts as though they succeeded.
As the distinguished initial state Cfo we will select the state with no connections, no pending messages, and no pending actions. All valid system executions
will begin in this configuration.
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9.5. Transitions

In the transition function T we embody both rules that result from policy as
well as rules that simply reflect the construction and function of the network. An
example of the first is a constraint on which connections may be established or on
how dependent the return code can be on the system state. The second type
includes the constraint that message bodies retrieved (with the ReceiveResponse
action) must have been in the pending messages component of the system state.
For each command type, we specify here the constraints that govern transitions involving that command. This is intended to be a complete specification of
the transition function, and therefore of the functional operation of the network.
That is, every (a1 ,s,a,a2 ) permitted by these rules is a valid transition, and no
four-tuple that is not so permitted can be a valid transition. In each of these
descriptions, we use the names s, a 1 , and a 2 to refer to the subject, initial state,
and final state of the transition under discussion. We refer to the components of
the action as C, S, M, and RC.
We begin with the request commands. These commands are issued on the
initiative of the executing subject, and so a valid transition exists from every
state. This simply expresses the fact that the network implementation cannot
prevent a subject from attempting one of these operations, although the effect of
the command may vary depending on the initial state of the transition.
For similar reasons, the constrained components of a command are all
returned or output values, rather than inputs values that are under the control of
the issuing process. In some cases, particularly when dealing with return codes,
we are not so much concerned about the exact value of a component as we are
about whether its value correlates with the system state. Therefore, a common
constraint is that for some collection of related transitions a particular component must always have the same value.
This will be specified by the expression When X, then F is invariant, which is
interpreted as "For all transitions (of the type currently under discussion) satisfying predicate X, field F has the same value".
Another common type of constraint is F depends only on X and Y, which
means that F may depend on the values of X and Y, but may not depend on anything else. In particular, it may not depend on some component of the system
state that is not reflected in the value of X or Y.
The following predicates are used in these specifications:

is ValidSubject( s) true ifs identifies a valid subject.
isNullMessage ( m) true if m is the empty message.
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9.5.1. Connection-Oriented Requests

This first set of requests are all very similar. The only constraints are on the
value of the return code, since that is the only component of the action that is
under the control of the system. In these requests, the function of the return code
is simply to indicate to the issuing process whether or not the request is properly
formed. This corresponds to a subroutine checking that it is invoked with the
correct number of arguments and that they satisfy some simple checks for reasonableness or syntactic validity. In particular, the return code does not indicate
whether a correctly formed request will be successfully executed.
Connect2WayRequest

(o-1 ,s, ( Connect2 WayRequest,S,M,RC),o- 2)

-

Constraints:
RC
isNullMessage (M).

depends

only

on

is ValidSubject(S)

and

on

Effect: When Sis a valid subject id, and Mis null,
o-2 .X

= a 1 .X+(s,Connect2WayResponse,S,0)

Otherwise, no effect.
ConnectOne WayRequest

-

Constraints:
RC
isNullMessage (A1).

(o- 1 ,s, ( ConnectOne WayRequest,S,M,RC),o- 2)
depends

only

on

isValidSubject(S)

and

on

and

on

and

on

Effect: When Sis a valid subject id, and Mis null,
o-2 .X = o-1 .X+(s,ConnectOneWayResponse,S,0)

Otherwise, no effect.
ConnectPassiveRequest

-

Constraints:
RC
isNullMessage(M).

(o-1 ,s, ( ConnectPassiveRequest,S,M,RC),o-2)
depends

only

on

i"sNullSubject(S)

Effect: When Sand Mare null,

= o-1 .X+(s, ConnectPassiveResponse, 0,0)

o-2 .X

Otherwise, no effect.
DisconnectRequest

-

(o-1 ,s, (DisconnectRequest,S,M,RC),a2)

Constraints:
RC
isNullMessage(M).

depends

only

on

isValidSubject(S)

Effect: When Sis valid and Mis null,
o-2 .X

= o-1 .X+(s,DisconnectResponse,S,0)

Otherwise, no effect.
The system checks the arguments to each of these requests and, if they are
properly formed, begins executing them. In the model, the beginning of execution
is represented by augmentation of the pending actions part of the state. Completion of the requested action is modelled as occurring at the same time as the
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response action. A more elaborate model could further separate initiation, execution, and response into three transitions rather than two.

9.5.2. Connection-Oriented Responses

The responses are entirely under the control of the network, and do not contain any inputs to the mechanism. Constraints applying to them are expressed in
terms of the subject levels and current network state.

Connect2WayResponse

(a- 1 ,s, ( Connect2 WayResponse,S,.M,RC),a- 2 )

-

Constraints: Mis 0. a-1 .X must contain (s,Connect2WayResponse,S,0).
RC
depends
only
on
the
Boolean
value
(lev(s) = lev(S) and (S,ConnectPassiveResponse,0,0)E(5 1.X).
Effect:
If
lev(s) = lev(S)
and
(51 .X
contains
(S, ConnectPassfoeResponse, 0,0), then

(52.K = (51.K+(s,S,true)+(S,s,true)
(52.X = (51.X-(s, Connect2 WayResponse,S, 0)
-(S, ConnectPassiveResponse, 0,0)
-(S, ConnectPassiveResponse,s,0)
That is, real connections are opened in both directions between s and S. At
the same time, the pending passive request is modified so that it may now
trigger a response as detailed below. If the necessary conditions do not hold,
then only

(5 2.X
ConnectOne WayResponse

= (51.X-(s, Connect2 WayResponse,S, 0)
-

(a-1 ,s, ( ConnectOne WayResponse,S,Af,RC),a-2)

Constraints: Mis 0. (51 .X contains (s,ConnectOneWayResponse,S,0). RC
depends only on whether lev(S) > lev(s).
Effect: If lev (S) "/_ lev ( s) then

(52.X = (5 1.X-(s, ConnectOne WayResponse,S, 0)
Otherwise, if

(51

.X contains (S, ConnectPassiveResponse, 0,0), then

= a- 1.K+(s,S,true)
a-2 .X = a-1 .X-(s, ConnectOne WayResponse,S, 0)
-(S, ConnectPassiveResponse, 0,0)

(52.K

-(S, ConnectPassiveResponse,s,0)
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Finally, in the remammg case, where lev(S) 2::: lev(s) but there
nectPassiveResponse pending action,

IS

no Con-

= 0'1.K+(s,S,false)
O'z.X = 0'1.X-(s, ConnectOne WayResponse,S, 0)

O'z.K

The differences between this response and the previous one are that the circuit is established only in one direction, and that the return code does not
indicate whether the other end actually accepted the connection. If it does
not (i.e. there is no outstanding passive request) then a simulated connection
is created instead of a real one.

ConnectPassiveResponse

-

(a1 ,s, ( ConnectPassiveResponse,S,M,RC),a2 )

Constraints:
S
is
not
0.
M
IS
( s, ConnectPassiveResponse, S, 0). RC is invariant.

0.

a 1 .X

contains

Effect:
O'z.X

= a 1 .X-{s, ConnectPassiveResponse,S, 0)

The S component of the action returns the identifier of the subject that performed the active connect request. A useful variant of this definition would
be one that used different return codes to distinguish between completion of
one-way and two-way connections.

DisconnectResponse

-

(a1 ,s, (DisconnectResponse,S,M,RC),a2 )

Constraints: M is 0. a 1 .X contains (s,DisconnectResponse,S,0).
depends only on whether (s,S,x) E a 1 .K.

RC

Effect:
a 2 .X = a 1.X-(s,DisconnectResponse,S,0)
Also, if ( s, S, x) E a 1 .K for some t E { true,false} then

O'z.K

= a 1.K-(s,S,x)

A disconnect request only closes one of the two paths if the original connection was bidirectional. The return code does not distinguish between real
and simulated connections.
A better model would include an Abort action that would effectively close a
connection from the receiving end, even if there is no such facility built into the
communications protocols. This action would then be used to model the failure of
the network or receiving host, or termination of the receiving process. Since these
are all real actions, they should also appear in the model.
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9.5.3. Message Sending

For real connections where the levels of the endpoint subjects are equal , we
have the request put the message "on the wire", and the response message gives
confirmation of reception. If the connection is real but the endpoints are at
different levels, the message is put on the wire but the response happens immediately and does not indicate whether the message was delivered. If the connection
is simulated, the message is not transmitted but the same return code and
response are generated as though the connection had been real.
SendRequest

(o-1 ,s, (SendRequest,S,M,RC),o-2 )

-

Constraints:
RC depends
only
on
is ValidSubject(S)
isNul!Message(M) and on whether (s,S,x)Eo-1 .K

and

on

Effect: If not isValidSubject(S) or if isNullMessage(M) or if (s,S,x)io- 1 .K
then no effect. Otherwise, if ( s, S, true) E o-1 .K and lev( s) = lev( S) then
O"z.P

= 0-1.P +(M,s,S)

O"z.X

= 0-1.X+(s,SendRequest,S,M)

else if ( s,S, true) E o-1 .K then (levels are not equal)
o-z.P

= 0-1.P +(M,s,S)

O"z.X

= 0"1.X+(s,SendResponse, S,0)

else ((s,S,false)Eo- 1 .K)
O"z.X

= 0"1 .X+(s,SendResponse,S,0)

We assume here that the sending host has local records of valid connections
(both real and simulated) and so can check immediately whether a SendRequest refers to an existing connection.

In the case where the two endpoints are at the same level, we enter a SendRequest component into the O".X component of the state rather than a SendResponse one. When the receiving subject accepts the message, it will change
the pending action from SendRequest to SendResponse, which can then trigger a
response action to the first subject. In this way, the sending subject does not
receive a response until the message has been received.
SendResponse

-

(0" 1 ,s, (SendResponse,S,M,RC),0" 2 )

Constraints:
RC
( s, SendResponse, S, 0).

IS

invariant.

M

IS

0.

contains

Effect:
O"z.X

= 0"1.X-(s,SendResponse,S, 0)

This simply delivers the response that was posted elsewhere. The return
code is unvarying because the corresponding SendRequest return code has
already told the sender everything it is permitted to know.
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9.5.4. Message Receipt

ReceiveRequest

(o-1 ,s, (ReceiveRequest,S,M,RC),o-2 )

-

Constraints:
RC depends only
on
is VaHdSubject(S)
isNullMessage(M) and on whether (S,s,true)Eo- 1.K.

and

on

Effect: If isValidSubject(S) and isNullMessage(M) and (S,s,true)Eo- 1.K then
0"2.X

= 0"1.X+(s,ReceiveResponse,S, 0)

Otherwise, no effect.
We assume that the receiving subject's host has a local record of real connections to the subject, and so can immediately validate whether the receive
request is correctly formed.

ReceiveResponse

-

(o-1 ,s, (ReceiveResponse,S,M,RC),o-2 )

Constraints: RC is invariant. o-1 .X contains (s,ReceiveResponse,S,0) and
o-1 .P contains (M,S,s).

Effect:
0"2.X

= o-1.X-(s,ReceiveResponse,S,0)

0-2.P = 0-1.P-(M,S,s)
Also, if o-1 .X contains (S,SendRequest,s,M) then replace it in o-2 .X with
( S, SendResponse, s, 0).
The response may occur right after the request, if there is a pending message
on the network, otherwise it may be delayed arbitrarily long waiting for the peer
subject to send something. We delete the pending message from the network
state so that it cannot be received a second time. This models the operation of
the protocols, which are expected to use sequence numbering or some similar technique to eliminate duplicates. Meanwhile, the creation of a SendResponse pending
action for the sender of the message allows for confirmation of delivery.

9.6. The in(a) function

This function specifies which parts of an action are inputs to the mechanism
that is being modelled. If in(a) is not defined for some value of aEA, then that
action contains no inputs (it is an output-only action).
Our definitions of actions in the current model make this function relatively
easy to define:

in(( C,S,M,RC))

= (C,S,M, 0)

if C is a request command. If C is a response command, then in(( C,S,M,RC)) is
undefined.
The rationale for this is, firstly, that request commands are issued under the
initiative of the subjects, so their very existence constitutes an input to the
mechanism. Moreover, the subject has full control over the values in the C, S,
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and M fields. We declare some combinations of these to be illegal, but that does
not prevent a subject from attempting them, it just means that they have no
effect on the state.
The return code RC is constrained by the model, and not freely chosen by
the subject. That is another way of saying that the return code is an output from
the mechanism. For that reason, it is deleted from the action by the in function.
Response actions are produced on the initiative of the mechanism, and their
contents are entirely under the control of the mechanism. For these reasons the
in function is not defined for them, which has the effect of entirely obliterating
them from the inputs sequence.
This restriction of the domain of in depends on the fact that the mechanism,
not the user, "decides" when an enabled response action occurs. One could imagine a system in which the contents of the responses are entirely under the control
of the mechanism, but where the subject has to prompt the system to receive each
response. In that case, the existence of the response and its position in the execution sequence (but not its contents) are inputs. We would model this situation by
defining

in(( C,S,M,RC)) = (0,0,0,0)
whenever C was a response. Then, the sequence inputs( w) would contain one of
these "marks" for every prompt issued by the subject.

9.7. Guaranteeing Determinism

For
mine all
machine
(request)

our model to be deterministic, the inputs(w) sequence must fully detervisible behaviour of the model. The model may be though of as a
which consumes inputs from that sequence, incorporating them into
actions that are interspersed with output-only response actions.

Consider an instance of this model and an input sequence that it is supposed
to accept. In the initial state O"o no response action can occur, since they are each
constrained to occur only when some appropriate pending action is in O".X. From
this we can deduce that the first transition must be an input (i.e. a request)
action.
Subsequent actions, however, are not so clear-cut. Whenever the system
state has response entries in its pending actions component (O".X) it is possible for
an output-only response action to occur. Additionally, if the input stream is not
exhausted the next input could be accounted for by executing a request action.
Since the rules given (so far) do not specify which of the possibilities should occur,
and since only one action can happen at a time, we must conclude that the model
as defined is non-deterministic.
This non-determinacy is observable, because it can affect the order that
responses occur in the view of an execution. Our definition of a deterministic
CESM requires that there not be any observable non-determinism, so we must
modify the model somehow to remove it.
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Note that this non-determinism is not just an artifact of the model. It
represents the variability in request execution time, due to processor contention
and message queueing delays, that would be experienced in a real network. If we
had not been fortunate enough to have our model already exhibit this behaviour,
conscientious modelling would require that we add it.
Remembering the cautions expressed in the previous chapter, we should convince ourselves that these delays do not constitute a channel of significant
bandwidth. If we were not reasonably confident of this, the prudent way to
proceed would be to modify the model to have it contain more of the cause-effect
detail of the unmodelled interactions that are responsible for these delays.
For example, let us assume that the variability in execution time is entirely
due to other ongoing message processing competing for network and processor
time. We might explicitly model the scheduling of messages by replacing the o-.X
set of pending actions with a first-in first-out queue. This would remove at least
one source of non-determinism 1 .
Instead, we will assume that we are convinced of being on safe ground. That
is, the effects of the interactions have been separately determined to be
sufficiently noisy that we may consider them to be true random variations. In
that case, we must add new explicit inputs to remove the non-determinism.
Because this is a new and difficult modelling step, we have not been able to
fully develop our demonstration model after rendering it deterministic. Therefore,
we will present here one method of modifying the model to make it deterministic,
but these modifications will not be reflected in subsequent sections.
In the current model, a nondeterministic choice is made whenever more than
one response action is enabled, or when there remains unaccepted input and at
least one response action is enabled. We must eliminate this choice, without
introducing any new ways that nonlow-level subjects can interfere with low-level
ones.
What is required is an additional mechanism that allows exactly one of the
enabled actions to remain a candidate for execution. It will involve new constraints and, possibly, new system state elements. By this means, an original
state in which N different actions are possible is resolved into N distinct states,
each of which allows only a single outbound transition. There must also be a provision for an external randomizing input (or set of inputs) that can change which
of the candidate actions is selected.
One method is to associate with each request an extra input parameter that
specifies how quickly (after it is enabled) the corresponding response action will be
taken. The parameter might represent a time delay.
1 And, at the same time, expose a timing channel. Nonlow-level requests can be seen to delay responses to subsequent low-level requests. If sensitivity levels are known to be totally ordered, we could solve this by giving high priority to low level requests. If not, we must add some random noise to the scheduler. In practice, we may well decide that
other effects in addition to this render the scheduling channel sufficiently noisy, so that it may be treated as a truly
random perturbation.
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Since there is no clock in the model, time cannot be specified directly. The
only timelike quantity we have to work with is execution step counts, so the delay
must somehow be expressed in those terms. The most obvious way of doing this is
simply by indicating the number of state machine steps to delay. However, this
method fails on two accounts: because there is no guarantee that two delays will
not terminate at the same step, so nondeterminism may fail to be fully resolved,
and because the actual delay measured by a low-level subject will depend on the
number of steps the system has taken on behalf of nonlow-level subjects. This
dependence introduces a new covert channel, and must be avoided.
If two delays terminate at the same step, we may resolve them in any arbitrary way. For example, we may choose the response that was queued the earliest. This is sufficient as long as the randomizing inputs remain capable of creating a full range of behaviour. So, if two pending actions a 1 and a 2 tie, we may
arbitrarily decide to execute them in the order a 1 then a 2 , because the alternative
order can be achieved by slightly modifying their delay parameters.

Correcting the dependence problem is a little more complicated. If a delay
specification is used, it must be defined so that a delay affecting a response to subject 8 does not depend on any system activity that 8 is prohibited from viewing.
A possible definition is: let the delay parameter in a request issued by subject 8
represent the extra response delay expressed as the number of steps executed by
subjects 81 which satisfy lev(8) ~ lev(8 1).
Consider two subjects with comparable levels, say 8 1 with lev(8i) = Secret
and 82 with Lev( 82 ) = TopSecret. Figure 9.1 shows the execution timeline as 8 1
sees it.
Each circle in the figure represents the execution of an action by a subject
whose level is dominated by Secret. In the second event shown, subject 8 1 creates
a pending response with delay of two steps. After two execution steps of level
Secret or lower, the response is delivered, as expected.
Figure 9.2 diagrams the same system execution from the viewpoint of the
TopSecret subject 8 2 . This timeline contains the same Secret level actions as
before, but now some TopSecret actions are also visible. The TopSecret subject 8 2
queues a response with a delay of 5 steps. The response action occurs the
requisite number of steps later, where now a step is any action visible to the

s1 response queued,
delay= 2

\

s1 response delivered

(
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Figure 9.1: Execution as seen by Secret-level subject
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Figure 9.2: Execution as seen by TopSecret-level subject
TopSecret subject, and so includes the Secret level actions. Therefore, the TopSecret actions are fixed in relation to each other and in relation to the lower-level
actions.

The only case where this scheme (with tie resolution) fails to uniquely identify a system execution sequence is when subjects with incomparable levels are
involved. Removal of this final nondeterminism is deferred for future consideration.

9.8. The h(a,l) Function

For any level l EL and any action a EA executed by a subject whose level
was not dominated by l, the function h(a,l) indicates which parts of the action
should be hidden from a subject executing at level /. For example, if the action
(SendRequest,s, m, re) is executed by a subject running at the TopSecret level, how
much (if any) of that action should be hidden from lower level subjects?
Our axioms require that, as a minimum, all the inputs of the action must be
hidden. In request actions, the inputs include everything except the return code.
We may decide to prohibit only that much, or we have the option of prohibiting
knowledge of the return code too. Response actions are not inputs at all, so there
we may choose any set of components to prohibit, or may choose to directly prohibit none of the response. As in the definition of the in function, the existence of
the response is itself information and may be hidden without hiding any of the
component field values.

'Ne will use the definition
h(a,l)

= in(a)

and defend this choice by referring to the Guide and to the determinacy of the
model. The inputs of a nonlow-level subject are surely innately sensitive. All
other information functions are derivable from these inputs, because that is what
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CESM determinism means. Therefore, any other information that is sensitive is
consequentially sensitive and so do not need to be expressly protected by the h ( a, l)
definition.
This choice has the benefit of greatly simplifying the proofs of the three
Axioms. A2 and A3 are transparently true, and the proof of Al is also very simple since h ( a, l) is independent of l. Modellers who are uncomfortable with this
definition of h ( a, l) are free to expand it to include as much consequentially sensitive material as they wish. However, proofs of the axioms and of the BDS property (or, equivalently, of decomposability) may be made more difficult.

9.9. Decomposability

At the beginning of this section we listed four tasks that were necessary to
prove the security of a CESM model. The only remaining task is to prove that
the model possesses the BDS property. We choose to do this indirectly, by proving
decomposability.
To do this, we must first specify the decomposition of the states ~ into three
components ~L,~N,~M- We then must define two decomposed transition functions
YL, YN. Finally, we must show that three specified relationships exist between the
original and decomposed systems.

9.9.1. State Decomposition

A bijection is a total function that is one-to-one and onto. "Function"
means that it is a single~valued mapping. "Total" means that it is defined for
every value in its domain. "One-to-one" says that it maps each element of its
domain into a distinct element of its range. "Onto" requires that every element
in the range is accounted for by this mapping. Together, these qualities guarantee that a bijection associates each element of its domain with exactly one element of its range, and vice-versa. These qualities guarantee that a bijection can
be inverted, forming another unique mapping ( also a bijection) in the reverse
direction.
A particularly simple bijection is one that partitions sets. If I is a set, and
we can specify a rule to split it into two subsets 11 and 12 , such that every element of I appears in 11 or in , 2 but never in both, and if we can do this for any
, Er, we will have a bijection between r and f 1X r 2.
Decomposability requires that we define a bijection between the model states
~ and triples of substates ~LX~NX~M- As before, we will use O" - (aL,O"N,aM) to
represent the mapping between an element O" of~ and its decomposition.
Just as the composite state O" has components a.K,a.P,a.X each of the substates will have three similar components.
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c,L -

( aL .K, aL .P, aL .X)

(JN -

( CJN.K, aN_p, (JN_X)

aM -

(aM.K, aAf.P, aAf.X)

Our strategy will be to define the three bijections

c,L .K, aN.K, aAf.K)

a.K

+-+ (

a.P

+-+

a .x

+-+ ( aL

(aL_p, aN_p, aAI.P)

.x,

aN.x,

aM .x)

It is easily verified that the combination of these three mappmgs yields the
desired mapping a +-+ (aL ,aN,aAf).
Of course, not just any decomposition will serve our purpose. We want this
decomposition to identify state components that satisfy the requirements for
CESM [-decomposability. Basically, these are:
•

actions by low-level subjects do not affect nonlow-level state

•

actions by low-level subjects are not affected by nonlow-level or mixed-level
state

•

actions by nonlow-level subjects do not affect low-level state

•

directly hidden components of actions by nonlow-level subjects are not
affected by low-level or mixed-level states.

In the last point, the implication is that nonlow-level action components that
are not directly hidden (e.g. outputs) may be affected by low-level or mixed-level
state. This may appear to be too permissive, since we should only be allowing
communication from low-level to high-level subjects, not to all nonlow-level ones.

In fact, those other communications are prohibited when we require that the
system be [-decomposable for all levels l. Given two subjects s 1 and s2 with
incomparable levels, when we decompose the state for l = lev(si) we find that s 2
is a nonlow-level subject, so information flow from s 2 to s 1 is prohibited. But,
when we later decompose for level l = lev(s 2 ) the s 1 subject is nonlow, and therefore information flow cannot be permitted in the reverse direction either.

9.9.1.1. Decomposing the Connection State

We will begin with the connections component K.
represents either true or false. For any l E L, let

In the following, x

= { (s,S,x) E a.K I t"?. lev(s)}
aN.K = { (s,S,x) E a.K I [1_ lev(s) }
aM.K = {}

aL.K

It is clear that every every a.K yields a unique decomposition, and that the converse also holds. This ensures that at least this part of the mapping is a bijection.
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Later in this document we will formally determine whether the decomposition satisfies the /-decomposability requirements. Still, it is useful to informally
keep this goal in mind while specifying the decomposition, in order to ensure that
we are on the right track.
The connection state is modified by the Connect2 WayResponse, ConnectOne WayResponse, and DisconnectResponse actions only. If these are executed by
low-level subjects, then only the low-level connection component is modified. Similarly, if executed by nonlow-level subjects, only the nonlow-level component
changes.
The connection state affects actions containing DisconnectResponse, SendRequest, or ReceiveRequest commands. In the first two cases, the component of o-.K
that is involved is determined by the level of the subject executing the action.
That is, a low-level (resp. nonlow-level) subject executing one of those commands
will only be affected by the low-level (resp. nonlow-level) component of the connection state.

In the third case, however, it is the level of the subject on the other end of
the connection that determines which component is involved. Our requirements
will not be met if it is possible for low-level actions to be modified by a nonlowlevel state component. However, that would require the existence of a connection
from a nonlow-level subject to a low-level one, and such a connection cannot be
established.

9.9.1.2. Decomposing the Pending Messages

The pending messages component of a state o-.P is decomposed by partitioning it this way:

o-L_p = { (M,s,S) E o-.P
o-N_p = { (Af,s,S)

E

o-.P

o-M_p = { (A1,s,S)

E

o-.P

I l"2 lev(s) and l"2 lev(S)}
I /1_ lev(s) and /1_ lev(S)}
I l"2lev(s) and 11,lev(S)}

Validity checks in the various connect request actions ensure that both s and
S are valid subjects. Then, since lev( s) is defined for all subjects s, there is no
difficulty in using these levels to define the decomposition. There remains the
question of whether all pending messages in o-.P find their way into one of the
three subsets.
The one case that appears to be missing, that of /1_ lev(s) and f "2 lev(S),
cannot occur in o-.P. This can be verified by consulting the definitions of the transition function Y. Only the SendRequest action can post a message (M,s,S), and it
will only do so if ( s, S, true) E o-.K. The connection state component is augmented
only
by
actions
involving the
Connect2 WayResponse
and
ConnectOne WayResponse, and in each case require that lev(S) "2 Lev( s ). Since "2 is transitive, l"2 lev(S) would imply that l"2 lev(s), so the excluded case cannot occur.
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The a-Af.P component contains those messages that are "written up" from
low-level to high-level subjects. This agrees with our comments about [decomposition, that low-level actions may affect the mixed-level state, but may
not be affected by it.

9.9.1.3. Decomposing the Pending Actions

For the o-.X component, the decomposition is:
o-1'.X

={

(s,C,S,M,RC) E o-.X

0-N.x = { (s, c, S,M,RC) E o-.X
a-M.x = {}

I l?,lev(s)}
I l l. lev( s) }

The pending actions are divided into two groups, depending on the level of
the subject that originally executed the request that created the action. The
mixed-level component should contain the part of the pending actions state that is
affected by low-level actions but does not affect them. Our model does not contain any pending actions that meet that restriction, so the mixed-level component
is empty.

9.10. Effect of Actions on States

We will find it useful to contemplate the actions defined in this model and
determine how each of them can affect the system state. Consider as an example
an action containing the SendRequest command. Assume that the action is wellformed, i.e. that the subject is valid and that the message is non-null. The action
can modify the P component of the state by adding a message (M,s,S), if there
exists a real connection ( s, S, true) in the state's K component. Also, the action
can modify the X component of the state by adding a pending action, if there is a
real or simulated connection in K.
Further scrutiny reveals how the action can affect the decomposed components of the state. If the invoking subject sis low-level (i.e. /?_ lev(s)), and the
target subject Sis also low-level, then it is only the if' .P part of o-.P that can be
changed.
Proceeding in this fashion for the other requests and responses, we can build
the following table. It indicates which components of the decomposed states can
be changed by each command, when the levels of the invoker and the target subject take on the four possible combinations of relative levels. The ConnectPassiveRequest is an exception, since it is valid only with an empty S argument. For
that request, there are only two possibilities and they are indicated in the first
two columns.
Note that the table only indicates that a certain state change may occur as
a result of a given action, not that it is guaranteed to occur. Some of these
actions have conditions associated with their effects. They may only alter the
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state as indicated for particular input values or when invoked from particular initial states.

Command

low/low

Level of s/Level of S
nonlow /nonlow
low/nonlow

nonlow/low

Connect2WayRequest

XL

XN

XL

XN

ConnectOne WayRequest

XL

XN

XL

XN

ConnectPassiveRequest

XL

XN

DisconnectRequest

XL

XN

XL

XN

Connect2WayResponse

XL,KL

XN,KN

XL,KL,{XN,KN}

XN,KN,{I{L,Xd

ConnectOne WayResponse

XL,KL

XN,KN

XL,KL,XN

XN,l{N,{Xd

ConnectPassiveResponse

XL

XN

XL

XN

DisconnectResponse

XL,KL

XN,KN

XL,KL

XN,KN

SendRequest

XL,PL

XN,PN

XL,PM

XN,PM

SendResponse

XL

XN

XL

XN

ReceiveRequest

XL

XN

XL

XN

ReceiveResponse

XL,PL

XN,PN

XL,PM,{XN}

XN,PM,{X1,}

Table 9.2: Substate components affected by actions.

We will use this table later when proving decomposability of the model. The
characteristic we want in the table is that the columns representing actions by
low-level subjects (the low /low and low /nonlow columns) should not contain
any nonlow-level state components. The columns representing actions by nonlowlevel subjects should not show the actions affecting any low-level state.
The
tions. In
would be
example,
the last

table is initially created by inspection of the definitions of the transimany cases, this will include as possible effects some state changes that
shown to be impossible if a more detailed analysis were performed. For
the ConnectOne WayResponse command cannot actually modify KN in
column, because modification of the connection state requires that
lev( S) 2: lev( s ), and that condition is incompatible with s being nonlow-level and S
being low-level. However, since this particular entry does not cause any difficulty,
we do not bother investigating further to prove that it cannot happen.
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Certain other initial entries in the table do violate the desired characteristic,
and have to be carefully checked to ensure that they are not real possibilities.
Problem entries of this kind, that can be removed after further investigation, are
shown in braces (eg. "{KN}") in the table. The ReceiveResponse command initially contained the entry XL,PM,XN in the low /nonlow column. The XN is
undesirable, but can be shown not to occur. For that state modification to happen, the initial state would have to contain (S,SendRequest,s,M)Eo- 1 .X. That
pending action can only be created as the result of a SendRequest command, and
then only if lev(s) = lev(S). Clearly, this condition is not compatible with
/?:_ lev(s) and l"i_ lev(S).
One questionable table entry remains after this exercise. It is in the
low /nonlow column, in the row for the Connect! WayResponse command. This
command can modify the nonlow-level pending actions state component aftX. It
is through this mechanism that a high-level subject receives notification that a
low-level subject has opened a one-way connection to it. Intuitively, this should
not be a security problem because it represents upward flow of information.
The last sentence is the key to resolving this problem. The fault is not with
the specification, but with the state decomposition. Decomposition should have
been done in such a way that the mixed state component was modified, rather
than the nonlow state component. We believe that reworking the decomposition
along these lines would remove the offending entry. Unfortunately, time pressures
prevent us from performing this work at this time.

9.11. Effect of States on Actions

As we have defined the transitions of our model, there are several ways in
which they can be affected by the initial state. In some cases, the initial state
must satisfy certain conditions, or constraints, in order for a given transition to
be possible. If these conditions are violated then the action specified in that transition simply cannot be executed by the specified subject.
This only makes sense if the existence of the transition is under the control
of the mechanism, rather than the subject, because we do not have the ability to
prevent a subject from attempting an action. Therefore, every action that is subject to existence-type constraints must be output-only. The response commands
are all constrainted in this way; typically they require that a particular pending
action be in the o- 1 .X state component.

It is also possible that the initial state, rather than rendering a particular
action impossible, may just determine which output values will be observed. This
is reflected in constraints expressed as required relationships between the initial.
state and parts of the transition, at least one of which is an output. For example,
in the SendRequest action the return code is permitted to depend on whether an
open connection exists to the intended recipient subject. Presumably, for any initial state we can find a suitable RC such that this constraint does not bar the
existence of the transition.
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Request-type commands may have output-selection constraints but will not
have existence constraints, since a subject may always attempt a command even
if the arguments given are invalid. The system will find and assign a suitable
return code (eg. Error) so that a transition exists whatever the inputs and initial
state. Response-type commands may have output-selection constraints, and may
also have existence constraints since their occurrence is entirely under the control
of the mechanism.
A third way that the initial state can affect an action is by changing how
the action affects the state. Consider the Gonnect2WayResponse action. As we
showed in the previous table, it may affect the X and K components of the state.
However, if we look at the description of the action's effects we can see that the
way that these state components are modified depends on whether a particular
pending action (representing a waiting passive connection request) was present in
the initial o-1 .X.

Command

low/low

Level of s/Level of S
nonlow /nonlow
low/nonlow

nonlow/low

Connect2WayRequest

I

I

I

I

ConnectOne WayRequest

I

I

I

I

ConnectPassiveRequest

I

I

DisconnectRequest

I

I

I

I

Connect2WayResponse

XdXL

XNIXN

Xd{XN}

XN/{XL}

Connect One WayResponse

XLfXL

XN/XN

XdXN

XN/{XL}

ConnectPassiveResponse

XL/XL

XN/XN

XdXL

XN/XN

DisconnectResponse

XdKL

XN/KN

XdKL

XN/KN

/KL

/KN

/KL

/KN

SendRequest
SendResponse
ReceiveRequest
ReceiveResponse

Xd

XNI

/KL

/KN

XL,PdPL

XN,PN/PN

Xd
/{KN}
XL,{PM}/{PM}

XN/
/KL
XN,PM/PM

Table 9.3: Substate components affecting transition existence/outputs and effects

We are interested in all three of these types of dependencies. Later on, we
will want to be able to make assertions about just how actions are affected by the
initial state. For example, we will want to state that actions executed by lowlevel subjects are unaffected by the nonlow component of the initial state. That
is, if a transition including an action by a low-level subject can occur in one initial
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state, the same action should still be possible if the initial nonlow state is
different. The change in initial state should not affect the existence, outputs, or
effects of the low-level action.
A table in this section summarizes these constraints on transitions. It lists
those parts of the initial state that may affect the existence, effect, and outputs of
an action. The component list before the slash indicates the initial state components that may affect existence, while the list after the slash is for constraints
affecting output values or effects.
The desired characteristic of this table is that actions executed by low-level
subjects should not depend on the nonlow-level state nor on the mixed-level state.
Actions executed by nonlow-level subjects should not have an existence dependence on the low-level state nor on the mixed-level state, but may have output or
effect dependencies on any state components.
As was the case in the previous table, we construct an initial table by
inspecting the transition definitions. Then, entries that do not correspond to the
desired table characteristic must be investigated and proven impossible. Also following the example set by that earlier table, we have included in braces initial
entries that were subsequently eliminated.
Take the Connect2 WayResponse command as an example. It has a constraint on the initial state that may prevent its existence. It requires that
(s,Connect2WayResponse,S,0) exist in o-1 .X. Otherwise, the transition is not possible. If s is a low-level subject, then af .Xis the substate that would contain this
pending action. This table records this as an existence dependence of
Connect2 WayResponse on XL in the low /low and low /nonlow columns. Similarly, in the nonlow /nonlow and nonlow /low columns we record a dependence
on XN. These appear before the slash since they are existence dependencies.

Connect2WayResponse also has
effects differ depending on whether
siveRequest. This is indicated in the
nonlow /low columns, and XN
nonlow /nonlow column. The third
behaviour, so we must investigate
dependencies are real.

an (apparent) effect dependence on O\.X. Its
the peer subject has issued a ConnectPastable by XL dependences in the low /low and
dependences in the low /nonlow and
and fourth column entries violate our desired
further to determine whether the apparent

The troublesome entries can be eliminated after we note that the condition
lev(s) = lev(S) must also be satisfied in order for 0-1.X to actually matter. However, in both the low /nonlow and nonlow /low situations the levels cannot be
equal, so the dependency turns out not to be real.
Again, as in the previous table, there remain questionable table entries that
we cannot eliminate. \Ve believe that redoing the decomposition would remove
some of them, but not others. The most difficult is the ReceiveResponse action's
existence dependence on the mixed state PM in the fourth column. We believe
that this problem is purely one of semantics, not of security, and could be resolved
by rethinking the notions of existence-dependence and output-dependence.
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9.12. Proving Decomposability

In the next two sections we will assume it was possible to construct the two
dependency tables with their desired characteristics. That is, we will assume that
the first table does not show any low-level actions affecting nonlow-level state,
and does not show any nonlow-level actions affecting low-level or mixed-level
state. We will also assume that in analyzing the second table we were able to
successfully eliminate all undesired entries.

9.12.1. The Low-level Transition Function TL

Now we define the substate transition function TL and show that it satisfies
property 1 of the decomposability definition.

TL= { (o-f,s,a,aJ)

I

(o-1,s,a,o-2)ET
and 0"1 +-+(o-f,o-f,o-f1)
and

0"2

+-+(0-to-f,o-~1)

and l~ lev(s)}
This is well defined because the state decomposition bijection is well defined. We
must now verify that the following property holds. It has been reproduced here
from the definition of /-decomposability.

{<T 1 ,s,a,<T2 )

ET

for l ~ lev(s) if and only if {<Tf,s,a,<Tfr)

E TL

and <Tf = <T!j

Proof:
We will begin with the "only if" part. Assuming the existence of (o-1,s,a,0-2) ET
satisfying l~ lev(s), the definition guarantees the existence of (o-f,s,a,o-f) E TL.
Also, from the low /low and low /nonlow columns of Table 9.2 we should see that
actions executed by low-level subjects can only affect the L and Af state components, therefore we must have o-f = o-f as desired.
For the "if" part of the proof, we must show that given (o-f,s,a,o-fr) E TL, a
value for O"N, and values for o-r and o-¥ that there exists some (0-1,s, a, 0-2) E T
satisfying o-1 +-+(o-f ,o-N,o-t1) and o-2 +-+(o-fr,o-N,o-f). We already know that l?_ lev(s)
from the definition of TL.
From the definition of TL we know that (o-f, s, a, o-fr) E TL cannot exist unless
exists at least one (,1,s,a,,2) ET with ,1 +-+(o-f,,f,,t1) and
, 2 +-+(o-fr,,f,,¥). However, it may not have the nonlow-level substate we want.
there

From a faultless Table 9.3 we would see that no actions executed by lowlevel subjects are dependent on any part of the nonlow-level or mixed-level states.
That means that we may freely vary the initial nonlow-level and mixed-level
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substates and the result in all cases will still be a valid transition. In particular,
there must exist a transition (o-1,s,a,o-2) E Y with o-1 +-+(o-f ,o-N,o-1) and
o-2 +-+(o-f,')'!f,o-~1). Moreover, from the "only if" argument we can assert that

'J'!f = O"N.

□

9.12.2. The Nonlow-level Transition Function TN

Here we have a similar definition, and the proof the the two properties that
it must satisfy.

YN { (o-f,s,a,o-!f)

I

(o-1,s,a,o-2)EY
and

a= h( a,l)

and a-1 +-+ (o-f, o-f, o-1)
and 0"2 +-+ (o-f,o-!f,o-f)
and l;tlev(s)}
The first property that must hold is
(o- 1 ,s,a,o-2 ) ET for 11. lev(s) only if (o-f",s,h(a,l),o-f) E TN and o-f

= a-fr

Proof:
As was the case in the previous "only if" proof, the definition of Y N immediately
guarantees that (o-f,s,h(a,l),o-!f) E YN exists, so all that we must show is that the
low-level state components before and after the transition are equal. We again
refer to Table 9.2, this time inspecting the nonlow /nonlow and nonlow /low
columns. We should find that no action executed by a nonlow-level subject can
cause the initial and final low-level states to differ, so we must have o-f = a-} as
desired.

□
The second and last property that we must show is
For every (o-f, s, a,o-f) E TN and every o-f and a-fl, there exist an a such that h (a,!)
and a (o- 1 ,s,a,o-2 ) ET

= a

Proof:

If there exists a (o-f, s, a,o-!f) E Y N then, by the definition of Y N, there must exist
at
least
one
b1,s,a,'J'2} E y
with
h(a,l) =
'/'1 +-+('J'f,o-i",'1'1), and
')'2 +-+ ('J'},o-!f, ')'~1). From Table 9.3 we should see that actions executed by nonlowlevel subjects may be affected by both the initial low-level state and by the initial
mixed-level state, but that in both cases the effects are limited to modification of
output values.

a,
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That is, whatever O"f and O"r we choose we are guaranteed that a transition
(0"1 ,s,a,0"2 ) ET will exist, and that a will not differ from a in any input values.
Then, since h(a,l) = in(a), we have h(a,l) = in(a) = in(a) = h(a,l) = aas desired.

□
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CHAPTER 10

Functional Specification

Form ever follows function.
L.H Sullivan. Lippincotts Magazine, March 1836.

10.1. Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the functional specifications which have
been discussed in detail throughout the body of this report. In order that these
specifications may be vetted against the functionality of any proposed implementation, they are presented largely in point form with a minimum of interpretation.
The TNA can be described in terms of its hardware components and the protocols that regulate the interaction between them. We first specify the individual
hardware components, before specifying the protocols.

10.2. Hardware Components

The trusted network has four major hardware components: the network
itself, the hosts, a Trusted Network Controller (TNC) and Trusted Network Interface Units (TNIUs). These components are considered in turn.

10.2.1. The Network

(1)

The network must be a broadcast network.

(2)

The network must have a throughput capacity capable of sustaining when
all network nodes generate traffic at their peak allowable rates.

(3)

The network must be structured such that only limited disruption occurs if
a link (passing through an insecure area) is destroyed.

(4)

Link failures in the network must be detectable.

(.5)

It should not be possible for a single network access point (possibly created
by an intruder) to disrupt all network traffic.

(6)

( Opt£onal): Preferably, the network should be of the type where a locally
transmitted packet is also received locally after it has traversed either the
entire network (as would be the case in a ring network) or traversed a
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central point of the network, such as the root of a rooted tree network, or
the central node in a star network.
(7)

( Optional): It should be possible to isolate individual segments of the network.

(8)

( Optional): The network should be physically difficult to tap.

10.2.2. The Host

The host executes a local operating system and implements a local security
policy. It also executes the higher-level communication protocols.

(1)

If the transport protocol is executed on the host, then the protocol must
adhere to the specification of section 10.3.

(2)

The host must correctly indicate the level of security of the processes wishing to communicate across the network.

(3)

The host may access the network only through a Trusted Network Interface Unit (specified in section 10.2.4.).

(4)

The host will permit access to a transport-level connection of a given security level only if it is in agreement with the host's security policy.

10.2.3.

The Trusted Network Controller

The TNC is a highly trusted host in a secure area that centrally manages
the network. The primary function of the TNC is that of arbitrating transportlevel virtual connections between principals (processes running on hosts connected
by the network), that of authentication and that of encryption key management
and distribution. The TNC works in close collaboration with Trusted Network
Interface Units.
(1)

The TNC must implement a given security policy where it is capable of
deciding whether two processes are permitted to communicate given information by the two corresponding host operating systems.
In order for two processes to communicate, they must first (through the
Trusted Network Interface Units) request the TNC to set up a trusted connection for them. The TNC decides whether a connection is allowable
based on information provided by the hosts' operating systems, the two
participating Trusted Network Interface Units, and based on information
held locally. If a connection is permissible, then the TNC will generate
keys for encrypting and decrypting transport-level data.

(2)

The TNC manages link-level encryption and decryption keys for each
TNIU in the network. It will pass a given decryption key to at most one
TNIU for decrypting arriving packets. It will pass a given encryption key
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only to the TNIUs of those hosts that it decides may communicate with
the host that has the corresponding decryption key.
(3)

The TNC will never transmit any information in the clear.

{4)

The TNC will generate a new pair of transport-level encryption and
decryption keys for each transport-level connection it arbitrates.

(5)

The TNC will pass to a TNIU the minimal set of transport-level and linklevel keys that are necessary for two network nodes to communicate. It
will do so only if this communication is authorized by the TNC. The TNC
may limit the usage of keys it passes out to a certain number of encryptions or to a certain period of time.

(6)

The TNC will periodically change keys used in communication with the
TNC, both at the link-level and at the transport level.

(7)

The TNC is responsible for network management.

{8)

The TNC only sends packets of a fixed size. Packets are filled to the
required length with random data that is indistinguishable from encrypted
real data.

(9)

The TNC transmits packets at a constant rate, using artificial packets
when necessary that are indistinguishable from real ones.

(10)

The TNC should be capable of decrypting all received packets using two
link level keys 1 .

(11)

( Opti"onal): The TNC may want to monitor the network directly to detect
non-authorized packet transmissions, malfunctioning network interfaces,
etc.

10.2.4. The Trusted Network Interface Unit

Each host is connected to the network through a Trusted Network Interface
Unit. This device includes the network access controller necessary for transmitting and receiving packets to and from the network, a sufficiently powerful processor and working memory to be able to implement the lower-level communication
protocols, the necessary protocol software in ROM, crypto devices, specialized
protocols for communicating with the TNC, and a hardwired, but manually
changeable set of keys for communicating with the TNC.
(1)

The TNIU only sends packets of a fixed size.
Packets are filled to the required length with random data that is indistinguishable from real data when encrypted.

1

This is discussed in chapter 2, section 2.3.2.3.
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(2)

Each TNIU transmits packets at a constant rate.
If no real packets are available to be sent, then artificial packets filled
with random data must be generated and sent to a (probably nonexistant)
host with a randomly generated address. The artificial packets must be
statistically indistinguishable from real packets after they are encrypted.

(3)

A TNIU transmits only packets that are fully encrypted.

(4)

The TNIU implements the link-level as specified in section 10.3.

(5)

The TNIU maintains virtual circuits between itself and other TNIUs on
behalf of transport-level connections. One virtual circuit is required for
each transport-level connection.

(6)

The TNIU implements the transport-level protocol to the extent set forth
by the installation, but minimally, it manages transport-level keys and
(d)encrypts all transport-level packets.

(7)

Each TNIU has a set of link-level keys that are manually changeable by a
security officer.

(8)

A TNIU maintains a link-level key for decrypting all incoming packets.
This key may not be passed to anyone else and must be changed at the
request of the TNC. Also, it may accept such a key only from the TNC.

(9)

The TNIU queries the TNC for the link-level encryption key necessary for
sending packets to other TNIUs at the request of higher protocol layers.
This query is part of the transport connection request.

(10)

Link-level keys obtained by a TNIU are valid for the duration of the single
transport-level connection with which it is associated. It is deleted when
the connection no longer exists.
(A TNIU may have two or more separate transport connections to the
same destination TNIU at the same time. The link-level keys for each are
treated as separate keys, even though they are identical.)

(11)

Each TNIU has a set of transport-level keys that are manually changeable
by a security officer and that are used only to communicate with the TNC.

(12)

Keys received from the TNC may be used only for a limited period of time
or for the encryption of a limited number of packets, as specified by the
TNC. The TNIU shall enforce these limitations.

(13)

Transport-level keys obtained by a TNIU are valid only for a single connection. The key is to be deleted when the connection no longer exists.

(14)

The TNIU shall not release any key to a host or any other third party.

(15)

If a TNIU knows an encryption key then it may not know the decryption
key and vice versa.

(16)

Connection identifiers allocated for the purpose of identifying transportlevel connections must be chosen randomly from a sufficiently large space,
in order not to divulge information by assigning a particular connection id.
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(17)

The TNIU shall not divulge to the host any of its internal state and in particular reasons as to why particular connections could not be established.

(18)

( Optional): The TNIU shall maintain accounting information and statistics
and provide the information gathered for this purpose to the TNC at the
request of the TNC.

(19)

( Optional): The TNIU must be tamper-proof.

10.3. Protocols

Within the trusted network, a number of protocols are defined that govern
the interaction between the hardware components. In the following, a set of
requirements to which the protocols must adhere are listed.

10.3.1. Host-TNIU Communication

(1)

Information is to be passed through this interface only if it is needed to
support the higher layers of the protocol architecture that execute on the
host.

(2)

In particular, the TNIU shall not divulge reasons to the host as to why
particular connections could not be established or over which network circuit the transport-level data arrived. The host may be informed of the cid
of the transport circuit over which the transport-level data arrived.

(3)

Keys are never passed from the TNIU to the host.

(4)

It is the responsibility of the host to maintain separation between separate
transport-level connections presented to it by the TNIU.

10.3.2. Link-level communication

(1)

The link-level protocol shall be datagram oriented.

(2)

The header should not contain fields that are not absolutely necessary for
correct operation of the network.

(3)

There are no link-level acknowledgements.

(4)

All link-level packets are to be encrypted in their entirety, including the
link-level header (but not including the physical synchronization field, not
the link-level CRC or checksum field), before they are transmitted over the
network.
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(5)

A CRC field is to be used to detect transmission errors.

(6)

( Optional): The link-level header must contain a nonce that is chosen randomly and changes with the transmission of each packet 2 .

10.3.3. Transport-level communication

(1)

The transport protocol must be connection oriented, that is, it must
correctly sequence a stream of packets and be capable of detecting and
suppressing duplicate transport-level packets.

(2)

Transport-level connections must map one-to-one onto connections provided for by the TNIUs.

(3)

All transport-level data must be encrypted by the TNIU.

(4)

The encryption at the transport level needs to be capable of hiding patterns, (such as repeated blocks of zeros).

10.3.4.

TNIU -- TNC Transport-level Communication

(1)

Before transferring useful information, both parties must authenticate each
other.

(2)

The protocol used must be capable of detecting playbacks and other errors
in communication.

(3)

All transport-level packets must be encrypted with the appropriate key; in
particular, keys themselves may never be sent in plain text.

(4)

A key intended for a TNIU A may never be sent to another TNIU B, unless
it is encrypted with a key that only A can decrypt, and B is expected to
forward the key.

10.3.5. Key Distribution Protocols

(1)

Keys may never be sent in plain text.

(2)

The protocols must allow for errors in communication.

(3)

The protocol must be able to detect play-backs

(4)

A key may never be passed to a host.

2

See the discussion and footnote in section 2.4.1.

CHAPTER 11

Hardware and Software Modifications to Hubnet

Change is not made without inconvenience, even from worse to better.
Richard Hooker, cited by Johnson in the preface to

11.1. Introduction

Hubnet is a local area network in which data is transmitted at a high data
rate (100 Megabits per second) over glass-fiber lightguides. A host in Hubnet is
connected to the network with a Network Interface Unit (NIU) that is responsible
for the lower three layers of the OSI protocols. A pair of optical fiber links connect the NIU to a tree of Hubs, culminating at a central Hub. The network functions as a broadcast network. Each NIU sends packets on its uplink fiber to a
Hub. The Hub, to which typically several NIUs and possibly other Hubs are connected, prevents collisions by selecting at most one arriving packet at a time,
which it passes (in real time with about 9 bit delay time) towards the Hub at the
root of the tree. The root Hub broadcasts each packet its selects down each
downlink to each connected Hub. Each Hub in turn also broadcasts each packet
it receives from the higher level of the tree along each down link to the lower levels in the tree. Hence a packet that is selected at the root Hub is broadcast in
this way to each attached NIU.

NIU

HOST

.

link-level
processing:

.

medium
access
control

-

uplink
downlink

Figure 11.1: The Hubnet Interface Unit

The current implementation of (the untrusted) Hubnet NIU is depicted in
figure 11.1. The host is connected to a NIU that connects directly to the two optical fibers of the Hubnet. One of the fibers is called the uplink and is used to send
packets to the Hub; the other is called the downlink and is used to receive packets
from a Hub.
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The NIU can be functionally partitioned into two segments. The first segment, the medium access control unit, is responsible for the physical transmission
and reception of packets onto and from the fibers. In the transmission protocol
used, when there is a packet to send, it is transmitted on the uplink fiber to a Hub
without regard for any traffic on the downlink. Meanwhile the downlink is monitored, waiting for the broadcast of its packet (known as the echo). Since the Hub
broadcasts packets in real time, the maximum echo delay is known. If an echo is
not received within this time period, the NIU knows that its packet is not being
broadcast and and restarts the transmission of the packet on the uplink. This
procedure is repeated until the echo is properly received, indicating that the
packet is being broadcast to all other attached nodes.
The second segment is responsible for the link-level protocol handling. That
is, it receives and sends link-level packets and generates and checks CRCs,
decodes link-level addresses, etc.
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Figure 11.2: The Trusted Network Interface Unit

The structure of the Trusted Network Interface Unit, TNIU, is similar to
that of the (untrusted) NIU with the addition of several functional units, as depicted in figure 11.2.
(1)

a high-level crypto device that isolates the TNIU from the host,

(2)

a low-level crypto device that isolates the TNIU from the network,

(3)

a trusted control processor that manages keys and controls the operation
of the crypto devices, and executes the high-level protocol in communicating with the TNC, and

(4)

a less trusted control processor for various lower-level (link, network, and
part of the transport level) protocol processing.

In addition, there are several memories (not shown in the figure). All processors and crypto devices have access to a global memory. The trusted processor also has its own private memory to which the less-trusted processor does not
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have access. Finally, the medium access unit has its own memory to buffer outgoing packets. This memory can be accessed by the low-level crypto device, the
trusted processor, as well as by the medium access control unit. By separating
these memories and restricting access to them, the level of security within the
TNIU is increased. This makes it possible to run less trusted protocol software on
the less-trusted processor without compromising the overall level of security. For
example, because the memories are separated, it is not possible for the less-trusted
processor to access the same link-level packet in both its plaintext and its
encrypted form.
The medium access control unit is connected directly to the uplink and
downlink optical fibers. All data it receives from the down link is passed directly
through the low-level crypto device. Similarly, all data received from the crypto
device is buffered and transmitted through the uplink to the hub, using the physical access protocol described above. The low-level crypto device cannot be
directly connected to the fiber optic links (on the opposite side of the medium
access control unit), because arriving data must be compared to the packet being
transmitted, in order to determine whether it constitutes an echo. Since the
TNIU only knows how to encrypt the link-level packet destined to a particular
host, but does not (and should not) know how to decrypt the same packet, the
TNIU is capable only of comparing the encrypted packets.
The trusted control processor controls the crypto devices and handles sensitive information. For example, it manages keys obtained from the TNC and, at
the request of the less-trusted processor, loads the appropriate keys into registers
of the crypto-devices. The global memory can be used to communicate between
the two processors. The protocol code and state for communicating with the
TNC, as well as the keys (obtained from the TNC) are stored in the trusted processors private memory and are therefore inaccessible to the less-trusted processor. We expect that transport-level encryption and decryption for communication with the TNC will be handled in software by the trusted processor. If this
turns out to be a problem with respect to performance, then a third crypto device
could be added for the purpose of TNC-connection oriented encryption.
The less-trusted processor executes the medium-level protocol layers. It interfaces to the host through the lower portion of the transport layer and implements
the network level protocols (if they are present). The less-trusted processor is also
responsible for communicating with the trusted TNIU processor to have it load
the crypto device registers with appropriate keys.
By physically separating the protocols and information that deal with sensitive information from the more general protocol handling code and data, additional security is achieved. The less-trusted processor can only access the global
memory which in turn contains only data that is also visible to the host. Hence it
and the software it executes need not be more secure than that of the host to
which the TNIU is attached.
The low-level crypto device decrypts arriving link-level packets that it
receives directly from the medium access control unit. Similarly, it encrypts linklevel packets before passing them to the medium access control unit. The lowlevel crypto device must be block oriented.
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The high-level crypto device encrypts and decrypts transport-level data; it
may be stream oriented. A number of options exist with respect to which portion
of the transport-level packet should be encrypted. For example, the entire packet
can be encrypted as long as a lower level (such as the link level) includes a field
that identifies the connection so that the appropriate key can be used to decrypt
the packet at the receiving end. With this option connection information is not
revealed when link-level keys are compromised. However, if the entire transportlevel packet is encrypted then the high-level crypto device must be resettable to
an earlier state when stream ciphers are used; the crypto device must be reset
when a packet arrives out of sequence, which can only be determined after it is
decrypted in this case.
At the other extreme, only the data portion of the transport level packet
could be encrypted; (the transport-level header is encrypted at the link-level).
With this option it is possible to connect the high-level crypto device directly to
the host, preventing the less-trusted from being able to see both the encrypted
and plaintext version of the same packet.

CHAPTER 12

Extensions of the TNA to other Networks

Inceptis gravibus plerumque et magna professis
Purpureus, late qui splendeat, unus et alter
Adsuitur pannus.
Horace, Ars Poetica, circa 12 B:J. 14.

12.1. Introduction

The Trusted Network Architecture, as specified in this study, is (to a limited
degree) extendible in a straight-forward way to networks other than Hubnet.
However, we argue that the degree of security attainable with Hubnet is not
attainable if a network other than Hubnet is used. To demonstrate this, we consider in this section other well known networks, such as the Ethernet or the token
ring, and a number of characteristics of Hubnet that other networks do not have.
We first consider other local area computer networks.

12.2. Other Local Area Networks

Hubnet transmits data over fiber optic links. Networks not based on fiber
optics can radiate electromagnetic power and are therefore more susceptible to
passive attacks. Moreover, they are generally easier to tap without disrupting the
link.
Hubnet has high aggregate throughput characteristics which allow the
transmission of many artificial packets, while still providing a high enough
bandwidth for real traffic. Networks that have a lower overall bandwidth cannot
transmit as many packets per time unit, thereby restricting the ratio of bogus
packets to packets containing real data, for a given average traffic rate of real
data. A similar problem arises for networks with a high theoretical bandwidth
that become unstable at higher loads. For example, networks using a CSMA/CD
access protocol become unstable when the load on the network passes a certain
threshold, in the sense that the throughput over the network cannot further
increase once the threshold is reached. The Ethernet is an example of such a network. The theoretical bandwidth of the Ethernet is 10 Mbps, but the network is
expected to run with a load of under 5%. Although it is possible to run an Ethernet with a higher load (of up to, say, around 20%), the characteristics of the network deteriorate at very high loads. Therefore, the practical throughput limitations of an Ethernet is only about 2 Mbps.
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Some networks have the characteristic that a single point of disruption or
failure can disrupt the entire network. These types of networks are more susceptible to denial of service attacks. The Ethernet, again, is an example of a network that has this weakness, as do ring networks. In HUBNET, the only single
point of disruption or failure is the central hub, in contrast to the continuum of
such points in the Ethernet or the ring networks. Technology exists to add an
arbitrary amount of redundancy to HUBNET to make the probability of failure as
small as is desired 1 .
With Hubnet it is possible to separate a portion of the network to, for example, isolate malfunctioning hosts, without affecting the operation of the rest of the
network. For trusted networks, this property allows the isolation of a disruptive
host or the isolation of hosts that have been declared insecure. Most other, especially bus-based networks do not have this property.
In networks where the sender of a packet does not receive the packet it sent
after the packet has traversed the network, it is more difficult to identify points
of failure. For the TNC, it may be particularly important to be able to quickly
verify whether it is connected to the network or whether another cause exists as
to, say, why it cannot communicate with one of its client hosts. In Hubnet, if the
TNC receives the echo of the packets it is transmitting, it knows that its packets
reach the Hub. In bus-based networks, a sending host cannot verify that its connection to the network is functional, without receiving higher-level acknowledgements to a packet it previously sent to another host.
Mesh structured point-to-point networks have the disadvantage that they
are not broadcast networks. With this type of network it is easier for an intruder
to observe traffic patterns to and from a particular host, by observing the traffic
on the links connecting the host to the rest of the network. Also, all traffic sent
along a link to a particular host is encrypted at the link-level with the same key.
Mesh-structured networks also imply that, unless the network is fully connected, where every host is connected to every other host, intermediate hosts will
need to forward and route data packets. In order to be able to do so, end-to-end
information, such as a destination host identifier, must be visible to intermediate
hosts, allowing them to observe traffic patterns.
In broadcast networks, all network traffic reaches each network node.
Hence, the TNC is able to perform various monitoring functions by monitoring all
network traffic. This is not possible in mesh structured networks, since not all
traffic is routed by the TNC.
Although, it is possible to implement a broadcast strategy for mesh structured networks, such implementations are not without their own problems. When.
applying a broadcast strategy in a point-to-point network, each node forwards
each incoming packet along each outgoing link. In order to be able to prevent
packets from circulating indefinitely, it is necessary to keep track of packets that
1 U.S. Patent #4,773,069, Granted August 20, 1988: Boulton, P.l.P, and E.S. Lee, "Robust Rooted Tree Network".
Exclusive licence granted to Canstar Communications Ltd., Toronto.
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have been forwarded so that repeat instances of packets are detected and discarded. This implies, however, that packet sequence numbers must be visible to
intermediate hosts in addition to connection identifications.
The Trusted Network Architecture, as defined in this report, allows for only
one TNC. This limits the geographic extent of the network as well as the size of
the network in terms of the number of active nodes that can be supported. If
delays to communicate to the TNC become too large, then the overhead for setting up a connection may become intolerable. (The TNC is involved with the key
distribution that is necessary with each connection setup.) Similarly, if the
number of active connections becomes large, the TNC will become overloaded,
further decreasing the response time of the TNC and consequently the rate at
which connections can be created.
Finally, since the TNA only allows for one TNC, all nodes of the trusted network must belong to one administrative domain. Although it may be possible to
support multiple administrative domains by using multiple cooperating TNC's, we
have not studied this possibility and therefore do not know if it is feasible; we consider this to be a topic for future research.

12.3. Wide area networks

Wide area networks were not considered in this report, since they have properties that make it questionable as to whether TNA could be extended to them.
A wide area network is typically not a broadcast network, but structured as a
meshed point-to-point network. It typically has slow, low bandwidth communication links, limiting overall packet traffic. Finally, wide area networks often have
internal store-and-forward routing nodes that present additional security related
risks.
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APPENDIX A

Logic Notation

This glossary defines the notation that is used in descriptions of protocols
and in their analysis, including the notation of the logic of knowledge and belief.
The Participants

A,B

TNIUs at separate hosts. (Can probably also handle same host!)

P,Q,R

TNIUs: Metasymbols ranging over all TNIUs. ( * also denotes
metasymbol)

s

TNC: A distinguished host known as the Trusted Network Controller.

Messages

X

Message: A message X which is not encrypted.

{X}~

Encrypted message: X encrypted using the encryption key IC

Np

Nonce: invented by P. A message used once only.

f(N)

A well known function of a nonce which transforms it m a way
known to a receiver knowing N
A Timely Nonce: A nonce previously distributed to Q by P.
Proves identity of Q when returned encrypted in K, QP in a timely
manner t. P decides whether N~ is still timely.

Communz'cations and their Encryption
Key for two key datalink encryption system: one-way communications.

D>,,fp(E>,,fp(M))=M

D

All live TNCs know >-.fS· Only S knows A*s•
For simplicity, keys are denoted simply As. The E and D are implicitly given by the direction of communication.
The server S distributes encryption key Ap to the TNCs who need
to (and may) communicate with P.
Datalink communications using key

A* Q·

Channel: Originated at Q, embedded in messages by P, and used by
Q to select decryption key for message from P. (The transport
channel.)
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K,pQ , K,QP

Keys for private two-key transport encryption system: two-way communications. K,pQ represents keys associated with the Pend of a
two-way path between P and Q. K,QP represents the Q end.
Thus, KpQ = {K,JQ,K,gp} and K,QP = {K,!p,K,15Q}-

D Kqp ( E Kpq ( X ) ) = D Kpq ( E Kqp ( X ) ) = X
Only P (and S) knows K,PQ· Only Q (and S) knows K,QP·
K,pQ

=/:-

K,QP

Possession (and live use) of K, PQ identifies and authenticates the
user P.
-+MpQ
P:KpQ M
K,Qp: Q
QP+-

Two-way encrypted transport communications.
K, PQ is the key used to send from P to Q. Known only to P ( & S).
MpQ is the channel on Q used by P to send to Q. Known to P, Q,
& S.
MpQ was originally supplied by Q.
Puses K,pQ to decrypt messages sent by Q (encrypted K,Qp).
The reverse channel is similar.

p A~ Q

IMPQ{ X}K,PQ

A message X, datalink and transport encrypted, from P to Q.
Alternate notation to that immediately above, emphasizing the
actual message and the encryption keys involved.
A placeholder: Represents a key or channel that may or may not
exist at this time, but which in any event is not known from the
viewpoint in question.

□

Knowledge Representation

p

I=

X

P believes the statement X.

p F-> X
p

P has jurisdiction over the object X

l<X

Pis expecting X (usually a message).

P once spoke X

P~X
P

~x,

Y

(PUQ)F->X

The comma denotes "and", i.e. Ponce spoke X and Y
The cup denotes "or", i.e. P or Q has jurisdiction over X, i.e.,
will truthfully say what Xis.

X
y

Inference: If the statement Xis true, then Y is also true.

APPENDIX B

Definitions

The Trustworthy Network Architecture (TNA) developed in this report is a
natural extension of work in the area of secure computer systems that has been
reported in the literature. Many of the terms used are identical to those used in
secure computer systems. Additional terms arise because of the presense of the
network, and because of the requirement that the following principle be true.

The Principle of Security Independence
Neither the presense of the network nor the operation of the network shall imply
a requirement to re-evaluate the confidence that a given attached computer system is capable of meeting the security criteria that it otherwise would meet. The
security rating of a host is independent of its attachment to a TNA network.

The following general definitions introduce the security concepts that are
embodied in TNA.
Definition 1. Security
Security is the protection of information from unauthorized observation,
alteration, use, or distribution. Unauthorized observation, alteration, use, or
distribution includes malicious attacks, accidental exposure, and both overt
and covert attempts to observe, alter, use (including denial of use), or distribute the information.
Definition 2. Access
An access to information is one of an observation, an alteration, a use, or a
distribution of the information.
Definition 3. Security Policy
A Security Policy is a set of rules, laws, and practices on how to ensure the
security of the information in an individual computer system from unauthorized access. The rules describe the permitted and the prohibited accesses to
data.
Definition 4. Network Security Policy
A Network Security Policy is a set of rules on how to protect the information
in the several computer systems attached to a network from unauthorized
access. The rules describe permissions and prohibitions on the actions that
could allow information to flow from a subject in a host to another subject in
a host.
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Definition 5. Security Properties
The Security Properties of a system are those properties that must be
satisfied to have confidence that the security policy will ensure the security
of the information to the desired degree. The security properties describe
the effects of enforcing the rules of the security policy.
Definition 6. Network Security Properties
The Network Security Properties are those properties that must be satisfied
to have confidence that the network security policy will protect the information such that the principle of security independence holds, and no prohibited
accesses can occur, and that all permitted accesses can occur.
Definition 7. Secure System
A secure system is a system that is shown to satisfy the required security
properties with the desired assurance. The method used to show that the
system is secure, together with its security features, results in some
assurance level that a given system can enforce the rules and thus adhere to
the properties.
Definition 8. Trustworthy Network
A trustworthy network is a network that is known to satisfy the principle of
security independence, and to guarantee that no prohibited accesses can
occur, and that all permitted accesses can occur. A network is trustworthy
or it is not trustworthy. TNA is designed so that the principle of security
independence is true.
Definition 9. Security Model
Any system shown to be secure with a high assurance level will be representable by an abstract security model. This model is shown formally to maintain the security properties of the system, and the actual system is shown to
be an instance of the abstract model. The degree of formality with which the
security of the model is demonstrated, together with the correlation of the
actual system with the abstract model, are the primary determinants of the
assurance level that the system is secure.
Definition 10. Network Security Model
Any network that satisfies the principle of security independence will be
representable by an abstract security model. This model is shown formally
to maintain the principle. An actual network will be an instance of the
abstract model.
Definition 11. Trusted Computing Base
The software and hardware that enforces the security policy is called the
Trusted Computing Base (TCB). It is shown that any access to data must
involve the TCB, and that the TCB is capable of rigidly obeying the properties by strictly enforcing the rules.
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Definition 12. Trustworthy Network Computing Base
The software and hardware that enforces the network security policy is
called the Trustworthy Network Computing Base (TNCB). It is shown that
any access to data that involves the network must involve the TNCB, and
that the TNCB is capable of rigidly strictly enforcing the rules of the network security policy.
Definition 13. Trustworthy Network Interface Unit
The software and hardware that attaches the network to the host, and
enforces the network security policy at the host, is called the Trustworthy
Network Interface Unit (TNIU). Each TNIU is logically a part of the TNCB,
and is protected to the degree required by the maximum network security
level of the data it could hold.
Definition 14. Objects
Objects are passive data storage entities. All objects are data, and every
datum is an object. The rules of the security policy express the ways that
data may be observed or altered.
Definition 15. Subjects
Subjects are actively executing programs (processes). Only subjects may
access objects. The use or distribution of information will always involve
some subject requesting that action. Each subject is an agent for a user.
Definition 16. Sensitivity
Each datum in each system attached to the network will have a sensitivity.
The sensitivity of a datum is a measure of its importance, or of the degree of
damage that could ensue if the datum were to be improperly observed or
altered or used or distributed. The sensitivity levels are linearly ordered.
Definition 17. Categories
There are realms of knowledge in the system called categories. If a category
is associated with a datum, observation or alteration or use or distribution of
that datum requires the entity requesting such access to possess the same
category. The collection of categories form a set.
Definition 18. Caveats
For any datum, certain access or handling restrictions that are dependent on
the user may exist. The set of such restrictions is the caveat set. If a caveat
is associated with a datum, access to that datum (perhaps access for some
specific purpose) requires the user to possess the same caveat.
Definition 19. Labels
Each subject and object in a secure system has associated with it a security
label. The subjects and objects in a system may be each explicitly labelled,
or all of them may be implicitly and identically labelled. If they are explicitly labelled, the labels need not be all identical. The label contains a
hierarchical part, and a non-hierarchical part. The hierarchical part is the
sensitivity. The non-hierarchical part consists of categories and caveats.
There are rules which allow the labels to be partially ordered. These rules
define a dominance relation. The dominance relation is used to determine if
a given access should be permitted or proscribed.
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Definition 20. Accountability
Some unique, identifiable user must be accountable for every subject and
object in each system attached to the network.
Definition 21. Mandatory and Discretionary Policys
The policies are the rules, laws, and practices for the labelling of subjects
and objects, and how subjects acting as agents for users are permitted access
to the objects and the subjects. Both policies must be satisfied for access to
be permitted.
Mandatory Access Policy
The mandatory policy is a set of access rules based on the labels associated with the subjects and objects, and the dominance relation.
Discretionary Access Policy
A user is allowed to restrict or permit the access to any subject or
object for which he or she is accountable to be limited to specific subjects, or to subjects for which specific users are accountable.
Definition 22. Covert Channels
A covert channel is a communication path that allows the transfer of information in a manner that violates the system's or the network's Mandatory
Access Policy. These channels are covert in the sense that they are not
included in the security models. Covert channels involving access to some
form of storage are eliminated entirely in TNA. However, covert channels
that transfer information by modulating the use of some system resource,
called timing channels, are very difficult to remove. For practical reasons
the covert channel may be permitted to exist. Residual covert channels will
be thoroughly documented, and stringently audited. The bandwidth of the
covert channel will also be reduced to as low a rate as possible in order to
make use of the channel ineffective.
Definition 23. Authentication
A user is allowed access to the system or the network only if his or her identity can be successfully authenticated. Authentication will be dependent on
the combination of
•

something the user knows, such as a password,

•

something the user has, such as a badge or key, and

•

the location from which the user is accessing the system.

Definition 24. Privilege
In order to function effectively, certain subjects are privileged to override or
bypass one or more of the rules of the security policy. Privilege is accorded
these processes on the basis of need, and is thoroughly justified and
stringently audited. All privileged subjects in a TNA that are related to
network activities are located in the TNCB.
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Definition 25. Privileged Users
The use of privilege is limited to privileged users. A privileged user is a specially designated as such, and requires the privilege to perform some of his
or her required responsibilities. Privileged users are necessary to represent
the administrator roles which are necessary for the management, operation,
and maintenance of the secure system. These administrator roles are given
privileges that may allow them to bypass the security rules, or allow them
to initialize or update the system configuration.

